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Abstract

This study uses folk theories to enhance human-centered “explainable AI” (HCXAI). The
complexity and opacity of machine learning has compelled the need for explainability.
Consumer services like Amazon, Facebook, TikTok, and Spotify have resulted in machine
learning becoming ubiquitous in the everyday lives of the non-expert, lay public. In an age of
“surveillance capitalism” (Zuboff, 2018), effective HCXAI is a critical component of
consumer confidence and trust. The following research questions inform this study:
What are the folk theories of users that explain how a recommender system works?
Is there a relationship between the folk theories of users and the principles of HCXAI
that would facilitate the development of more transparent and explainable
recommender systems?
Using the Spotify music recommendation system as an example, 19 Spotify users were
surveyed and interviewed to elicit their folk theories of how personalized recommendations
work in a machine learning system. The results of the survey were statistically analyzed, and
the interviews were probed using thematic analysis techniques. Seven folk theories emerged:
complies, dialogues, decides, surveils, withholds and conceals, empathizes, and exploits. The
folk theories describe beliefs about agency, power, process, intent, and relationships.
These folk theories support, challenge, and augment the principles of HCXAI. Taken
collectively, the folk theories encourage HCXAI to take a broader view of XAI. The
questions and concerns implicit in the folk theories indicate that users have explanatory
issues that extend beyond model veracity and accountability.
The objective of HCXAI is to move towards a more user-centered, less technically
focused XAI. The elicited folk theories indicate that this will require adopting principles that
include policy implications, consumer protection issues, and concerns about intention and the
possibility of manipulation. As a window into the complex user beliefs that inform their
ii

interactions with Spotify, the folk theories offer insights into how HCXAI systems can more
effectively provide machine learning explainability to the non-expert, lay public.

Keywords

Folk theories, mental models, explainable artificial intelligence (XAI), human-centered
explainable artificial intelligence (HCXAI), recommender systems, Spotify, explanations,
machine learning.
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Summary for Lay Audience

This study uses folk theories to enhance how artificial intelligence systems (AI) explain their
behaviours. The results allow machines to better understand humans and humans to better
understand machines. Folk theories are the beliefs people hold about how a system works.
These beliefs aren’t necessarily fully accurate, but they must be functional if they are to help
people use a particular system effectively. This study gathered the folk theories of the Spotify
music system, an advanced AI system that provides personalized music recommendations for
its users.
Consumer services like Spotify, Amazon, Facebook, and TikTok are ubiquitous in
our everyday lives. These services use machine learning techniques, the leading-edge of AI.
Machine learning systems are powerful, complex, consequential, and opaque. They have
difficulty explaining their actions and as a result users have difficulty fully trusting them. The
field of “explainable AI” (XAI) is about enabling machine learning systems to tell us what
they did, why they did it, and why they didn’t do something else instead. The principles of
human-centered explainable AI (HCXAI) place the non-expert, lay public at the center of the
AI explainability challenge.
The folk theories of Spotify users describe beliefs about agency, power, process,
intent, and relationships. These folk theories support, challenge, and augment the principles
of HCXAI. Taken collectively, the folk theories encourage HCXAI to take a broader view of
XAI. The questions and concerns implicit in the folk theories indicate that users have
explanatory issues that extend beyond how and why the system works. The objective of
HCXAI to move towards a more user-centered, less technically focused XAI means adopting
principles that include policy implications, consumer protection issues, and concerns about
intention and the possibility of manipulation. As a window into the complex user beliefs that
inform their interactions with Spotify, the folk theories offer insights into how HCXAI
systems can more effectively provide machine learning explainability to the non-expert, lay
public.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of the Study

Machine learning systems are ubiquitous, complex, and increasingly consequential in
everyday life. For users to understand, trust, and manage them, these systems must be
able to explain their decisions, recommendations, predictions, and processes. Derived
from the larger field of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI), Human-centered XAI
(HCXAI) emphasizes the explanatory needs of the non-expert public who are users of
machine learning systems such as Spotify. In this qualitative study, the elicited folk
theories (aka mental models) of users of the Spotify music recommender system
(www.Spotify.com) are used to inform and enhance the principles of HCXAI.

1.2

Background

Folk theories of recommender systems tell us what users believe about how these
machine learning systems work. These theories, accurate or not, contain subjective
perspectives about that technology (Norman, 1983b; Payne, 2003). Folk theories are
explanatory and “they must be functional” (Norman, 1983b, p. 7), allowing people to
successfully use the system. Insights into how users, particularly the lay population,
perceive recommender systems could be helpful in making transparent and explainable
systems by informing the principles of HCXAI that guide explanatory system
development. One of the challenges of explainability for public-facing machine learning
systems is that the folk theories of users may present obstacles to explication, acceptance,
and trust.
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The field of explainable AI (XAI) consists of a set of techniques, processes, and
strategies that facilitate explanations of how machine learning systems make decisions
and recommendations (Adadi & Berrada, 2018; Biran & Cotton, 2017; Miller, 2019;
Mohseni et al., 2021; Mueller et al., 2019). These explanations may be highly technical
or broadly conceptual, and they may be designed for specific users such as technologists,
professionals, and policy makers. However, the explanations that address the needs of the
public are in many ways the most complex and the most urgent. Recently, as AI research
has embraced the importance of user studies in XAI, it recognized that folk theories “can
powerfully shape how machines are developed and how these machines are ultimately
perceived by users” (Bonnefon & Rahwan, 2020, p. 1019). The focus of HCXAI is to
understand the perspectives of these users and to devise and implement methods that
facilitate explainability.
Recommender systems, such as those used by Amazon, Spotify, Netflix,
Facebook, and Google, employ machine learning techniques to provide personalized
“suggestions for items to be of use to a user” and to allow “users to cope with
information overload and help them making better choices.” (Ricci et al., 2015, p. vii).
These systems are the “public face” of artificial intelligence because “our entanglement
with algorithmic personalization is non-negotiable: it is a market driven pre-condition of
the digital everyday” (Kant, 2020, p. 214). As complex and opaque systems,
recommender systems are a widely used example of machine learning that require
explanations. The non-expert, lay public have extensive experience with these systems
and likely have developed folk theories that reflect their beliefs about how they work.
Uncovering these folk theories allow for an exploration of how they might inform
explanations.
Library and information science (LIS) has a longstanding and continuing interest in
both intelligent information systems (Aluri & Riggs, 1988; Cox et al., 2019; Griffey,
2019; Hsieh & Hall, 1989; G. Liu, 2011; L. C. Smith, 1976, 1989) and folk theories (Cho,
2018; Cole et al., 2007; Han et al., 2020; He et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2012; Makri et al.,
2007; Michell & Dewdney, 1998; Seadle, 2003) as aspects of information retrieval,
information behaviour, user experience, and system design. However, XAI has received
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limited attention in the LIS literature with most work primarily identifying the
importance of XAI and providing examples of the roles for the LIS community (Bunn,
2020; Cordell, 2020; Cox, 2021; Gasparini & Kautonen, 2022; Johnson, 2020;
Lippincott, 2020; Østerlund et al., 2021; Padilla, 2019; Ridley, 2019, 2022). Uniquely,
this study brings together machine learning systems, folk theories, and HCXAI to explore
the influence that user folk theories of recommender systems can have on machine
learning explainability.

1.3

Significance of the Study

As greater portions of our lives are “algorithmically mediated” (J. Anderson, 2020), “the
danger is not so much in delegating cognitive tasks, but in distancing ourselves from–or
in not knowing about–the nature and precise mechanisms of that delegation” (de Mul &
van den Berg, 2011, p. 59). Applying the insights from folk theories to the principles of
HCXAI can help machine learning developers create better systems, educators address
algorithmic literacy, policy makers devise consumer protection, and the public navigate
the complexities of using these systems.

1.4

Research Questions

The results of this research can inform HCXAI in the specific context of recommender
systems, but they cannot be generalized more broadly to all machine learning systems.
However, it is anticipated that general principles or approaches will emerge that can be
adapted to other contexts (e.g., different systems, domains, and user groups) making
these results valuable if not directly transferable.
The following research questions inform this study:
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What are the folk theories of users that explain how a recommender system works?
Is there a relationship between the folk theories of users and the principles of HCXAI that
would facilitate the development of more transparent and explainable recommender
systems?

1.5

Structure of the Thesis

In Chapter 2, a literature review provides a general review of folk theories followed by a
specific discussion of folk theories in the context of AI and explanation. A general review
of recommender systems is followed by a specific discussion of folk theories in the
context of recommender systems. The section on explainable AI (XAI) provides an
overview of this field with a detailed exploration of human-centered XAI (HCXAI). The
principles are discussed and specific issues regarding HCXAI are explored. The section
following reviews the characteristics of a good explanation in the context of HCXAI. The
last section in this chapter brings together a discussion of folk theories, machine learning
systems, and XAI. It describes three key papers regarding folk theories and algorithmic
systems. and four papers regarding folk theories and HCXAI. The purpose of this chapter
is to describe and position three key areas of focus in this study: folk theories,
recommender systems, and HCXAI.
Chapter 3 provides a detailed discussion of the Spotify music streaming and
recommendation system. This includes an historical context, objectives of the system,
data collected and used by the system, and technical details about how the
recommendation process works. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a description
and analysis of the Spotify recommender system as context for the elicited folk theories
of users.

5

Chapter 4 discusses the difficulties of eliciting folk theories. The challenges of
conducting research on folk theories are reviewed, followed by the mitigating strategies
employed in this study.
Chapter 5 outlines the research methodology used in the study. An overview of
the Spotify user survey and interviews is provided. The recruitment strategy for
participants is described. Specific details on each method are described in subsequent
chapters: user survey (Chapter 6) and user interviews (Chapter 7). The limitations of the
study are discussed, and the ethical considerations reviewed.
Chapter 6 provides a detailed discussion of the Spotify user survey. The nature
and content of the survey is described. The data are analyzed, including a quantitative
analysis and a factor analysis using Q methodology, and the overall findings are
presented. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the results of the user survey and to
present the preliminary folk theories arising from the survey.
Chapter 7 provides a detailed discussion of the Spotify user interviews. The
nature and context of the interviews are discussed. The data are analyzed using content
and thematic analysis, and the findings are presented. Elements of folk theories are
synthesized from the analysis. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the results of the
user interviews and to present user observations and beliefs augmenting and extending
the folk theories from the survey.
Chapter 8 provides a synthesis of the folk theories of the Spotify music
recommender system that were elicited from the user survey and interviews. Given the
resulting folk theories, a section discusses whether explanations are important to Spotify
and Spotify users. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a detailed description of the
folk theories of users of the Spotify music recommender system that will be used to
inform and enhance the principles of HCXAI.
In Chapter 9, the folk theories of Spotify users are discussed in relation to the
principles, challenges, and issues of human-centered explainable AI (HCXAI). Folk
theories are shown to support, challenge, and augment the HCXAI principles. The
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purpose of this chapter is to document how folk theories can be used to address the
objectives of HCXAI by enhancing the principles that guide the developers of XAI
systems.
Chapter 10 revisits the research questions guiding this study and addresses the
study’s contributions, implications, and limitations. Areas for future research are
considered.
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Literature Review

2

2.1

Folk Theories

The terms folk theories and mental models have generally been used interchangeably to
refer to “the mental representations that humans use to structure experience” (Gelman &
Legare, 2011, p. 380). They allow people to “systematically investigate what [they]
believe to be true about particular domains” and provide “a mental structure of possible
states of the world that the user can search in order to plan their behavior” (Payne, 2003,
p. 152). Importantly, they are “not neutral or passive snapshots of experience; they
embody cognitive biases that influence thought and action” (Gelman & Legare, 2011, p.
380).
Mental models and folk theories are “surprisingly meager, imprecisely specified,
and full of inconsistencies, gaps, and idiosyncratic quirks” (Norman, 1983b, p. 8) and yet
they are centrally “causal and explanatory” (Gelman & Legare, 2011, p. 380) and “must
be functional” (Norman, 1983b, p. 7). They are important because of their “utility for the
user, rather than their verisimilitude” (Hamilton et al., 2014, p. 638).
However, they have been viewed as “a tantalizing—rather than fulfilling—
theoretical concept” (Payne, 2003, p. 135) in part as a result of differing definitions of
their nature and scope (Allen, 1997; DeVito et al., 2017; Gelman & Legare, 2011; Moray,
1996; Norman, 1983b; Payne, 2003; Staggers & Norcio, 1993). Compounding this
definitional breadth is the difficulty in eliciting the substance and nuances of folk theories
because of the limitations of research methods (Doherty & Doherty, 2018; He et al.,
2008; Norman, 1983b; Payne, 2003).
Despite this, mental models and folk theories have remained a key means for
understanding and improving human-computer interaction (HCI), user experience, and
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systems design (Doherty & Doherty, 2018). The recommendations from a 1987 report
about folk theories and software development established the research agenda for this
field which remains pertinent (National Research Council. Committee on Human Factors,
1987). Key among these was the recognition that folk theories are not merely mechanistic
or procedural. Folk theories have been used to align system specifications with user
needs, to develop interfaces that conform to user expectations, and to identify gaps in
user understanding of system behaviours and processes (Young, 2008). Folk theories
surface belief systems (acquired through observation, instruction or inference),
observability (a correspondence between operation of the system and user observation),
and predictive power (understanding and anticipating the behaviour of the system) in
accordance with the “antecedents” (information, beliefs, motivation) of attribution theory
(Doherty & Doherty, 2018; Kelley & Michela, 1980; Norman, 1983b).
This study uses the term folk theories to refer to both folk theories and mental
models. While some see mental models as “functional blueprints” and view folk theories
as “less formal, less mechanistic, and more expansive, representing guiding beliefs”, folk
theories and mental models are viewed as “close cousins” (DeVito et al., 2018, p. 120).
For example, French & Hancock’s (2017) use of the term folk theories with respect to
cyber-social systems echoes descriptions and characteristics identified by others
describing mental models (Carroll & Olson, 1988; Norman, 1983b). Viewed exclusively
in the context of algorithmic systems, Bucher calls these characteristics the “algorithmic
imaginary” (Bucher, 2017, 2018): “the algorithmic imaginary is not to be understood as a
false belief or fetish of sorts but, rather, as the way in which people imagine, perceive and
experience algorithms and what these imaginations make possible” (Bucher, 2017, p. 31).
Bucher distinguishes the algorithmic imaginary from folk theories by noting their
“productive and affective power” which enables people to act on and influence
algorithms in addition to being passive recipients (Bucher, 2017, p. 41). While Gelman &
Legare are clear that folk theories are both passive and active, and can “influence thought
and action” (Gelman & Legare, 2011, p. 380), Bucher adds a new dimension by
identifying the affective aspect of folk theories.
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While it is possible to differentiate these terms (Ytre-Arne & Moe, 2021), within the
context of recommender systems and machine learning, folk theories, mental models, and
algorithmic imaginaries are effectively synonyms. To align with the focus on
recommender systems, this study uses the technologically specific definition of folk
theory as “intuitive, informal theories that individuals develop to explain the outcomes,
effects, or consequences of technological systems, which guide reactions to and behavior
towards said systems” (DeVito et al., 2017, p. 3165).

2.2

Explainable AI (XAI)

Lacking “a theory of explainable AI, with a formal and universally agreed definition of
what explanations are” (Samek & Muller, 2019, p. 17), the fundamentals of this field are
still being explored, often from different disciplinary perspectives (Mueller et al., 2019).
The lack of an accepted XAI definition (Palacio et al., 2021; Samek & Muller, 2019;
Verma et al., 2021; Vilone & Longo, 2020) is confounded by the related concepts of
interpretability, transparency, and traceability (Lipton, 2016; Mohseni et al., 2021;
Walmsley, 2021). This has resulted in what Lipton calls “a surfeit of hammers, and no
agreed-upon nails” (Lipton, 2017).
However, according to the widely referenced US Defence Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) description, the purpose of XAI is for AI systems to have “the
ability to explain their rationale, characterize their strengths and weaknesses, and convey
an understanding of how they will behave in the future” (DARPA, 2016) and to “enable
human users to understand, appropriately trust, and effectively manage the emerging
generation of artificially intelligent partners” (Turek, 2016). XAI is a set of strategies,
techniques, and processes that include testable and unambiguous proofs, various
verification and validation methods that assess influence and veracity, and authorizations
that define requirements or mandate auditing (Abdul et al., 2018; Adadi & Berrada, 2018;
Das & Rad, 2020; Molnar, 2018; Mueller et al., 2019; Vermeire et al., 2021).
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While XAI has received limited attention in the LIS literature, AI researchers have
acknowledged the narrow disciplinary perspectives that have guided much AI work and
are actively encouraging other fields to apply their methods and insights to machine
learning and XAI in particular (Mueller et al., 2019; Saeed & Omlin, 2021). A systematic
meta-survey of the challenges and research directions of XAI identified thirty-nine key
issues including the need for multidisciplinary collaboration, understanding and
enhancing the user experience, matching XAI to user expertise, and explaining the
competencies of AI systems to users (Saeed & Omlin, 2021).

2.2.1

Purpose and Consequences of XAI

2.2.1.1

The Right to Explanation

While explainability has been an issue for AI since the earliest days of expert systems in
the late 20th century (Clancey, 1983; Swartout, 1983; Swartout et al., 1991), the European
Union’s 2018 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), first tabled in 2016,
transformed explainability and XAI from a technical issue to a public policy priority
(European Union, 2016). However, the existence of a “right to explanation” in the GDPR
is ambiguous. For some it is clear (Goodman & Flaxman, 2017; Kaminski, 2019), while
for others is it not only absent from the regulation, it is not the preferred strategy for
algorithmic accountability (Edwards & Veale, 2017, 2018; Wachter et al., 2017).
Opposition to the right to an explanation came from pro-business groups like the
Centre for Data Innovation who were concerned about the negative effect on innovation
and competitive advantage for the EU and North America (Wallace, 2017; Wallace &
Castro, 2018), and from the AI research community who felt an explainability
requirement would impact system performance (Gunning & Aha, 2019; Kozyrkov, 2018;
Lipton, 2016; Sokol & Flach, 2020). Despite this, IBM and other leading AI research and
development companies and organizations could see the rising imperative and initiated
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XAI programs (Rossi, 2016). Since then XAI research and development has exploded
(Adadi & Berrada, 2018; Mueller et al., 2019; Vilone & Longo, 2020) and many
jurisdictions beyond the EU have explored the idea of a right to explanation, including
Canada through consultations with the federal (Canada. Office of the Privacy
Commissioner of, 2020) and provincial (Ontario, 2021) privacy commissioners.
The requirements for explainability, arising from public advocacy (Broussard,
2018; Campolo et al., 2017), consumer protection (Consumers International, 2019),
regulation (Canada, 2019; Casey et al., 2019; European Union, 2016; Goodman &
Flaxman, 2017), and professional codes of conduct (Association for Computing
Machinery, 2017; FAT/ML, n.d.; IEEE, 2019) have further accelerated a focus on
explainable AI generally and XAI specifically.
Despite the acceptance and importance of XAI, some within the machine learning
community believe it holds the field to “an unrealistically high standard” (Zerilli et al.,
2019, p. 661) because “the sorts of explanations we cannot obtain from AI we cannot
obtain from humans either” (Zerilli et al., 2019, p. 680). Geoffrey Hinton argues that
requiring an explanation from an AI system would be “a complete disaster” and that trust
should be based on the system’s performance not its explainability (Simonite, 2018).

2.2.1.2

Manipulation and Deception

Assuming the use of XAI is benign ignores situations where explanations can “suppress
curiosity and reinforce flawed mental models ... overwhelm people with details ... not
allow questions ... make people feel reticent, [and] include too many open variables and
loose ends” (Hoffman et al., 2019 p.17). It is a reminder that one of the goals of an
explanation can be persuasion (Mueller et al., 2019). Some view XAI as a deceptive
means to further “surveillance capitalism” (Zuboff, 2018):
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“Explainable AI is guaranteed to fail as a means of empowering individuals to
effectuate their value preferences in their interactions with AI, but that in failing it
will succeed in legitimizing new regimes of control, including the expansion of
punitive and surveillance-based AI.” (Knowles, 2022)
Post-hoc explanations, including counterfactuals and feature selections, are
susceptible to manipulation (Lipton, 2016; Slack et al., 2021; Wachter et al., 2018) and
can be used to promote over-reliance on algorithmic decisions or recommendations
(Smith-Renner et al., 2020). Changes in data distribution, inadvertent or deliberate, can
have a similar distorting effect (Woźnica et al., 2021).
Provocatively, Kim et al. ask whether AI should be able to lie (i.e., deliberately
manipulate users) noting that deception is often part of negotiations and not always
viewed as unethical (T. W. Kim et al., 2021). The authors conclude with a framework to
guide when an AI may be permitted to lie. However, XAI manipulation can also be
subtle. Prasad et al. assume that we want “models that behave in ways that people expect
them to. We want models that are aligned to human expectations” (Prasad et al., 2020).
While generally desirable, these objectives could rely on confirmation bias to reassure
users of potentially manipulative outcomes.
Research by Schneider et al. confirmed that intentionally deceptive explanations
embedded in machine learning can fool humans, but they also note that,
one can deploy machine learning methods to detect seemingly minor deception
attempts with accuracy exceeding 80% given sufficient domain knowledge.
Without domain knowledge, one can still infer inconsistencies in the explanations
in an unsupervised manner, given basic knowledge of the predictive model under
scrutiny (Schneider et al., 2020).
XAI can be both a source of and a solution to manipulation and deception in
explanations. Interactive, prospective (e.g., ante-hoc) exploratory systems are proposed to
“enable users to investigate how their choices affect the outcome” (Shneiderman, 2022,
p. 169) and providing a tool to assist in assessing persuasive or manipulative intent.
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2.2.1.3

Consumer Protection

The objectives and requirements of XAI can be viewed through the lens of consumer
protection. Users of recommender systems are consumers of a commercial product and
might reasonably expect protection in its use as with any other product. Consumer
protection, often covered in different but interrelated regulations and legislation, focuses
on privacy, risk, and harm, and includes complaint and mitigation processes.
At present, “consumers are largely incapable of exercising meaningful choice
with regard to the rapidly expanding array of points within the matrix of networked
interactions in which their interests will be placed at risk” (Gandy, Jr., 2011, p. 185).
While this suggests the need for consumer protection beyond what currently exists, others
think “technological innovation need not necessarily disrupt the extant legal regime of
consumer protection” (Howells, 2020, p. 146). While “appropriate modification” may be
necessary, “consumer protection seems able to retain its traditional values and in many
instances its traditional form” (Howells, 2020, p. 171).
A Consumers International study of consumers from India, Australia, and Japan
regarding their understanding and use of AI enabled consumer services revealed their
“enthusiasm and appreciation” for these technologies but concerns about who is “behind
things and how data is used” (Consumers International, 2019, p. 3). The study noted,
There is widespread confusion about recourse concerning AI enabled services.
The notion that one could complain or even obtain an explanation for what is
considered to be a problem often seems far from our participants' minds. Part of
the problem seems to be the sense of ‘inevitability’ of technology having its own
trajectory and as such there is a limit to how it can be changed (Consumers
International, 2019, p. 22).
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Calling this “learned helplessness” (Consumers International, 2019, p. 27), the
organization called for “a duty to explain” on the part of AI enabled services (Consumers
International, 2019, p. 31).
Few studies have examined XAI specifically from a consumer perspective. A
study of consumer preferences regarding the nature of XAI explanations identified three
findings: the importance rankings over counterfactuals, a tolerance for only a moderate
level of complexity regardless of context, and a desire of explanatory specificity
dependent on context (Ramon et al., 2021). Notable here is the preference of rankings
over counterfactuals as an XAI technique. Multiple explanations are a common XAI
outcome since they can vary in terms of scope, detail, and perspective (e.g., global or
local). The ranking of explanations, rather than “what if” alternatives, provides the user
with degrees of confidence or applicability that are more directly relevant.
Regulatory efforts to link XAI to consumer protection are rare. In a study of
consumer attitudes towards sustainable and transparent, explainable AI, the authors
conclude that “it seems doubtful that simply placing the burden on ‘the informed
consumer’ will lead to a demand for transparent and sustainable AI” (König et al., 2022,
p. 10). A statement preferencing competition ahead of consumer protection from the
Federal Trade Commission, which oversees such regulation in the US, suggests that
governments are a doubtful source of protection as well (Howells, 2020). Progressive
legislation proposed in the US Senate (Algorithmic Accountability Act, 2022) appeals
frequently to consumer protection but restricts its oversight to a select number of
applications where “critical decisions” are at stake. Regulations derived from this bill
could easily exclude consumer services such as Spotify from this protection.
A weakness in XAI is the lack of a consumer perspective and the resulting need to
link XAI to the broader issues of consumer protection.
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2.3

What Makes a Good Explanation?

A prerequisite to effective XAI is understanding what makes a good explanation.
Explanations “are more than a human preoccupation – they are central to our sense of
understanding, and the currency in which we exchange beliefs” (Lombrozo, 2006, p.
464).
There are five reasons for an explanation: 1) to predict similar events in the
future, 2) to diagnose, 3) to assess blame or guilt, 4) to justify or rationalize an action,
and 5) for aesthetic pleasure (Keil, 2006). These different objectives highlight that good
explanations are recipient dependent and recipient sensitive: “Every theorist of
explanation can admit that the idea of a good explanation is audience-variant” (Ruben,
2012, p. 19) and that “a good explanation is one that meets the interests, and assumes
what it should assume about the beliefs, of the audience” (Ruben, 2012, p. 26). There is,
between the explainer and the explainee, a shared level of general knowledge and
previous, shared experiences (e.g., previous interactions or explanations) upon which to
build an explanatory dialogue. This puts the explainee and their interests, motivations,
and capabilities at the forefront of a good, and satisfactory, explanation. As Mayes notes:
“All questions are interest driven, but explanation-seeking questions seem especially so.
For not only do individual interests generate the question, but to a surprising extent they
seem to determine what counts as an acceptable answer” (Mayes, 2000, p. 368).
Miller, in reviewing the literature on human explanations, identified four major
findings that are important for XAI: “(1) why-questions are contrastive; (2) explanations
are selected (in a biased manner); (3) explanations are social; and (4) probabilities are not
as important as causal links” (Miller, 2019, p. 34). When people want to know the “why”
of something “people do not ask why event P happened, but rather why event P happened
instead of some event Q” (Miller, 2019, p. 3). The selective, social, and causal findings
reinforce that “explanations are not just the presentation of associations and causes
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(causal attribution), they are contextual” (Miller, 2019, p. 3). However, the
recommendation that explanations are contrastive (i.e., counterfactual) may not be as
applicable in a low or non-consequential service such as Spotify (Ramon et al., 2021).
When an explanation is provided is also significant. Explanations can be ex post,
ex ante, or interactive. In the first case, one receives an explanation following a decision.
This is a justification of a decision. In the second case, an explanation precedes a
decision. This occurs when the decision process is transparent. In the third case, a
dialogue is established whereby an explanation is achieved simultaneously with the
decision. This is effective for complex questions or in consequential settings. When an
explanation is provided is contingent on the type of explanation being requested and the
nature of the explanation process.
Good explanations can be abstract and generalized (Keil, 2006; Strevens, 2008)
or concrete and detailed (Bechlivanidis et al., 2017). Garfinkel cautions that
“explanations that are too concrete are not merely ‘too good to be true’ (i.e.,
impractical) but rather ‘too true to be good’” (Garfinkel, 1981, p. 58). However, Tesler’s
Law of the Conservation of Complexity states that “there is a point beyond which you
can’t simplify the process any further; you can only move the inherent complexity from
one place to another” (Saffer, 2010, p. 139). While contextually dependent, it may be that
an explanation can “satisfice” when it “meets a variety of criteria but maximizes none”
(Simon, 1992, p. 157).
Abstract explanations have been shown to overcome the inherent complexity of
AI reducing barriers for users (Kizilcec, 2016; Kuleza et al., 2013; Tullio et al., 2007).
Other research demonstrated that “rich explanations of the recommender system
increased participants’ understanding of the recommendation process, and this in turn
improved their beliefs about the quality of the recommender system’s performance”
(Yeomans et al., 2019, p. 411). To overcome the reluctance of users to engage in complex
explanations, some researchers have proposed “cognitive forcing” techniques to oblige
user attention (Buçinca et al., 2021). Regardless of the approach and level of detail,
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explaining how a system works has been shown to improve (i.e., make more accurate)
user understanding (Cramer, 2010; Kulesza et al., 2012).
How explanations are presented to the user is an important element of XAI and a
highly contentious area of research. Multimedia visualizations have been proposed to
exploit their information rich contexts (Abdul et al., 2018; Diederich, 2018), although
visual explanations of deep learning have been found to be poorly understood by end
users (Hohman et al., 2019). A 2017 survey of explanations for recommender systems
found that textual explanations were overwhelmingly favoured over visualizations, lists,
arguments, traces or other techniques (Nunes & Jannach, 2017). Another study found that
simple Venn diagrams were preferred over other visual and textual explanations (Kouki
et al., 2017). Others propose interactive methods (Sokol & Flach, 2020) and examplebased explanations (Jeyakumar et al., 2020).
Also relevant is whether a global or local explanation is required or requested. A
global explanation responds to the question, “how does the system work?” A local
explanation responds to the question, “why did the system make that particular
recommendation?” The former helps to “understand and evaluate the model” and “render
more confidence in understanding the model” while the latter “scrutinize[s] individual
cases” and exposes “discrepancies between different cases” (Dodge et al., 2019, p. 283).
Some have argued that from an explainee perspective the categorization of explanations
based as local or global is a difference without a distinction since both approaches have
problematic implications for generalizability (Jacovi et al., 2022).
Given these requirements for good explanations, utilizing folk theories for effective
XAI may require the type and extent of user personalization already enabled through
recommender systems. This acknowledges that “different explanations are needed for
different people [and] different mental models will require different explanations” (Kühl
et al., 2020).
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2.4

Human-Centered Explainable AI (HCXAI)

Human-centered explainable AI (HCXAI) is a specific area of XAI that responds to the
DARPA definition with a focus on explainable AI for the lay, non-expert public. HCXAI
has been widely discussed (Chari et al., 2020; Ehsan et al., 2022; Ehsan & Riedl, 2020;
Liao & Varshney, 2022; Shen & Huang, 2021; Vaughan & Wallach, 2021; D. Wang et
al., 2019) including the importance of folk theories (Gentile et al., 2021; Ngo & Krämer,
2021; Villareale & Zhu, 2021; D. Wang et al., 2019).
HCXAI, as a human focused view of XAI, arose in consort with a humancentered approach to AI more generally (HCAI) (Aragon et al., 2022; Shneiderman,
2022). The emergence of HCXAI was motivated by the lack of user studies, a focus on
researchers and developers rather than the lay public, an almost exclusive emphasis on
the technical aspects and techniques of XAI, the lack of pedagogical methods, the
importance of actionable explanations, and the need to reduce the complexity of
explanations. Machine learning systems are “often not tested to determine whether the
algorithm helps users accomplish any goals” (Mueller et al., 2021). As a result, there
have been numerous calls for more user studies of XAI (Burkart & Huber, 2021; Miller,
2019; Ribera & Lapedriza, 2019; Samek & Muller, 2019).
In particular, rather than AI researchers and system developers, more users from
the non-expert public should be studied. The audience for a XAI system can be system
developers (who are primarily interested in performance), clients (primarily interested in
effectiveness or efficacy), professionals (primarily interested in work related outcomes),
regulators (primarily interested in policy implications), and everyday users of the models
(primarily interested in trust or accountability). Marginalized communities are most often
ignored (Ehsan & Riedl, 2020). The nature and presentation of explanations can be
significantly different depending on the audience, yet “few papers address the different
AI literacy levels users may have and even fewer address the diversity of stakeholders
and their different needs for XAI.” (Gerlings et al., 2020, p. 5).
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The emphasis on researchers and developers resulted in an emphasis on the
technical strategies and techniques of XAI. As a result, too often ignored, minimized, or
simply misunderstood are the issues and concerns of the everyday person as they use
machine learning systems and encountered XAI systems. This study addresses this gap
putting the focus on the non-expert, lay population. For the lay person in particular,
explanations are a “learning process” requiring XAI to have an instructional and
evaluation model as part of its design (Clancey & Hoffman, 2021). However, in most
XAI research and implementations “teaching explanations tend to be forgotten” (Sheh &
Monteath, 2018, p. 264). HCXAI as a pedagogical method also means “making
explanations actionable” (R. Singh et al., 2021, p. 14), ensuring that users know how an
explanation “is intended to be used” (Davis et al., 2020).
However, given the complexity of machine learning and XAI, researchers have
cautioned that “we may be fine-tuning AI methods with elaborate bells and whistles that
no human-ear can hear” (Keane et al., 2021). As a result, central to HCXAI are
“efficiency” (i.e., the time it takes for the user to understand the explanation) (Rüping,
2006) and the “mental fit” with a user (Bibal & Frénay, 2016).

2.4.1

Principles of HCXAI

The principles of human-centered XAI, as presented in Mueller et al. (2021), “start with
human-focused principles for the design, testing, and implementation of XAI systems,
and implement algorithms to serve that purpose” (Mueller et al., 2021). Among these
principles are the importance of context (regarding user objectives, decision
consequences, timing, modality, and intended audience), the value of using hybrid
explanation methods that complement and extend each other, and the power of
contrastive examples and approaches. Developers are urged to “build explanatory
systems, not explanations” recognizing the dynamic nature of intelligent systems and that
XAI cannot simply be “one-off.” Explanations are about “knowledge transformation and
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sense-making.” The principles of HCXAI are presented in Table 1 along with brief
descriptions extracted from the text. To highlight themes inherent in the principles, they
have been categorized as key objectives (i.e., overarching principles; marked in red) and
principles that have specific relevance to users, context, techniques, and evaluation. A
full description of the principles is available in Appendix 1.

Table 1: Principles of HCXAI
(Mueller et al. 2021)
Principle
The property of being an
explanation is not a property
of statements, visualizations,
or examples.
Work matters.

The importance of active
self-explanation.

Brief Description
Explaining is a process [and] must be
understood by a user to be effective.

It is impractical to develop a useful and
usable explanation system outside of a
work context.
Focus explanatory systems on
information that empowers users to
self-explain, rather than simply
delivering an output of an algorithm.

Build explanatory systems,
not explanations.

Explanation[s] must be accompanied
by other things (instructions, tutorial
activities, comparisons, exploratory
interfaces, user models, etc.).

Combined methods
are necessary.

Multiple kinds of information can
complement one another … both
global and local explanations may be
justifiable and reinforce one another.

An explanation can have
many different consequences.

Different explanations can have very
different effects. The explanations
should be tuned to the goal.

Category
Key Objective
Users
Evaluation
Context

Users
Techniques

Key Objective

Techniques

Users
Context
Techniques
Evaluation

Measurement matters.

Designers should identify what consequences the explanation should have

Evaluation
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to develop an appropriate
measurement and assessment
approach.
Knowledge and
understanding are central.

The focus of explanation is on
developing a better understanding of
the system.

Context matters:
Users, timing, goals

The best explanation depends on
context: who the user is, what their
goal is, when they need an
explanation, and how its effectiveness
is measured.

The power of differences
and contrast.

First develop learning objectives for an
explanatory system and identify the
contrasts necessary to support those
objectives.

Explanation is not just about
transparency.

Contrast, global explanation and local
justification, examples, explorable
interfaces that permit hypotheticals,
etc. will be necessary.

The need for explanation
is “triggered.”

Explanations are not always necessary,
[they are] triggered by states such as
surprise and violations of expectation.

Explanation is knowledge
transformation
and sensemaking.

[It] is not just the learning or
incorporation of information; it
involves changing previous beliefs and
preconceptions.

Explanation is never
a “one-off.”

Users often need repeated
explanations and re-explanations. XAI
systems might benefit from
considering the long-term interaction
with users.

Key Objective

Users
Context
Evaluation

Key Objective
Techniques

Techniques

Users
Context

Key Objective
Users

Key Objective
Users
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2.4.1.1

Key Objectives

The key objectives in the HCXAI principles highlight the foundational concepts that
inform HCXAI as a whole and guide the other principles. Central to HCXAI is the call
for “explanatory systems, not explanations.” Explanatory systems include more than
expressions of veracity, confidence, or justification, they include “instructions, tutorial
activities, comparisons, exploratory interfaces, [and] user models” that provide tools and
a broader context for user understanding. While a key objective of HCXAI is
“understanding and sensemaking,” the system approach is evident in the emphasis on
explanation as a process, the need for long-term interactions with users not “one-off”
events, and the principle that while information is important, “changing beliefs and
preconceptions” is an expected outcome.

2.4.1.2

Users

The user focus in the HCXAI principles includes an expected emphasis on user
objectives, the use of appropriate and contextual explanatory techniques, and the
identification of “triggers” that prompt the need for explanations. However, the principle
of “active self-explanation” offers a new strategy. Instead of “simply delivering an output
of an algorithm,” the explanatory system provides information to allow the user to selfexplain. This principle underscores the importance of user empowerment, information
provision beyond an explanation, and a pedagogical strategy for HCXAI.
A key strength of HCXAI is to challenge dominant theories or narratives and
reveal insights from marginalized communities (Ehsan & Riedl, 2020). For example, a
study of XAI and accessibility looked at the needs of two largely unexplored groups with
respect to XAI: aging users and users with mental health issues (Wolf & Ringland, 2019).
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In the case of aging users, increasing attention was required to changes over time in the
user’s comprehension (technical and situational) and their levels of attention and
concentration. XAI techniques responded to both cognitive decline and a user’s desire to
remain independent. In this way HCXAI disrupts some of the narrow thinking that has
guided machine learning and XAI, and opens the field to explore issues from other
disciplinary perspectives.

2.4.1.3

Context

Context is relevant to explanations regarding user objectives, timing, consequences of
explanations, and “triggering” events. The principle that “work matters” indicates that “it
is impractical to develop a useful and usable explanation system outside of a work
context.” Work in this context is a task and not a hypothetical engagement without
definable goals and objectives.

2.4.1.4

Techniques

Contrasting and counterfactual explanations are prominent in the explanatory techniques
mentioned in the principles and are among the most widely discussed in the XAI
literature (DeVito, 2021; Miller, 2019; Mueller et al., 2021; Páez, 2019). This recognizes
that users prefer “explanations for the road not taken — namely, why the model chose
one result and not a well-defined, seemly similar legitimate counterpart” (Shen & Huang,
2021).
However, the HCXAI principles extend beyond the techniques conventionally
associated with XAI by recommending “tutorial activities, comparisons, exploratory
interfaces, user models.” These emphasize explanation as a “learning process”, support
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the principle of “self-explanation” and highlight the teaching role of HCXAI (Clancey &
Hoffman, 2021; Sheh & Monteath, 2018).

2.4.1.5

Evaluation

Evaluation in the HCXAI principles is user focused with understanding and sensemaking
as the key benchmarks. Complementing these are evaluation criteria that consider user
objectives and the explanatory context. While the need for explanations may be
“triggered” by specific events, the principles underscore the importance of a longer term
(i.e., not a “one-off”) relationship with the user. In highlighting that different
explanations have different “consequences” for the user, the principles acknowledge that
explanations should be actionable. While explanations should increase understanding,
they should also provide the basis for users to act on those explanations by making
adjustments or changes to their use of the system.

2.5

Recommender Systems

Recommender systems “are software tools and techniques providing suggestions for
items to be of use to a user ... [and] are valuable means for online users to cope with
information overload and help them making better choices.” (Ricci et al., 2015, p. vii).
Explanations are central to recommender systems to ensure users understand why they
are receiving the recommendations these systems provide. As a result, the application of
XAI techniques and strategies to recommender systems is widely discussed.
Recommender systems, as distinct from search systems, emerged in the early
1990s in order to filter newsgroups and email for the most relevant items based on user
profiles (Goldberg et al., 1992; Resnick et al., 1994). Recommender systems are widely
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used in commercial systems (Aldrich, 2011) for such topics as travel (Bernardi et al.,
2019; Bobadilla et al., 2014), books (Alharthi et al., 2018; Linden et al., 2003), movies
(A. Liu et al., 2009; Steck et al., 2021; Tuzhilin & Koren, 2008; YuMin et al., 2018),
research literature (Beel et al., 2013; Kudlow et al., 2019; Naak et al., 2008; C. Wang &
Blei, 2011) and music (Kaminski & Ricci, 2012; McFee et al., 2012). Recommender
systems are embedded in such commonly used and recognized services as Amazon,
Spotify, Netflix, Facebook, Google, TikTok, and Booking.com.
Jannach et al. broaden the context of the “recommendation problem” and redefine
it as the process to “find a sequence of conversational actions and item recommendations
for each particular user that optimizes the overall goal over the specified timeframe”
(Jannach et al., 2016, p. 102). The ubiquity of algorithmic recommendations has made
recommender systems the “public face” of AI which “has settled deep into the
infrastructure of online cultural life, where it has become practically unavoidable”
(Seaver, 2019, p. 431).
Computational techniques used in recommender systems have evolved from basic
data analytics (e.g., co-rankings) to current machine learning models (e.g., deep learning)
and reinforcement learning (Bernardi et al., 2019; Jannach et al., 2011; Khanal et al.,
2020; Portugal et al., 2018; Ricci et al., 2015; Singhal et al., 2017; Stål, 2021). The main
approaches are content-based, collaborative, knowledge-based, or hybrid (Jannach et al.,
2011; Ricoi et al., 2015), although variations and context specific approaches now
include ontology-based, demographic-based, utility-based, context aware-based, trust
aware-based, social-network systems, fuzzy-based systems, and group systems (Tarus et
al., 2018). As with ensemble approaches in AI, recommender systems are increasingly
hybrid. Innovations in the design and use of recommender systems continue because of
increasing commercial adoption, larger and more diverse item databases, more explicit
group and individual preferences, longitudinal models recognizing changes over time,
and the application of emerging machine learning algorithms initially developed in other
domains.
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As the technical foundations of recommender systems innovate and evolve, a
challenge to the understanding of their nature and processes is the opacity of
contemporary AI. The “black box” problem arises from two general conditions: the
inherent complexity of machine learning techniques applied to recommender systems
(e.g., neural networks with billions of parameters) and the intellectual property (IP)
protections that shield the underlying algorithms from public scrutiny (Biran & Cotton,
2017; Marcus & Davis, 2019; O’Neil, 2016; Pasquale, 2015).
Despite extensive research into recommender systems, few functional or
conceptual models have been created (Jannach et al., 2016). A notable exception is a
2007 review of the recommender systems literature used to create a conceptual model of
recommender systems (Xiao & Benbasat, 2007). Using the lens of decision support
systems (DSS) in a consumer behaviour context, this research examines and tests 28
propositions about recommender systems as part of the model. Key dimensions of the
model are: system characteristics, user characteristics, user-system interactions, product
type, provider credibility, user outcomes, and user evaluation (Xiao & Benbasat, 2007, p.
140). This model has three significant limitations in the context of the present study. The
DSS lens is more focused, and hence more limited, than the wider context of
recommender systems. The 2007 publication date excludes the substantial increase in
recommender systems research and application arising from advanced AI and broader
commercial application. Finally, the authors specifically exclude consideration of
algorithms as an aspect of their model. This last limitation is especially important given
the centrality of algorithms to the behaviour of any recommender systems.
The present study uses the Spotify music streaming service as a representative
example of recommendation systems. Spotify is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
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2.6
Folk Theories, XAI, Explanations, and Machine
Learning

Folk theories have been applied to algorithms in social media, news feeds, and online
search (Bucher, 2017; Büchi et al., 2021; DeVito, 2021; DeVito et al., 2017, 2018;
Eslami et al., 2016; French & Hancock, 2017; Karizat et al., 2021; Rader & Gray, 2015;
Thomas et al., 2019; Toff & Nielsen, 2018; Ytre-Arne & Moe, 2021). Four studies have
explored folk theories with respect to recommender systems (Colbjørnsen, 2018; Kulesza
et al., 2012; Siles et al., 2020; Yeomans et al., 2019). Two of these articles, Colbjørnsen
and Siles et al., focus specifically on Spotify.
Accurate folk theories have been shown to improve user performance with
machine learning systems (Bos et al., 2019; Kühl et al., 2020; Kulesza et al., 2012;
Schrills & Franke, 2020; Tullio et al., 2007; Villareale & Zhu, 2021). XAI has been
shown to improve folk theories (i.e., make them more accurate) (Alipour et al., 2021;
Cramer, 2010; Eslami et al., 2016; Graichen et al., 2022; Gunning & Aha, 2019; Kulesza
et al., 2012; Ray et al., 2021). Research has demonstrated that folk theories can suggest
the types and kinds of explanation most amenable and helpful to users but without
specifically addressing XAI systems (Bos et al., 2019; Kühl et al., 2020; Schrills &
Franke, 2020; Sonboli et al., 2021; Tullio et al., 2007). A small number of studies have
suggested that folk theories can be used to improve XAI systems (Gentile et al., 2021;
Ngo & Krämer, 2021; Villareale & Zhu, 2021; D. Wang et al., 2019).
The relationships among folk theories, XAI, explanations, and machine learning
systems that informs most of the above research is depicted in the XAI framework
(Figure 1) developed by the influential DARPA XAI research project (2017-2021)
(Gunning et al., 2021).
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Figure 1: XAI Framework (from Gunning et al. 2021)
The DARPA funded projects found that “XAI is useful for measuring and aligning
mental models for users and XAI systems” (Gunning et al., 2021, p. 8). Consistent with
the framework, these projects identified how an explanation provided by an XAI system
can improve a user’s folk theory resulting in “better performance” through “appropriate
trust” in the system and “appropriate use.”
While valuable and important, what is missing from the framework, and the
resulting research, is how the user’s “initial mental model” can be used to influence the
XAI system and the nature of the explanations provided (Koch & Fortes Rey, 2022). The
link between folk theories and the XAI system, not present in the DARPA framework,
allows XAI to “meet the user where they are” (DeVito, 2021, p. 339:4). The overall
conclusion from a study of the folk theories of an experimental music recommender
system was that “telling an end user more about how it [the recommender system] does
work may help him or her tell the agent more about how it should work” (Kulesza et al.,
2012, p. 10). Hoffman et al. suggest that “the evaluation of XAI systems can benefit from
basically asking users to identify the triggers that motivated them to ask for an
explanation” (Hoffman et al., 2019, p. 18).
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2.6.1

Folk Theories of Algorithmic Systems

Three studies of folk theories of algorithmic systems are presented to illustrate
differences in outcomes and themes: a study of multiple algorithmic systems (Facebook
and Twitter) (French & Hancock, 2017), a study specific to Spotify (Siles et al., 2020),
and a study examining general views on algorithms with no specific system referenced
(Ytre-Arne & Moe, 2021). Other studies that elicited folk theories of algorithmic systems
were not highlighted because they focused narrowly on Facebook (Bucher, 2017; Eslami
et al., 2016), TikTok (Karizat et al., 2021), online dating (Huang et al., 2022), chatbots
(Stoeckli et al., 2020), or management information systems (Tullio et al., 2007) resulting
in specific contextual dependencies.

2.6.1.1

French & Hancock (2017)

A study of users of the algorithmic feeds of Twitter and Facebook identified four primary
folk theories held across the platforms: the Rational Assistant, the Unwanted Observer,
the Transparent Platform, and the Corporate Black Box (French & Hancock, 2017).
The Rational Assistant reflects positive beliefs that the feed “understands and
prioritizes their interests.” Those who hold the Transparent Platform theory believe the
feed is “unfiltered” and that curation of the feeds is largely in the control of the user. The
Unwanted Observer reflects negative beliefs that the feed is “overreaching in their use of
personal data to serve the company’s interests.” Those who hold the Corporate Black Box
theory share the beliefs of the Unwanted Observer but add that the feed is “opaque” and
“difficult to control.”
Two main themes emerge from these folk theories: agency and surveillance.
Control (agency) is assigned to either the user (Rational Assistant and Transparent
Platform) or the feed (Unwanted Observer and Corporate Black Box) as a surrogate for
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the providing company. The Unwanted Observer and Corporate Black Box believe they
are being surveilled and exploited for corporate interests while the Rational Assistant and
Transparent Platform believe any data gathered by the feed is used for their own interests.

2.6.1.2

Siles et al. (2020)

A study of Spotify users in Costa Rica explored folk theories from the perspective of “the
platform’s place in their daily lives and social relations” (Siles et al., 2020, p. 3). Drawing
from the notion of “data assemblages” which views algorithms in a sociotechnical
context (Kitchin, 2017), this broader canvas for espoused folk theories resulted in more
metaphorical descriptions of how “algorithmic systems” operate and affect the lives of
participants.
Participants in the Siles et al. study were experienced users of Spotify who were
comfortable with the operational aspects of the system and, presumably, had already
formed theories of some of the structural and conceptual issues. However, including only
experienced users potentially precluded novel theories from new or casual users. Many of
the participants explained Spotify by making analogies to other systems (Collins &
Gentner, 1987). In some cases, participants did this by declaring it the same as other
systems (e.g., Netflix, Facebook, and YouTube) and in other cases by describing it as
completely different (e.g., Apple Music). Spotify, and recommender algorithms more
generally, were understood as part of a larger digital ecosystem.
Two main folk theories emerged. One theory personified Spotify, viewing the
system as a “buddy,” a “hacker,” or even a “ghost” who surveilled users but for the
beneficial purpose of music recommendation. Consistent with this view, participants
attributed other characteristics to the system such as “intense,” “annoying,” “greedy,” and
“intimate” (“It always knows what I want”). Through personification “users envision
Spotify as a privileged social intermediary: its algorithmic recommendations are not only
a way to form or strengthen a tie but also an intrinsic part of that relationship” (Siles et
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al., 2020, p. 6). These users explain that Spotify makes its recommendations through
frequency of use, user moods during use, and the specifics of the music (i.e.,
characteristics of their favourite music). As a result, Spotify works by “the construction
of patterns based on similarity with users who share sociodemographic characteristics
with them” (Siles et al., 2020, p. 7). The authors suggest that personifying Spotify
overcomes the reluctance to accept algorithmic recommendations noted in other research
(Yeomans et al., 2019).
The other main folk theory views Spotify as a system of valuable resources (i.e.,
music) that must be trained to be personally useful. Participants use computational terms
such as “control system,” “database,” and “code” to describe Spotify as a “feedback
control system.” However, participants highlight that the system must be “taught”
requiring “feedback” and attention to obtain the best results. This view sees Spotify as a
partnership of user and system (human and technology) linked together, evolving over
time, and focused on personalization.
These two folk theories view agency differently. Those who personify Spotify
view its power as difficult to avoid and exerting social control over them, with users
moving between “submission and resistance” (Siles et al., 2020, p. 11).
Recommendations are “explicit, arrive constantly, and have neither context nor
explanation” (Siles et al., 2020, p. 12). This latter observation holds even though Spotify
does provide contextual cues and simple explanations (McInerney et al., 2018). Those
who view Spotify computationally see a balance of power and agency between the user
and the system. However, users must continually interact with the system in order to
“hold up their end of the bargain” making regular use a requirement (Siles et al., 2020).
Siles et al. conclude that both folk theories center on issues of identity such that
“folk theories become an expression of who the person is and wants to be seen” (Siles et
al., 2020, p. 10). Engaging with Spotify’s recommendations is performative. Users
explore, define, and reflect a “performed self” (Kant, 2020, p. 130) through their use of
the system. Given the holistic perspective of this study, the authors stress that “people do
not simply have folk theories; they have vivid stories about how they received
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recommendations that shaped their lives and selves” (Siles et al., 2020, p. 12). The folk
theories people hold are a form of “storytelling” (Norman, 2013, p. 57). If users
conceptualize folk theories as narratives, an underexplored option is to construct narrative
explanations with stories as a form of abstraction (Diederich, 2018). This may be part of
the strategy in using “effective anthropomorphism” as a means of helping users
understand machines by endowing them with human traits (Bos et al., 2019). It also
reinforces the use of play (Villareale & Zhu, 2021), a form of narrative exploration, as an
explanatory strategy.
An analysis of tweets that referenced attitudes towards Spotify revealed folk
theories that reinforce the findings of Siles et al. (Colbjørnsen, 2018). In these tweets
Spotify users described their use of the system in personified, collaborative ways. Spotify
was identified as “my algorithm” and referenced as a “personally assigned wizard” that
some users were “in love with”. This “pseudo-intimacy” came with a loss of agency as
the tweets frequently alluded to “capitulating to the algorithm, for better or worse”
(Colbjørnsen, 2018, p. 176). While not a user study in the traditional sense, the analysis
of tweets does reveal that “people do communicate with algorithms, that they identify
with them, argue and negotiate with them and speculate about their behaviour and
characteristics” (Colbjørnsen, 2018)

2.6.1.3

Ytre-Arne & Moe (2021)

Tensions regarding agency are also evident in the folk theories about algorithms derived
from a single question in a larger survey of media literacy among Norwegians (Ytre-Arne
& Moe, 2021). The analysis resulted in five folk theories: “(1) Algorithms are confining,
(2) Algorithms are practical, (3) Algorithms are reductive, (4) Algorithms are intangible,
and (5) Algorithms are exploitative.” The derived folk theories are based on an analysis
of the open-ended responses to the survey question: “Do you see any negative or positive
consequences of media companies’ use of algorithms?”
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There are important limitations to the Ytre-Arne & Moe study. The survey
question is very general, it encourages polarized responses (negative/positive), and it
does not draw from user experiences with a specific application (e.g., Spotify or another
public facing algorithmic system). However, the resulting folk theories are consistent
with those found in other studies.
Algorithms believed to be confining “narrow your world view” while algorithms
described as practical are “helpful in sorting through cascades of information.”
Algorithms are reductive because they draw from “stereotypes and simplified notions”
and “give crude and limited portrayals of human experience and identity”, and they are
intangible because they are “difficult to grasp, their power is opaque, and lack of precise
insight causes negative feelings of suspicion and foul play.” Algorithms are believed to
be exploitative because they are “harvesting your information to use for their purposes.”
Agency is a common theme in the folk theories. The user and the system (the
algorithm) are viewed variously as places of cooperation, resistance, and acquiescence
(e.g., “practical” and “transparent” but also “exploitive” and “unwanted”) (Karizat et al.,
2021). The locale and influence of that agency can shift. In some cases the user is in full
control of the recommendation process, sometimes with disruptive intent (“my goal in
life is to confuse the hell out of the Spotify algorithm” (Colbjørnsen, 2018, p. 176)),
while at other times the user must fully “capitulate” to the algorithm. As Bucher notes,
“While algorithms certainly do things to people, people also do things to algorithms”
(Bucher, 2017, p. 42). A study of the folk theories of Facebook’s News Feed found two
surprising results regarding agency (Eslami et al., 2016). First, 62% of the participants
were unaware at the beginning of the study that any algorithm at all was involved in
News Feed. The user was in full control. Second, even following interventions that
highlighted aspects of the algorithm, 12% of the participants believed the News Feed was
completely random. There was no control at all.
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2.6.2

Folk Theories and HCXAI

Four papers identify the folk theories of algorithmic systems and make specific
connections to HCXAI systems: a study of players of AI games (Villareale & Zhu, 2021),
a study of algorithmic news curation (Ngo & Krämer, 2021), a comparative study of
proxy tasks and folk theories as alternatives to evaluate user understanding (Gentile et al.,
2021), and a study that uses a cognitive framework to determine HCXAI design (D.
Wang et al., 2019). While the folk theories in these papers are less fully developed than
those reviewed above, they move beyond how folk theories relate to specific explanations
and explore how folk theories can influence explanatory systems. A system approach to
explanations is a key objective of HCXAI.

2.6.2.1

Villareale & Zhu (2021)

In a preliminary study of how players of AI-based games form folk theories, the
researchers conclude that these folk theories can be applied to HCXAI strategies and
techniques (Villareale & Zhu, 2021).
In the highly interactive setting of gaming, the researcher identified an “in the
moment” folk theory about what the players believe will work in a specific situation. As a
result, the development of player folk theories “iteratively cycles through an exploration
and elaboration phase” suggesting that understanding this process “can help address the
open problem of how users want to interact with XAI and when users may need an
explanation” (Villareale & Zhu, 2021).
However, when these “in the moment” theories failed (i.e., did not produce the
expected result), players differed in their assignment of the source of the misalignment.
Some players believed they were responsible because they held an inaccurate or deficient
understanding of how the system works (i.e., their folk theories), a finding consistent
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with other research into user self-blame for algorithmic inadequacies (Büchi et al., 2021),
while other players believed the system operated incorrectly (i.e., their folk theory was
sound and there was a problem with the system). Researchers found that users who
identified their own responsibility in failure developed a more complex understanding of
the AI game while those who focused on the AI as the source of failure had difficulty in
formulating more detailed and complex folk theories to overcome the failure.
As a result, developers can “design failure to help users develop more accurate
mental models of AI.” Researchers recommended that HCXAI “could address this by
supporting the redirection of attributions from the AI (i.e., entity) to the player (i.e.,
person) to effectively strategize with the AI’s capabilities. Then, scaffolding explanations
to gradually expose the users to other capabilities over time” (Villareale & Zhu, 2021).
Similarly, failure in recommender systems, such as inadequate recommendations, present
an opportunity for HCXAI highlight the inadequate folk theories that guide user
behaviour.
HCXAI should consider “play” as an interactive method to facilitate the cycles of
“exploration and elaboration” the researchers identified. This recommendation is
consistent with the use of play as a pedagogical strategy in technology environments to
assist in problem solving and ideation (Bogost, 2016; McGonigal, 2011). It is also
consistent with play as storytelling and the use of narrative exploration in explanatory
systems (Norman, 1983b; Siles et al., 2020).

2.6.2.2

Ngo and Krämer (2021)

This study of the folk theories of the Google News algorithmic news curation system
identified eight “assumptions” about how the “inner mechanisms” work (Ngo & Krämer,
2021). The focus on mechanisms limited the elicitation of folk theories to operational
characteristics of “white-box explanations” and excluded the more holistic algorithmic
experience of the participants represented by “black-box explanations:”
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White-box explanations provide information about the input and output of a
system and how it determines a certain outcome … Black-box explanations, in
turn, provide information on the motivation of a system and influence user
satisfaction and comfort of the system (Ngo & Krämer, 2021, p. 3).
Despite these limitations, the findings suggest how folk theories can inform HCXAI
approaches. In particular, and uniquely, Ngo & Krämer focus on the implications of the
user interface (UI) for HCXAI. To overcome information overload resulting from the
complexity of the algorithmic systems, a UI that employs “hidden design” methods is
recommended. These methods use unobtrusive visual cues and dropdown menus to signal
the availability of explanations but not make them dominant in the UI space.
The researchers also focus on correcting the misconceptions and deficiencies in
folk theories by empowering the user, not by trying to turn them into experts. By
focusing on a limited number of specific, core misunderstandings (the folk theories
identified two: inferences from user data and where user data is stored), explanations can
be selective. Like DeVito (DeVito, 2021), Ngo & Krämer believe making users aware of
a small number of algorithmic mechanisms and relationships will result a satisfactorily
informed user.

2.6.2.3

Gentile et al. (2021)

This study concluded that folk theories rather than proxy tasks (i.e., human simulations of
AI tasks) are the most effective way to evaluate the impact of explanations on the nonexpert understanding of AI systems (Gentile et al., 2021). Folk theories are the result of
real-world decision-making situations and provide an “assessment of human
understanding and accuracy in a decision-making task.” Folk theories, as they are
modified by the explanations, provide a measure of the success of the XAI system.
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However, the researchers also argue that users “with different levels of prior
knowledge [of AI systems] are likely to have different explanation needs.” As a result, a
“quantitative assessment of a users’ prior knowledge of AI systems” needs to be
incorporated into an XAI system. While no such assessment tool is presented, this
observation is consistent with the HCXAI principles that encourage a pedagogical
approach to explanation, particularly the need for “hypotheses about the user’s
knowledge and cognitive activity (student model)” (Clancey & Hoffman, 2021, p. 2).
Prior experience with other recommender systems or machine learning systems is
a factor in the building and holding of folk theories about subsequent systems (DeVito,
2021; Grimes et al., 2021; Siles et al., 2020; Snead et al., 2015). Pre-existing and
persistent folk theories about AI may complicate effective XAI by erecting conceptual
barriers or alternatively facilitate XAI by providing useful analogies. In two studies, the
accuracy of folk theories did not increase despite specific interventions to improve user
understanding of the system (Kulesza et al., 2012; Tullio et al., 2007). The lack of
improvement reinforces the difficulty in changing or adjusting folk theories arising from
“persistent cognitive biases that influence what information we take in and consider”
(Gelman & Legare, 2011, p. 391). To overcome this inertia, users “need additional, highlevel feedback in order to adopt more correct structures” (Tullio et al., 2007, p. 32).

2.6.2.4

Wang et al. (2019)

This study describes a framework for “human-centered, decision-theory-driven XAI” that
takes into consideration “how people reason, make decisions and seek explanations, and
cognitive factors that bias or compromise decision-making” (D. Wang et al., 2019, p. 1).
Drawing from the literature of psychology, philosophy, and decision-making theory, the
researchers align human reasoning and reasoning heuristics with specific XAI strategies
and techniques. While criticizing “unvalidated guidelines” such as those of Mueller et al.
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regarding HCXAI (Mueller et al., 2021), Wang et al. acknowledge that these guidelines
provide the “high-level objectives” for their “lower-level building blocks.”
Findings from this study support key objectives from the Mueller et al. HCXAI
framework. Wang et al. recommend that XAI “support hypothesis generation” where
explanations “allow users to generate and test hypotheses” thereby facilitating the
HCXAI objective to allow users to “self-explain.” The researchers advise that not just
“raw data” (e.g., factors or hyperparameters) but also “supplementary data” or
“situational data” be available to users to provide additional context to the explanation
and to support self-explanations. The emphasis on hypothesis generation, supplementary
information, and “integrating multiple explanations into single explanations” reinforce
the HCXAI objective of explanatory systems not solely explanations. The focus in Wang
et al. on cognitive science as the basis for XAI is explored and extended in Taylor &
Taylor (Taylor & Taylor, 2021). These researchers propose “a cognition-inspired
approach to XAI” (Taylor & Taylor, 2021, p. 472). This approach seeks to discover new
or enhanced approaches to XAI using the experimental methods of cognitive psychology
rather than inferring from existing research, as does Wang et al.
While neither Wang et al. nor Taylor & Taylor discuss folk theories specifically, the
elements of decision-making theory and cognitive psychology they explore with respect
to XAI are the building blocks of folk theories (Gelman & Legare, 2011). The principles
of HCXAI rest upon these elements.

2.7
Summary: Folk Theories, Recommender Systems,
and Explainable AI

The intersection of folk theories and XAI can be seen in their respective definitions. Folk
theories are the “intuitive, informal theories that individuals develop to explain the
outcomes, effects, or consequences of technological systems, which guide reactions to
and behavior towards said systems” (DeVito et al., 2017, p. 3165). The focus is on
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explanation, guidance, and use. With respect to users, the DARPA definition of XAI is
for users “to understand, appropriately trust, and effectively manage the emerging
generation of artificially intelligent partners” (Turek, 2016). The focus is on
understanding, trust, and use. Applied to recommender systems, folk theories provide
insights and validation for XAI.
Drawing from the DARPA definition, HCXAI is not narrowly focused on system
performance, veracity, or validity (although those are important, indeed essential). It
takes a broader view of XAI which encompasses the larger sociotechnical context which
includes user expectations and behaviours. The principles of HCXAI describe the
requirements of user-centered explanatory systems and act as a benchmark against which
folk theories can be assessed.
Researchers have argued that an explainee’s folk theory must be accurate and
warn that “the consequences of engaging in the process of explanation and interpretation
based on false premises can be catastrophic” (Palacio et al., 2021). While this may be
important in highly consequential situations, this assumption challenges what is known
about folk theories regarding consumer technologies held by the general population. Folk
theories in these settings are often less than fully accurate, can include contradictory
information, and yet remain functional (Norman, 1983b). While the alignment of system
behaviour with user folk theories is desirable (Norman, 1983b), it has not always resulted
in a positive impact on user performance (Schmettow & Sommer, 2016; Xie et al., 2017).
Folk theories can be seen as a bridge that “let us meet the user where they are in
terms of understanding and literacy, regardless of how contradictory, sparse, or
fragmented these understandings may be” (DeVito, 2021, p. 339:4). Understanding how a
system works is a good and perhaps even a necessary thing. However, if users hold
relatively intractable ideas about how a system works (i.e., their folk theories), then one
way to achieve explainability is to make sure that XAI recognizes those folk theories
(Riveiro & Thill, 2021).
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3

The Spotify Music Streaming and Recommender
System

3.1

Overview of Spotify

In order to capture the nuances and specific experiences of users in their formulation of
folk theories, it is recommended that researchers focus on specific algorithmic systems
and not generic systems or surveys across multiple systems (Castelo et al., 2019;
Hamilton et al., 2014; Lomborg & Kapsch, 2019). As a result, this study selected Spotify
as a specific recommender system.
Spotify is a music streaming service that began in 2006 as a P2P file sharing
system. In 2014, with the acquisition of the music analytics company The Echo Nest
(the.echonest.com), the service moved from human-curated to primarily algorithmicallycreated recommendations (Carlsson & Leijonhufvud, 2021; Eriksson et al., 2019;
Fleischer & Snickars, 2017; Söderström, 2021a; Sun, 2018). Spotify Home (effectively
the homepage of the website and app) and features such as Discover Weekly, Radar
Release, Made for You, Song Radio, and autoplay all utilize algorithmic techniques to
present users with both new and favourite music (Ciocca, 2017; Jebara, 2020; Lalmas,
2019; Popper, 2015). User satisfaction with these recommendations is central to the
business model of the company. As noted in the Spotify Initial Public Offering (IPO)
Prospectus,
our ability to predict and select music content that our Users enjoy is critical to
the perceived value of our Service among Users and failure to make accurate
predictions could materially adversely affect our ability to adequately attract and
retain Users, increase Content Hours, and sell advertising to meet investor
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expectations for growth or to operate the business profitably. (Spotify, 2018, p.
31)
Spotify is an ideal service within which to explore folk theories of machine
learning because of its size, reach, experience, and relative transparency. The service,
available in 184 countries, has ~400M monthly users offering over 82M songs and ~4B
playlists (Spotify, 2021a). Approximately 60,000 new songs are uploaded to Spotify each
day (Spotify, 2021d). It has been providing algorithmic recommendations for a
substantial period of time and the recommender techniques used are generally known
(Fleischer & Snickars, 2017). Unlike many companies utilizing recommender systems,
Spotify engages publicly through blogs and academic conferences about the nature and
challenges of its recommendation processes and infrastructure. Despite this, many of the
specific algorithms and their parameterization remain trade secrets. While it is not
possible to understand precisely how a recommendation is determined, many of the key
concepts, strategies, and processes are known. The recommender techniques are varied,
ranging from simple heuristics, to commonly used matrix factorization and collaborative
filtering, and lastly to state-of-the-art deep learning neural networks and reinforcement
learning incorporating extensive data elements (Chodos, 2019; Eriksson et al., 2019; Stål,
2021; Whitman, 2012). Perhaps most importantly, machine learning is central to both the
business processes and the user experience. Tony Jebara, Vice President of Engineering,
describes machine learning as “the heart of everything we do at Spotify” (Jebara, 2020).
Additional reasons for focusing on Spotify are the nature of the medium and the
experience using it. Listening to music can be a passive experience or a focused and
active experience. Music can absorb our attention or be almost subconsciously
experienced. Unlike book or other retail recommendations, music recommendations and
subsequent listening happen in real time and can be experienced repeatedly (even
continuously). Evaluations of music recommendations are immediate and can differ, even
for the same song, when the listening context is different. Finally, listening to music is an
emotional experience as well as an aesthetic one, it “both shapes and reflects moods” (M.
Park et al., 2020, p. 230). As a result, in assessing the nature and source of
recommendations, user satisfaction is based on a more holistic, visceral perspective.
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Unlike other algorithmic decision-making systems, such as those involving
finances, health or employment, Spotify’s recommendations are only moderately
consequential in the lives of users. A poor or inadequate music recommendation may be
annoying, but its material impact is limited. While this might cause users to take
Spotify’s algorithmic processes less seriously, reducing the focus on negative
consequences may allow users to be more speculative and less guarded in their
observations about the algorithmic recommendations.
Spotify has a substantial impact on music discovery because of its size and reach.
This has positioned the service as a cultural intermediary, shaping and influencing music
taste not merely reflecting the musical tastes of its users (Karakayali et al., 2018; Morris,
2015; Pelly, 2017; Prey et al., 2020). As a result, users view their interactions with
Spotify in terms of an intimate, social relationship with some describing Spotify as a
“buddy” in development and expression of their music tastes (Siles et al., 2020). The
processes of personalization and recommendation must be viewed from this
sociotechnical perspective to contextualize the folk theories of users.
Spotify, like most recommender systems, is comprised of many different
algorithms working together. While it is incorrect to refer to Spotify’s algorithm in the
singular, for the purposes of convenience and clarity when the singular is used throughout
this study it refers to a cluster of algorithms employed in the service. Indeed, when users
talk about Spotify, they almost exclusively refer to the “algorithm” not the “algorithms.”

3.2

Spotify Personalization

The layout of Spotify Home differs among the various apps and platforms, but it is
generally comprised of Shortcuts, Shelves, and Cards. Shortcuts are quick links to
previously accessed features. Shelves are horizontal collections of Cards. A Card is a
collection of songs (a playlist).
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The most personalized and algorithmically curated cards are the Discover Weekly
playlist (recommendations to encourage exploration and new discoveries), the Release
Radar playlist (newly released songs based on prior user activity and recommendations
for new discoveries), and the Made for You shelf (a set of cards/playlists of familiar
songs and new discoveries). Each of these results from Spotify’s recommendation
infrastructure (Ciocca, 2017; Popper, 2015). The extent of personalization causes Spotify
to say “there is no ‘one’ true Spotify. Essentially, there are 248 million versions of the
product, one for every user!” (Jebara, 2020).

3.3

User Information and Preferences

A key issue and potential concern for users is the nature, type, and extent of personal
information that a recommender system obtains to make its recommendations. However,
most users recognize that useful recommendations require regular feedback to the
system: the more relevant and timelier the information, the more effective the
recommendations.
Users provide information and feedback to Spotify through a variety of means.
During the initial registration, users provide baseline demographic information. As part
of its privacy policy (Spotify, 2020b), Spotify identifies a broad set of data elements it
collects as a function of system use. These include search queries, date/time of activities,
streaming history, user clicks, “likes” and “unlikes”, dwell time on songs or playlists,
playlists created, a user’s Spotify library, browsing history, cookie data, IP addresses,
device, network/device performance, browser, operating system, “non-precise location”
(e.g., phone GPS data), sensor data (e.g., accelerometer or gyroscope), and third party
services with which Spotify and/or the user interacts with (e.g., Facebook and other social
media) (McInerney et al., 2018). Spotify also ignores certain information and feedback in
specific circumstances. As would be expected, Spotify does not collect data when
“private listening” is temporarily engaged. It also does not collect user data regarding
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children’s music (when listened to on an adult account rather than Spotify Kids account),
ambient tracks (e.g., the sound of a fireplace), and Christmas music (Douglas, 2018).
While Spotify emphasizes algorithmic recommendations based on these data, the
service uses a combination of human and algorithmic curation (Fleischer & Snickars,
2017; Goldschmitt & Seaver, 2019). In a process it calls “algotorial” (algorithmic +
editorial), Spotify employs over 100 playlist editors to create “hypothesis” playlists,
tested with users in A/B studies, to assist in the training of its machine learning systems
(Spotify, 2021d; Stål, 2021). A new drop-down menu appeared on Spotify applications in
early 2021 clarifying how recommendations are made:
Our personalized recommendations are tailored to your unique taste, taking into
account a variety of factors, such as what you’re what you’re listening to and
when, the listening habits of people who have similar taste in music and podcasts,
and the expertise of our music and podcast specialists. In some case, commercial
considerations may influence our recommendations. (Spotify, 2021c)
Editors also curate special purpose playlists, such as the RADAR playlists, which
highlight new or largely unknown performers. Artists are able to influence these editors
by using a Spotify pitching tool to highlight tracks for inclusion in future playlists
(Spotify, 2021d). Spotify also leverages user created playlists to provide additional
human curated content as input to algorithmic recommendations (Pichl et al., 2017;
Popper, 2015). As a result, recommendations are “composed out of human and
algorithmic parts that are constantly reconfigured into arrangements that make it difficult
to distinguish between the human and the algorithmic at any level” (Goldschmitt &
Seaver, 2019, p. 72).
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3.4

Taste Profile

For each user, Spotify creates and updates a Taste Profile (Eriksson et al., 2019; Jehan &
DesRoches, 2014; Popper, 2015). These profiles include clusters of preferred artists and
genres, activity (clicks, likes, dwell time, playlist construction), and affinity scores for
popularity and diversity (e.g., tolerance for exploration). Also included is a “taste-freeze”
metric, defined as “the average active year of your favourite artists” (Whitman, 2012).
Spotify uses a variety of high-level descriptions to classify listeners. One, derived
from the 2006 Phoenix 2 Project, is core to the Taste Profile (Celma, 2010, p. 46):
Savants: passionate about music with extensive knowledge; judged to be 7% of
the population
Enthusiasts: keen about music but balanced with other interests; 21%
Casuals: music is important but other things are far more important; 32%
Indifferents: engage with music but are generally apathetic; at 40% they represent
the predominant type of listeners
Another classification characterizes users as “specialists” who listen to similar songs and
genres or “generalists” who listen to a more diverse set of songs and genres (A. Anderson
et al., 2020). The focus on listening diversity (or lack thereof) is a recurrent theme in
critiques of Spotify and in Spotify’s own research efforts.
Spotify’s extensive and intensive focus on data collection is evidenced in the
description by Brian Whitman (a co-founder of The Echo Nest and co-developer of the
Taste Profile) of music recommendations in terms of “scale” and “care” (Whitman,
2012). Scale responds to the challenge of the large music dataset (e.g., 80M+ songs) by
using algorithmic methods over human curation. Care tempers this computational
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approach by seeking results which are more sensitive to the individual user: “This is more
than activity mining as collaborative filtering sees it: it’s understanding everything about
the listeners we can, well beyond just making a prediction of taste based on purchase or
streaming activity” (Whitman, 2012). The operationalization of “care” in Spotify’s
recommendations involves a complex and data intensive recommendation infrastructure
and process that is characterized by the Echo Nest developers as “music retrieval from
everything” (Jehan et al., 2010).

3.5

Popularity Bias

The Spotify mission is to “unlock the potential of human creativity by giving a million
creative artists the opportunity to live off their art and billions of fans the opportunity to
enjoy and be inspired by these creators” (Spotify, 2020a). In the context of its business
model, this mission positions Spotify as a multisided market where the service is a
platform bringing together different constituents with different objectives: users/listeners,
artists, and music companies such as recording labels and music aggregators
(Abdollahpouri et al., 2017; Eriksson et al., 2019; Galuszka, 2015; Mehrotra et al., 2018;
Mehrotra, Shah, et al., 2020). The nature and requirements of this market have specific
implications for Spotify’s algorithmic recommendations.
For example, popularity bias is a key challenge for all recommender systems. The
more popular an item is (e.g., a song), the more likely it is to be recommended, resulting
in an increase in popularity (Aggarwal, 2016; Jannach et al., 2011; Ricci et al., 2015).
Without interventions, recommendations would overwhelmingly favour the popular and
the familiar. However, many users like diversity in their listening experience and want
recommendations for music that is new to them (Porcaro & Gomez, 2019; Slaney &
White, 2006; Villermet et al., 2021). Similarly, emerging artists or those with limited
visibility want to reach a new audience that might enjoy their work. Finally, music
companies, the largest of which (Universal and Sony) are shareholders in Spotify, want to
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maximize the value of their music catalogues (Spotify, 2021a). This is the classic
algorithmic challenge to exploit or explore (Berger-Tal et al., 2014) couched in terms
such as diversity (Lalmas, 2019), novelty (Celma, 2010) or fairness (Mehrotra et al.,
2018). Novelty is “the difference between present and past experience, whereas diversity
relates to the internal differences within parts of an experience” (Castells et al., 2015, p.
882). Novelty accentuates the “long tail” of the music catalogue exposing users to less
popular items over time while diversity increases the daily or weekly inclusion of new
and different items within the regularly updated Made for You playlists.
Fairness, which is enabled through diversity and novelty, is for Spotify a business
perspective: “blindly optimizing for consumer relevance may have a detrimental impact
on supplier fairness” (Mehrotra et al., 2018, p. 2243). Fairness in this context balances
the interests of the listener with those of the music companies, who are licensees as well
as shareholders, ensuring that a broad presentation of their catalogue is exposed to users
(J. Smith et al., 2020). Spotify uses an affinity and sensitivity metric, measuring user
tolerance for relevance (i.e., accuracy) against fairness (i.e., diversity or novelty).
Relevance and accuracy, in Spotify’s parlance, are measures of known user satisfaction.
Relevant and accurate recommendations of music or artists are those that are consistent
with the prior listening and satisfaction of users. The user affinity and sensitivity metric is
used to optimize user satisfaction at levels that also satisfy music suppliers (e.g., artists
and music companies) (Mehrotra et al., 2018; Mehrotra, Shah, et al., 2020). However,
“not any random diversity is good diversity, and users who prefer diversity prefer
personalized diversity” (Mehrotra, Shah, et al., 2020, p. 695). This receptivity to diversity
within a “window” of what a user finds interesting or tolerable is algorithmically
predictable (Abdollahpouri et al., 2021; Mehrotra, Shah, et al., 2020). While
“personalized diversity” can appear to be an oxymoron, it captures the challenge of multistakeholder systems. Findings indicate that creating adaptive policies based on
individual’s affinity to fair content results in a minor impact on relevance while
positively impacting fairness and satisfaction. Of course, this notion of fairness may not
extend equally to independent artists and those represented by smaller music providers
(Eriksson et al., 2019; Pelly, 2017).
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Fairness in the context of artists rather than music companies is operationalized
through the creation of groups:
We divide the artists into different groups based on their position in the popularity
spectrum. Specifically, we consider the popularity distribution of all artists, and
bin the artists into ten bins of equal size. In light of group fairness, a set of tracks
is fair if it contains tracks from artists that belong to different bins. (Mehrotra et
al., 2018, p. 2245)
The fairness of Spotify has been critiqued suggesting that the typical user experience, in
part as a result of the influence of music industry ownership, is homogeneous, focused
predominately on popular items, and intentionally absent of the long tail of music
diversity (Celma, 2010; Chodos, 2019; Eriksson et al., 2019; Fleischer & Snickars, 2017;
Snickars, 2017). However, different users (e.g., “specialists” or “generalists”) expect
recommendations matching their preferences whether diverse or not (A. Anderson et al.,
2020).

3.6

Algorithmic Methods

Spotify uses collaborative filtering, content-based, and context-based recommendation
methods (Ciocca, 2017; Jebara, 2020; Lalmas, 2019). Collaborative filtering tracks the
co-clustering of users and songs by activity measures (e.g., likes, listening, playlisting).
While content agnostic, collaborative filtering requires a certain amount of user activity
to generate useable metrics. New users or new songs (i.e., those with limited or no
activity metrics) constitute the “cold start” problem requiring the use of other
recommendation methods.
Collaborative filtering methods typically use either nearest-neighbour, k-means
algorithms or latent factor models. Nearest-neighbours and k-means algorithms identify
relationships or similarities between items or users to make recommendations (D. Kim et
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al., 2007; Mittal et al., 2010). Latent factor models create feature vectors for both users
and items. Matrix factorization is a widely used implementation of latent factor models
(Koren et al., 2009); Spotify is known to have used a particular co-clustering algorithm
(Dhillon et al., 2003; Lalmas, 2019). Matrix factorization has higher accuracy than
nearest-neighbour, is a more efficient learning algorithm, and can easily integrate
additional data elements as features such as audio signals for songs and explicit feedback
from users (Koren et al., 2009).
Content-based approaches focus on metadata (e.g., descriptions, tags, web
content, social media) and audio features (e.g., tone, timbre). Content-based methods
interpret data through regression and categorization. Natural language processing (NLP)
techniques, such as summarization algorithms, are applied to textual sources to extract
relevant information for subsequent use and to create “cultural vectors” for artists and
songs (Whitman, 2012). A critique of the Spotify process for extracting and analyzing
data from websites uncovered evidence of how “trivial, random, and unintentional data
enters into the data streams” (Eriksson, 2016). Audio features or audio signals are content
representing the audio characteristics of the music such as tone, timbre, pitch, and tempo
(e.g., low-level indicators). These features are used to compare and contrast songs as well
as to infer semantic categories such as genre, danceability, energy, “speechiness”, and
mood (e.g., high-level indicators) (Dieleman, 2014; van den Oord et al., 2013). Spotify
has identified and uses over 5,500 different genres in its music classification (G.
McDonald, 2021).
Context-based approaches consider user context and environmental context.
Weather, location, specific device used, and social setting are examples of environmental
data collected and utilized. User context data, derived from activity sensors and external
data, includes intent, time of day, day of week, physical activity level (from the phone’s
accelerometer), and location (GPS or IP address). Intent is inferred from online activity.
Spotify tracks seven general intent categories clustered as active listening (e.g., discover
new music, match music to mood) or passive listening (e.g., find background music,
access my playlists, or saved music). Spotify jointly uses interaction data (e.g., dwell
time, songs played, clicks, even abandoned sessions) and inferred intents to predict user
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satisfaction with recommendations (Mehrotra et al., 2019). Findings indicate that
different interactions vary in importance across intents and suggest grouping user
sessions by intent.
Machine learning including reinforcement learning, has become the dominant
method for Spotify recommendations. The details of Spotify’s current methods were
outlined by Oskar Stål, Head of Personalization at Spotify (Stål, 2021).
Spotify creates a massive embedding space from data collected from users,
relevant content from a wide variety of sources, and audio characteristics. Shared
machine learning models are used for specific use cases (e.g., user affinities, music and
artist similarities, and clustering across a variety of subjects). Models created for specific
use cases (e.g., Discover Weekly, the Home page playlists) will use data from the shared
models and specific input data (e.g., intent, time of day, taste preferences, many others).
These models generate recommendations, and user responses and actions are tracked.
The algorithms are retrained daily considering user behaviour.
Recently Spotify began using reinforcement learning to understand and manage
the longer-term interests of users (and Spotify) (Hansen et al., 2021). Consistent with
reinforcement learning terminology, Spotify describes users as having a “state” which
reflects their current relationship to music and previous recommendations. Changing user
states is the objective. Generally, this means moving users to states of increased
satisfaction. In terms of training algorithms, Spotify identifies “ideal” users who appear
to be most successful in using the system and maintaining high satisfaction. Data about
these exemplar users are used by various models.
Rewards in reinforcement learning shape optimal strategies. The rewards in
Spotify are user likes, music saved, playlists created, and other user actions. The
objective is to “maximize the future accumulative rewards” hence “optimize for a longterm, fulfilling content diet, rather than a click or stream” (Stål, 2021). By modeling state
changes in users Spotify has created models that create the probabilities of users moving
from one state to another.
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A final tool are the simulators that Spotify runs offline with access to substantially
more data than the production models. Simulators predict how users will react to specific
recommendations. Algorithms are trained against different simulations and then A/B
tested with users in production settings. Algorithms ranked better by users, through the
rewards accumulated, stay in production.

3.6.1

Audio Features and Semantic Analysis

Inferring genre or other high-level semantic descriptions from raw audio files (e.g., audio
features or signals) is central to music recommendation, especially where user data is
sparse. The Echo Nest makes extensive use of audio feature analysis as part of the Taste
Profile. As a result, it is a core aspect of the Spotify recommendation process. For
example, a “seed” song from a user can initiate a comparison of its audio features with
those of other songs resulting in a recommended playlist with songs containing similar
features. While the specifics of audio feature analysis at Spotify are not known, the
general processes and techniques are widely understood.
The process begins by transforming audio from playback formats (e.g., .au, .wav
.mp3) into a useable data format. FFT (fast Fourier transform) and MFCC (mel-frequency
cepstrum) are typical algorithms for this with MFCC viewed as a more effective signal
representation (Kumar et al., 2016). A study of different classifiers against both FFT and
MFCC representations compared logistic regression, k nearest neighbour, support vector
machines, decision trees, and LSTM RNN using the GTZAN labeled music dataset for
training and testing (Tzanetakis & Cook, 2002). The LSTM RNN outperformed all the
other algorithms.
Recently raw waveforms have been used successfully as input to “end to end”
machine learning systems (Nam et al., 2019). Data representation and preprocessing
algorithms such as MFCC for audio feature identification introduce elements of feature
engineering or hand-designed representation requiring or utilizing domain knowledge.
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Using raw waveforms in end-to-end neural networks eliminates human domain
knowledge bias in preparing the formats for audio feature analysis. This research
highlights the need for fully algorithmic and scalable solutions given the high
dimensionality of the search space of music recommenders.
As with many aspects of recommendation processes, the extraction and use of
audio features to infer semantic information raises issues of algorithmic bias. Chodos
asks: “If recommendation systems are just ‘bad’ at recognizing salient features of nonWestern music, does that count as a social justice issue?” (Chodos, 2019, p. 85).

3.6.2

Metadata

Metadata about songs, genres, and artists are used to train algorithms and to inform users
or other Spotify stakeholders (i.e., artists, music publishers, music licensing
organizations, owners). Despite its importance, the metadata practices in the music
industry are “complex and broken” (Deahl, 2019) and these problems can materially
impact the nature and performance of Spotify’s algorithmic processes. It is estimated that
25% of music publishing royalties are unpaid because of metadata problems (Molinder,
2018). Various individuals and organizations contribute metadata at different stages of
the music creation and distribution process each with their own definitions, standards,
and quality controls. Since different systems are often used at each stage, data is lost
and/or misrepresented when metadata migrates from one system to another. However,
repeated calls for metadata standards for music (Deahl, 2019; Molinder, 2018; Slattery,
2019) have ignored the extensive work done by Music Implementation Task Force for
inclusion in the RDA Toolkit (www.rdatoolkit.org).
Metadata used by Spotify comes from a variety of sources in addition to those
referenced above. Some of it is algorithmically created, such as the audio analysis and
genre identification done by the Echo Nest toolset. Spotify also integrates metadata from
its editors, directly from artists, and from music data companies. In the latter case, TiVo
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supplies a variety of metadata including credits for performers, creators, and producers.
Somewhat surprising is the lack of folksonomies on Spotify, such as tagging, to
incorporate user generated metadata. The naming of user created playlists is the only
opportunity for users to apply a form of folksonomies (Besseny, 2020). The importance
of metadata, as well as the general lack of quality control, is evident in the extent of
metadata hacks perpetrated on Spotify. Metadata reflecting fake artist credits, fake
collaborations, and playlist hacks are techniques used by bogus artists to deceive listeners
and/or misdirect artist payments (Slattery, 2019).
While not metadata in the strictest sense, the “about” pages for artists are
important for many music listeners since this information often serves the function that
liner notes did previously with vinyl albums or CDs. These data are also used by the
recommender algorithms to augment relationships among artists and to incorporate other
contextual information. From the user’s perspective, the provenance of these pages can
be problematic. Some pages are clearly authored by the artist themselves. Other pages
resemble that for the jazz pianist Claude Bolling which has the bylines of “Rovi” and
“arwulf arwulf,” neither of which is identified or is accompanied by a link for more
information. Rovi is a music data company Spotify contracted to provide biographies of
artist facts. It has since been acquired by TiVo which now provides similar information to
Spotify although it is never credited with a byline. Arwulf Grenier is “arwulf arwulf,” a
music critic, DJ, and staff member at the Technical Services dept at the University of
Michigan. As with conventional metadata, these artist pages are part of the explanatory
and descriptive ecosystem of Spotify.

3.6.3

“Bart”: A Key Spotify Algorithm

One of Spotify’s most important algorithms is a multi-armed bandit derivation known as
Bart (BAndits for Recsplanations as Treatments) (McInerney et al., 2018). Multi-armed
bandit algorithms are known for balancing exploitation and exploration (Vermorel &
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Mohri, 2005) making them useful in Spotify’s desire to balance relevance and accuracy
with diversity, novelty and fairness. Exploitation recommends predictions with the
highest user engagement (i.e., accuracy or popularity) while exploration recommends less
certain but broader predictions (i.e., diversity or novelty). Both processes collect valuable
data for future interpretation (e.g., likes or dwell time on those diverse and novel
recommendations). As Jebara notes, “almost everything you see [on Spotify Home] is
determined by the exploitation and exploration approach” (Jebara, 2020).
The neologism “recplanations” (a mashup of recommendations and explanations)
highlights Spotify’s analysis that user satisfaction increases with contextual explanations
for specific recommendations (McInerney et al., 2018). Bart jointly optimizes for
recommendations and explanations because “why is as important as what is being
recommended” (Celma, 2010, p. 190). Explanations in Spotify are general and generic,
including: “Because it’s [a specific day of week]”; “Inspired by [a specific user]’s recent
listening”; “Because it’s a new release”; “Because [a specific user] likes [a specific
genre]”; and “Because it’s popular”. Explanations can highlight specific moods or foci.
These explanations are represented in the Spotify interface as “shelves” (i.e., collections
of playlists).
Bart uses reinforcement learning (Sutton & Barto, 2018) with predicted user
engagement (i.e., likes, dwell time) from the contextually explained recommendations as
the reward model. Bart retrains the model at least daily in batch mode (i.e., offline) with
performance improvements with the frequency of retraining. Higher user engagement
was found for explanations regarding popularity, recent listening, and genre, and less for
explanations related to mood and focus (McInerney et al., 2018, p. 36).

3.6.4

Machine Learning Infrastructure: Event Management

Spotify’s machine learning infrastructure has evolved from custom coding with onsite
servers and storage to approaches based on open source solutions (e.g., Apache Beam)
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coupled with extensive use of various cloud-based Google services and products such as
TensorFlow and KubeFlow (Baer, 2019). A critical aspect of this infrastructure is the
event delivery and management process (Maravić, 2016a, 2016b, 2016c).
The event management process takes data (“events”) resulting from a wide
variety of user actions (e.g., listening, searching, playlist creation, selecting favourites,
location, time of day) and channels it into Spotify’s data infrastructure for subsequent
processing. The flexibility and scalability of the infrastructure was demonstrated with the
rapid 2020 implementation of the “Shortcuts” feature (Spotify, 2020c). This project also
highlighted Spotify’s use of heuristics prior to (and some cases in preference to)
developing machine learning models. For all the complexity in much of Spotify’s
recommendation process, sometimes it relies on simple, transparent heuristic methods.
Models are “significantly harder to maintain, monitor, and debug in comparison to
heuristics” (Spotify, 2020c). The heuristics for the Shortcuts project, drawn from an
analysis of only two listening metrics, served as a performance benchmark for the
subsequent machine learning model. The final model, determined after the use of
different features, architectures, and hyperparameters, resulted in a 26.7% improvement
over the heuristic model.

3.6.5

Assessing the Spotify Algorithmic Methods

Spotify’s algorithmic tools and methods reflect a sophisticated infrastructure to gather,
process, and utilize data from a wide variety of sources to make music recommendations.
Consistent with the approach that machine learning is at the “the heart of everything,”
Spotify utilizes deep learning and reinforcement learning techniques that address the
large scale and scope of its music database and user community.
Key algorithms place particular importance on balancing exploitation and
exploration so that the recommendations reflect both known user preferences
(exploitation) and diversity through previously unheard music (exploration). While the
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collection of a broad set of data signals from users and other sources is critical to this
balance and to satisfactory recommendations, it is the event management system that
manages these data in real time and processes them into data structures that make them
algorithmically available. Data preparation involving collection, configuration,
verification, and feature extraction accounts for approximately 80% of the effort to build
and maintain machine learning models (Sculley et al., 2015).
The use of reinforcement learning techniques, with their focus on developing
more comprehensive user models, illustrates Spotify’s interest in building longer term
relationships with its users. Reinforcement learning in recommender systems, unlike
traditional collaborative filtering, creates predictive models that are more responsive to
changes in user behaviour.
However, algorithmic methods are susceptible to bias and unfairness (Zehlike et al.,
2022a, 2022b). Gender imbalance in Spotify recommendations, by promoting male artists
disproportionately, has been attributed to its algorithmic methods (Eriksson et al., 2019;
Werner, 2020). Analyzing and categorizing music as raw audio with end-to-end use of
machine learning techniques responds to the challenge of managing a massive and
growing music database. However, critics have noted that given the characteristics of the
training data used in developing these models, there are concerns about the algorithmic
analysis of non-Western music that misrepresents its features (Chodos, 2019).
Finally, while many of Spotify’s algorithmic methods are known, much is hidden
behind intellectual property protections that preserve competitive advantages and deflect
potential consumer concerns. The latter is most obvious in speculation that Spotify’s
algorithmic methods capture and utilize signals about a user’s emotional state. While
denying its use (Elk, 2021), Spotify has patented algorithms that do just that (Huland,
2021).
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3.7

User Experience: The Spotify Algorithm

While a number of studies have explored user satisfaction with Spotify recommendations
(Garcia-Gathright et al., 2018; Hosey et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2013), they have focused
mostly on accuracy or alignment with user tastes. One user study revealed observations
about the nature of the underlying algorithm (Kuoppa, 2018).
Although the sample was limited (8 participants), users in this study indicated that
the Spotify algorithm was “biased to quantitative efficiency” favouring exploitation over
exploration. In addition, while users felt that Spotify “provided them new ways to
categorize and organize music it also seemed to make listening more incoherent or
fragmented as well as decontextualized” (Kuoppa, 2018, p. 100). Listening to
recommended playlists makes it easy to lose track of (or even not know) the names of the
songs and the artists: “The music is then just a flow of unfamiliar pieces with no context
that may have been provided by a friend or a music journalist” (Kuoppa, 2018, p. 100).
In this view the algorithms intervene between the listener and the database of
songs to the extent that users increasingly rely on Spotify to “remember” what they liked
and to shape their musical tastes. Listeners view Spotify’s algorithms and its
recommendations as more than simply offering up suggestions. Despite being largely
opaque “black boxes” that operate in ways mostly unknown to them, listeners have made
them intimate partners in their lives. The sophistication of the Spotify recommendation
engine and the effect it has on listeners makes this service an ideal example to pursue
how users understand the processes of algorithmic recommendations.
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3.8

Critiques of Spotify

While there are ongoing concerns about low levels of artist compensation (Dredge, 2020;
Spotify, 2021b), other critiques focus on issues that have a material impact on the
algorithms and the user experience. For example, the decision by Spotify to allow artists
to influence their appearance in key playlists (e.g., Discover Weekly or in autoplay) in
exchange for lower royalty payments has been critiqued as “streaming payola” (Rogers,
2020).
A study of the Spotify Radio feature (now called Song Radio) questioned
Spotify’s recommendation effectiveness (Snickars, 2017). Spotify Radio algorithmically
generates a playlist based on a “seed” song identified by the user. Despite interventions
by users (e.g., likes, dislikes, skipping), the same songs and artists appeared in a loop.
This “more of the same” caused the researcher to suggest “the recommendation ability of
Spotify Radio is exaggerated. In fact, one might even argue that the claim of musical
personalisation and the ability to be recommended an infinity of content to some extent is
even untrue” (Snickars, 2017, p. 207).
A different concern was raised in a study of country music on Spotify. By
continually refreshing a country music playlist (to obtain new recommendations), the
result “privileges male artists and disadvantages everyone else” (J. E. Watson, 2019). The
research noted that “before Spotify recommended one song by a female artist, the
algorithm had recommended 121 songs by male artists” (J. E. Watson, 2019). The
gendering of music genres (i.e., rock as male-focused, masculine, and white) is reinforced
in Spotify recommender systems is “not coincidental, or innocent, but reinforcing
patterns of power” (Werner, 2020, p. 88).
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3.9

Conclusion

Spotify is described as “a new form of sociotechnical cultural intermediary” (Webster et
al., 2016, p. 137). It is a leading music streaming provider with a diverse user community
eager to talk about music, Spotify, and recommendations. Spotify is an ideal example of
contemporary machine learning recommender systems. It has a large user base, maintains
an extensive collection of music and artists, and makes use of a variety of machine
learning techniques. Like other commercial recommender systems, Spotify is a “black
box” since it is guarded about precisely how recommendations are made.
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4

Eliciting the Folk Theories of Spotify Users

This qualitative study examines the folk theories of the users of recommender systems
and how they can offer insights to enhance machine learning explainability. The Spotify
music recommender system is used as a representative machine learning system.
Recruited users of Spotify participated in a survey followed by individual interviews.
Folk theories about Spotify are elicited and analyzed using statistical, factor, and thematic
techniques. The derived folk theories are discussed in relation to the principles of humancentered explainable AI (HCXAI) to inform and enhance strategies and techniques for
explainability in machine learning systems for the lay public. The following research
questions inform this study:
What are the folk theories of users that explain how a recommender system
works?
Is there a relationship between the folk theories of users and the principles of
HCXAI that would facilitate the development of more transparent and explainable
recommender systems?

4.1

Eliciting Folk Theories

Eliciting user folk theories can be difficult. Various verbal and written methods, such a
“think-aloud” protocols or questionnaires, can provide incomplete information, contain
erroneous information (people say one thing but do another), obscure belief structures,
require reasons where users have none, and elicit user responses based on what they think
the researchers want to hear (Norman, 1983b). However, self-reporting is still a common
research method to explore user folk theories.
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Doherty & Doherty categorize reflections in user self-reports as momentary (the
“experiencing self”), retrospective (the “remembering self”), and prospective (the
“future-oriented self”) resulting in different perceptions of the system being examined
(Doherty & Doherty, 2018). Questionnaires and interviews about user experiences and
conceptualizations rely on retrospective reflection and highlight the concern that “it is not
how well users remember their past experience which is of relevance to design but why
certain details are reconstructed, and not others” (Doherty & Doherty, 2018, p. 68). The
characteristics of retrospective reflection (e.g., past oriented, purposeful recollection,
reconstruction rather than recall, lack of a temporal perspective, greater identification of
social or emotional aspects, comparative thinking, and possible false causal attribution
(Doherty & Doherty, 2018, p. 68)) need to be recognized, mitigated if possible, and
acknowledged as limitations in the perspectives obtained.
Possible approaches to mitigate these concerns are the use of analogies and
counterfactual questioning. Users often employ “analogies to map the set of transition
rules from a known domain (the base) into the new domain (the target), thereby
constructing folk theories that can generate inferences in the target domain” (Collins &
Gentner, 1987, p. 247-248). In the case of understanding the information behaviour of a
recommender system, the known domain of human information behaviour (i.e., a user’s
own information behaviour) becomes an analogy for making inferences. Counterfactual
“what if” and “why not” questions have been used to probe a user’s understanding by
proposing alternative hypotheses and thereby uncovering beliefs, inferences, and
causalities (Payne, 1991).
The folk theory research literature reveals a relatively narrow set of approaches,
dominated by reflective interviews or questionnaires (Lin et al., 2012; O.-C. Park &
Gittelman, 1995; Staggers & Norcio, 1993). Mixed method studies add direct observation
and performance tests to assess the “experiencing self” as opposed to the “remembering
self” (Makri et al., 2007; Michell & Dewdney, 1998; O.-C. Park & Gittelman, 1995;
Sasse, 1997; Staggers & Norcio, 1993). Some of these studies used experimental or
quasi-experimental methods (He et al., 2008; Sasse, 1991). In a review of methods for
determining user folk theories, Sasse identified errors as “the most informative data about
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users’ models” but noted that most studies merely “count errors rather than analysing
them” (Sasse, 1991, p. 66). Overall the review found an “over-reliance on performance
data and lack of ecological validity” (Sasse, 1991, p. 69).
The difficulty in determining users’ folk theories is exemplified by two studies. A
user study of how Twitter works was notable not for the accuracy or inaccuracy of the
answers but the high instance of “unsure” responses to almost all the questions (Proferes,
2017). Most users didn’t know how Twitter works and weren’t able to or willing to
describe a folk theory about it. Similarly, in a user study of the SPSS statistical software,
few could articulate their own folk theories. The typical response was “I don’t have one”
(Staggers & Norcio, 1993, p. 597).
The difficulties of eliciting folk theories have not diminished their value although
researchers are cautioned “to move away from the perception that truth is being sought”
and focus rather on the utility of the research to further understand behaviour (Rouse &
Morris, 1986, p. 360).

4.2

Mitigating the Limitations of Folk Theory Elicitation

With respect to eliciting folk theories, Hoffman et al. note:
People may not be able to tell you “everything” about their understanding, and
they may not be able to tell it well. But with adequate scaffolding by some
method of guided task reflection, people can tell you how they understand an
event or system, they can describe their knowledge of it, and the concepts and
principles that are involved” (Hoffman et al., 2019, p. 9).
While this study uses the common elicitation practice of self-reporting, it attempted to
mitigate some of the concerns of this method. Spotify users completed a survey followed
later by an interview. Using two different elicitation methods, separated by several days
or weeks, enabled participants to express their views differently and perhaps more
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clearly. It also allowed participants to reflect on the answers from the survey prior to and
during the interview. This encouraged a greater degree of self-reflection. The separation
of survey and the interview allowed the researcher to consider the survey responses in
guiding the direction of the interview based on the known views of the user. The semistructured interviews with users are designed using a form of laddering (Price, 2002;
Reynolds & Gutman, 1988) that draws the participant into more detailed descriptions of
their views. Factual questions were coupled with counterfactual questions, and these were
grouped thematically to ensure key aspects of Spotify recommendations were considered.
The trustworthiness of research findings is always a concern. Member checks are
“the most crucial technique for establishing credibility” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 314).
Interview participants were asked to review and validate their interviews and to address
any preliminary interpretations arising from them. Allowing participants to contest the
emerging findings in a variety of fora (interview transcripts, post-interview clarifications)
provided for “negotiated outcomes” where participants were able to “negotiate meanings
and interpretations.” Member checks are important because a “working hypotheses that
might apply in a given context are best verified and confirmed by the people who inhabit
that context” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 41).
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5

Methodology

This study used a multistage process. Users of Spotify were surveyed and subsequently
individually interviewed. The elicited folk theories from the survey and interviews were
analyzed against the principles of HCXAI.
The intent of the user survey and interviews was to obtain the everyday
experiences of a convenience sample of Spotify users. The everyday experiences of users
reflects the “messiness of real life” (Braun & Clarke, 2006) complete with responses that
are “complex, nuanced, playful, glib” (Kant, 2020). The survey and interviews were open
to all Spotify users (both paid and free, ad-supported). While the paid version of the
service offers more complex algorithmic processing for its recommendations, focusing
solely on this group of users could limit participation on economic grounds and impact
diversity.
In total 19 Spotify users were surveyed and then individually interviewed to allow
for a more in-depth and interactive exploration of the Spotify recommendation algorithm.
Participants were recruited through Twitter and received a $25 e-gift card. The survey,
conducted using the Qualtrics survey tool, collected some baseline information about the
usage of Spotify as well as initial responses to three key questions that were explored in
more detail during the interviews. The individual interviews were conducted and
recorded using Zoom. Interviews lasted approximately 60 minutes. The survey was
analyzed using SPSS and the interviews were analyzed using NVivo.

5.1

Spotify User Survey

Following the guidance that a survey be “appropriately brief and simple to complete”
(Hank et al., 2009, p. 257), the user survey consists of 7 closed, contextual questions, two
open-ended questions, and a final section of 22 scalar statements. One open-ended
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question asks participants to describe how they think Spotify uses information to make
personalized recommendations. The other open-ended question asks participants about
what strategies they might use to influence (i.e., change) those recommendations. The
scalar statements ask participants about the influence 22 data elements have on their
Spotify recommendations. The order of the statements was randomized for each
participant. Responses to the survey were analyzed using SPSS prior to the individual
interviews and informed the direction and focus of the user interviews. The survey was
pre-tested with three Spotify users. Some questions were revised for clarity as a result.
Further information about the Spotify User Survey is detailed in Chapter 6.

5.2

Spotify User Interviews

As “purposeful conversations,” semi-structured interviews are recommended when
researchers “are aware that individuals understand the world in varying ways. They want
to elicit information on their research topics from each subject’s perspective” (Luo &
Wildemuth, 2009, p. 233). This process allows the interview to follow the specific
context and experience of the participant.
Research is divided on whether an interviewer needs to be an expert in the field
involved in order to successfully elicit the ideas and concepts of those being interviewed
(in this case machine learning systems) (Hove & Anda, 2005; Kvale, 1996). However,
the practices of ethnographic researchers suggest methods for informed but non-domain
experts to acknowledge their limitations and still conduct in-depth and probing interviews
(Forsythe, 2001; Spradley, 1979). Combining “friendly conversations” with more
specific, probing questioning allows for a more open rapport and an encouragement for
more diffusive responses (Spradley, 1979). While it is important to seek breadth and
detail in these interviews, “grounded theorists attend more to whether their participants’
accounts are theoretically plausible than whether they have constructed them with
unassailable accuracy” (Charmaz & Belgrave, 2012, p. 352).
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Content analysis is widely used in LIS (Armann-Keown & Patterson, 2020).
Transcripts from the user interviews were analyzed using the NVivo qualitative data
analysis software (version R1). Further information about the Spotify User Interviews is
detailed in Chapter 7.

5.3

Recruitment

The recruitment criteria required that participants be Spotify users, 18 years or older, and
a resident of Canada or the United States. This information was confirmed during the
initial stages of recruitment. Professional colleagues from previous workplaces were
excluded as were friends and relations.
A recruitment tweet was posted to the researcher’s 2,958 followers on February
16, 2021. Tweepsmaps, a Twitter analysis service, reported that 68% of the followers
were from Canada and 22% from the United States. Twitter reported that the tweet had
received 3,639 impressions and 119 engagements. Other Twitter users had “liked” (5)
and/or retweeted (10) the original tweet. The original tweet was retweeted on February
19, 2021 indicating that participants were still being recruited. Twitter reported that the
retweet had received 928 impressions and 23 engagements. Other Twitter users had
“liked” (2) and/or retweeted (2) the retweet.
From this activity, 11 Twitter Direct Messages (DMs) were received from
potential participants. Interested participants were contacted (DM or email) with a link to
the Letter of Information (LOI). At this stage, 10 were confirmed into the study. One DM
was from a country outside the research protocol. Surveys and subsequent interviews
were begun with this confirmed group.
Four participants who had completed their participation (i.e., both the survey and
interview) agreed to inform friends or colleagues about the project. They tweeted, posted
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on their Facebook accounts, or emailed prospective participants. Having reviewed the
Letter of Information, an additional 10 participants were confirmed.
By Feb 27, 2021, 20 participants were confirmed and the recruitment for Spotify
users was terminated. After repeated efforts to engage User 1 in completing the survey,
this user was removed from participation resulting in a final participant total of 19. See
Appendix 2 for the recruitment tweets and Appendix 3 for the Letter of Information and
Consent.

5.4

Limitations

Given the use of Twitter as the primary recruitment tool, this is a self-selected sample and
therefore not necessarily representative of the population of Spotify users (Connaway &
Powell, 2010). While the sample sizes is small (19 Spotify users), the purpose of
qualitative research is “not to generalize from a sample but to develop an in-depth
understanding of a few people” (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011, p. 174). The survey and
interviews revealed low variability in views and beliefs precluding the need for additional
participants (Connaway & Powell, 2010). However, it is arguable that a larger sample
would have uncovered additional perspectives.
The user interviews were conducted under COVID-19 pandemic restrictions.
Instead of in-person interviews, Zoom was used. Remote interviews can obscure the
nuances of in-person engagements and may have negatively affected the elicitation of
folk theories and the exploration of XAI strategies. However, Zoom made it easier to
conduct interviews over geographic distances.
This study uses Spotify as a representative recommender system and an example
of machine learning. While different recommender systems and machine learning
systems share some common features, the user experiences with Spotify, and the resultant
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folk theories, cannot be generalized to other recommender or machine learning
environments.
Spotify, as with most recommender and machine learning systems, is rapidly
evolving. Following the user survey and interviews in early 2021, Spotify has added new
features and algorithmic processes. The observations of the users may no longer reflect
the specific conditions of the current Spotify system.

5.5

Ethical Considerations

This study posed a minimal risk to participants where “the probability and magnitude of
possible harms implied by participation in the research are no greater than those
encountered by participants in those aspects of their everyday life that relate to the
research” (Canadian Institutes of Health Research et al., 2018, p. 22). The names of users
surveyed and interviewed were replaced with study IDs to ensure confidentiality. Users
were given the option of reviewing the transcript of the interviews to ensure no sensitive
information was revealed.
The survey and interviews with Spotify users received approval from the Western
University Research Ethics Board on February 5, 2021 (see Appendix 4).
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6

Spotify User Survey

6.1

Introduction

Following the guidance that a survey be “appropriately brief and simple to complete”
(Hank et al., 2009, p. 257), the Qualtrics user survey consists of 8 closed, contextual
questions, 2 open-ended questions, and a final section of 22 scalar statements. Two of the
contextual questions ask participants about the nature of their music interests and whether
they listen to a wide variety of music or only specific artists and genres (i.e., Generalists
vs. Specialists). Five questions inquire about their use of Spotify: whether they use the
paid or free version, how long they have been using Spotify, how often they listen to it,
what kind of device they use to access the service, and if they are satisfied with the
recommendations. The final contextual question asks about the nature of the
recommendation system: “How do you think Spotify’s personalized music
recommendations are made?”
•

Solely by algorithms

•

Primarily by algorithms and partly by humans

•

Primarily by humans and partly by algorithms

•

Solely by humans

•

Don’t know

The two open-ended questions ask participants to describe how they think Spotify works
and how they could shape the recommendations:
“How does Spotify use information to determine the personalized music
recommendations for you?”
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“What could you do to shape the personalized music recommendations you
receive from Spotify?”
The scalar statements ask participants about the influence 22 data elements have on their
Spotify recommendations (“To what extent do you think the following influence
Spotify’s music recommendations for you?”). Respondents ranked these data elements as
“very important,” “important,” “somewhat important,” or “not important.” The order of
the statements was randomized for each participant. Responses to the survey were
analyzed prior to the individual interviews and informed the direction and focus of the
interviews. See Appendix 5 for the Spotify User Survey.

6.2

Methods

Spotify users completed the survey using the Qualtrics system. The survey data was
downloaded to an Excel file and extraneous variables were removed (e.g., personally
identifying information, geolocation, email, etc.). The edited Excel file was uploaded to
SPSS (version 27.010) for analysis. Descriptive statistics were obtained and analyzed.
Cross tabulations were run on a series of variables.
The 22 statements rate data signals according to how much users believe they
influenced Spotify recommendations were tabulated according to the scale provided
(“very important”, “important”, “somewhat important”, and “not important”). A
frequency table was created, and the results analyzed.1

1

User 2 noted in the interview that they had misunderstood a survey question (about factors that might
influence a recommendation); they resubmitted their responses and the Qualtrics entry was edited to reflect
the new answers. They had understood the question to mean what factors where important to her, not what
is important to Spotify. Another user (User 9), during the interview, asked to change a survey response; this
was done based on their instructions. The factor question regarding “Playlists I’ve created” was altered
from “Very Important” to “Somewhat Important.” The analysis of the survey responses was re-run to
include these adjustments.
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The open-ended questions “How does Spotify use information to determine the
personalized music recommendations for you” and “What could you do to shape the
personalized music recommendations you receive from Spotify?” were analyzed for key
concepts. The responses to both questions were also uploaded to NVivo to be further
analyzed thematically in conjunction with the user interviews.
Finally, a factor analysis was conducted on the 22 statements ranking the
influence of these data signals using Q methodology. This analysis is described in more
detail below.

6.3

6.3.1

Results

Participants

The Spotify User Survey has 19 participants. All are 18 years or older, live in Canada or
the United States and are users of Spotify. The participants are experienced with Spotify
with 95% having used the service for at least one year and 90% listening to it most days
or every day. Most pay for the service: Paid (79%); Free (ad supported) (21%). See
Tables 2 and 3 for details.

Table 2: Experience with Spotify
Frequency
Less than 1 year
1 to 5 years
More than 5 years
Total

Percent
1

5.3

10

52.6

8

42.1

19

100
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Table 3: Frequency of Spotify Use
Frequency

Percent

Less often than weekly

1

5.3

At least weekly

1

5.3

Most days

8

42.1

Every day

9

47.4

19

100

Total

The participants differ on how they access Spotify. None of the participants selected the
option “On a smart assistant (e.g., Alexa, Google Home).” See Table 4 for details.

Table 4: Device Used to Access Spotify
Frequency

Percent

Computer

9

47.4

Smartphone

9

47.4

Other

1

5.3

19

100

Total

The musical interests and objectives of the participants differ: Generalists (“listens to a
wide variety of artists and genres”, 58%) outnumber Specialists (“listens to mostly the
same artists and genres”, 42%). Most participants describe their interest in music as either
Keen or Passionate (90%). See Table 5 for details.
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Table 5: Interest in Music
Frequency

Percent

Engage

1

5.3

Important

1

5.3

Passionate

8

42.1

Keen

9

47.4

19

100

Total

While equal numbers of respondents accessed Spotify on a computer (desktop/laptop) or
a smartphone (47% in each case), Generalists preferred a computer (8 of 11), and
Specialists preferred a smartphone (7 of 8). See Table 6 for details.

Table 6: Category * Device
Device
Computer
Category

Generalist

Count
Percentage

Specialist

Count
Percentage

Total

Count
Percentage

Total

Smartphone

Other

8

2

1

11

42.1%

10.5%

5.3%

57.9%

1

7

0

8

5.3%

36.8%

0.0%

42.1%

9

9

1

19

47.4%

47.4%

5.3%

100%
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6.3.2

Satisfaction

Despite the differences described above, 79% of the participants indicated satisfaction
with the recommendations that Spotify provides. However, differences in satisfaction
were evident between Generalists and Specialists.

6.3.2.1

Generalists vs. Specialists

Prior research has demonstrated differences between Generalists and Specialists
regarding their acceptance of diverse recommendations, and their behaviour and
expectations with respect to the nature and performance of a recommender system (A.
Anderson et al., 2020). Generalists, with diverse music interests, “who become more
generalist over time tend to do so by drifting away from algorithmically-driven listening
and gravitating towards user-driven listening (i.e., search). These results strongly suggest
that algorithmic recommendations are associated with reduced consumption diversity”
(A. Anderson et al., 2020, p. 2156). As a result, with their more narrow and specific
musical interests, “classical recommendation models perform much better for specialists
than for generalists” (A. Anderson et al., 2020, p. 2164).
While not statistically significant and generalizable, data from the survey
indicates differences specific to those described as Generalists or Specialists. These
categories of listeners have different musical interests and objectives in using services
like Spotify. Generalists listen to a wide variety of artists and genres while Specialists
tend to listen to the same artists and genres. As a result, these groups may have different
expectations of Spotify’s recommendations and have different perceptions of how the
recommendation system works.
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Only Generalists indicated that they were not satisfied with Spotify’s
recommendation (4 of the 11 Generalists: 21% of the participants). See Table 7 for
details.

Table 7: Category * Satisfied Crosstabulation

Fisher’s exact test (p = .105). Not statistically significant.
Satisfied
No
Category

Generalist

Specialist

7

11

21.1%

36.8%

57.9%

0

8

8

0.0%

42.1%

42.1%

4

15

19

21.1%

78.9%

100%

Count
Percentage

6.3.3

4

Count
Percentage

Total

Yes

Count
Percentage

Total

How Recommendations are Made

With respect to how recommendations are made, none of the participants selected the
options “Primarily by humans and partly by algorithms” or “Solely by humans.” The
principal role of algorithms over humans in making recommendations is indicated by
95% of respondents. See Table 8 for details.
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Table 8: How Spotify Recommendations are Made
Frequency

Percent

Don't Know

1

5.3

Primarily by algorithms and partly by humans

7

36.8

11

57.9

19

100

Solely by algorithms
Total

While most respondents believe recommendations are made “solely by algorithms”
(58%), there is no appreciable difference between the beliefs of Generalists and
Specialists. The “Don’t Know” response was removed. See Table 9 for details.

Table 9: Category * How Made Crosstabulation
Fisher’s exact test (p = .786). Not statistically significant.
How Made
Primarily by algorithms
and partly by humans
Category

Generalist

Count
% within Category

Specialist

Count
% within Category

Total

Count
% of Total

Total
Solely by
algorithms

4

7

11

36.4%

63.6%

100%

3

4

7

32.9%

57.1.%

100%

7

11

18

36.8%

57.9%

100%
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Of the dissatisfied Generalists, 75% (3 of 4) believe that recommendations are made
“solely by algorithms.” No Specialists were dissatisfied with Spotify’s recommendations.
See Table 10 for details.

Table 10: Category * How Made & Satisfaction

Fisher’s exact test (p = .453). Not statistically significant.
Primarily by Algorithms
& Not Satisfied
Category

Generalist Count
% within Category
Specialists Count
% within Category

6.3.3.1

Solely by Algorithms
& Not Satisfied

1
25%
0
0%

Total

3

75% 100%
0

0

0% 100%

User Beliefs about Spotify’s Recommendations

Three sections of the survey inquired about participant beliefs regarding how Spotify’s
recommendations worked:
1. Participants were asked to rate each of 22 statements about data signals
according to how much they thought each contributed to Spotify
recommendations (see Figure 2 for a ranked list). All the data signals described in
the statements are known to be, or thought to be, collected, and used by Spotify
(Eriksson et al., 2019; Jehan & DesRoches, 2014; McInerney et al., 2018; Spotify,
2020b).
2. The open-ended question “How does Spotify use information to determine the
personalized music recommendations for you?” probed both how

4
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recommendations are made and what information is used in making those
recommendations.
3. The open-ended question “What could you do to shape the personalized music
recommendations you receive from Spotify?” probed how participants could take
some control over the recommendations by intentionally shaping them.
Participants often prefaced their responses to the open-ended questions with phrases that
signaled their lack of knowledge or uncertainty about recommender systems: “not sure
exactly” (User 2), “I assume” (User 5), “best guess” (User 11) and “this is total guess
work as its completely opaque to me how it all happens” (User 3). User 4 was concise
and definitive: “I actually don’t know.”
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Ratings of Importance to Recommenations
2. What I listen to
4. How many times I listen to a song, artist or
playlist
7. Songs that are similar to other songs I
“liked” or listened to
1. Marking something a "like" (i.e., "heart")
8. Playlists I’ve created

19. Songs or artists that Spotify is promoting
3. How long I listen to a song or playlist
9. Playlists other users have created

5. What other people are listening to
10. What people my age listen to
20. Posts about Spotify I make to
Facebook/social media
16. The time of day I’m listening
11. What people in my location (city/country)
listen to
6. What my friends are listening to
15. What I’m feeling while listening
21. Comments from other people on
Facebook/social media
22. Reviews of music in magazines, blogs,
videos, news sources
18. The season of the year I’m listening
17. The day of the week I’m listening
14. What I’m doing while listening

13. Where I am while listening
12. What people with my level of education
listen to
0%
Very Important

Important

20%

40%

Somewhat Important

60%

80%

Not Important

Figure 2: Ratings of Importance to Recommendations

100%
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6.3.3.2

Common Responses

The most common responses to how Spotify uses information identified a similar cluster
of actions: what users were listening to (songs, artists, and genres), frequency of
listening, skipping songs, “liking” (i.e., “hearting”) songs or playlists, creating playlists,
and adding songs to their library. These were among the highest-rated statements: For
example, the following were all rated “very important”: “What I listen to” (95%), “How
many times I listen” (89%), and “Marking something a ‘like’ (i.e., ‘heart’) 68%. One user
acknowledged the “cold start” problem (i.e., insufficient data on new users or newly
added songs): “once there’s enough data about the type of genres or tags that you listen
to, they’re able to suggest personalize music recommendations” (User 13).
While most users were uncertain about the recommendation process, User 18
identified a causal relationship between their actions and the results: “I can usually
determine which parts of my listening history have influenced a recommendation.” User
19 noted the rationale for the information obtained and used by Spotify: “I’m providing
Spotify with feedback as to my likes and preferences.”
What other people do on Spotify also provides important information used in
personalizing a user’s recommendations. “What other people are listening to” and
“Playlists other users have created” were both ranked “important” by 42% of the
participants. However, “What my friends are listening to” was ranked only “somewhat
important by a majority of participants (53%). Spotify “find[s] people that have similar
habits to you, and then look[s] for recommendations based on what that group listens to”
(User 11) and “fills in the gaps” (User 6). The playlists others create were mentioned by
Users 5 and 16. User 11 believes that “other people’s listening habits are really what
drives it.” Another example of the importance of “other people” is the high rating (47%
“very important”) of “Songs or artists that Spotify is promoting.” Spotify promotions are
made by music editors (i.e., “others”).
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6.3.3.3

Shaping Recommendations

In response to how users might shape recommendations, users simply repeated the
actions listed above: listen more, even “repeatedly” (User 13), to the same artist or genre,
“like” more songs or artists, and create more playlists. New strategies included removal
and avoidance: “remove the outliers” (User 12), “remove a song from a playlist” (User
15), and “skip a song within a certain amount of time” (User 15). In a unique suggestion,
User 14 wants to signal their emotion state: “I think it could be cool to give feeling inputs
to the algo and have it deliver a mix based on those things.”
User 20 believes different data signals result in different results: “‘Liking’ songs
and bands sometimes will influence recommendations, but it seems like listening to
bands sends a stronger message to Spotify.” User 6 concurs: “the more you listen to the
same type of music, the more specialized the music becomes.” Using the “don’t play
this” option (e.g., disliking something with the “Don’t like this song” or “Don’t like this
artist” indicator) was noted by User 3 as a strategy to shape or alter recommendations,
although User 20 cautioned that it “doesn’t seem to influence algorithms too much.”
Some users expressed frustration in attempting to shape Spotify’s recommendations.
Instead, they wanted to “game their algorithm” (User 10) or take actions aimed at
“confounding any attempt to box my taste in” (User 4). Another user would open a
private session to hide their normal preferences (User 15).

6.3.3.4

Explicit and Inferred Data Signals

With respect to important data signals, only one user mentioned the age and location (i.e.,
city/country) of the listener (User 11) and another referenced “demographics” generally
(User 5). The statements regarding age (“What people my age listen to “) and location
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(“What people in my location (city/country) listen to”) were both ranked only “somewhat
important” by 53% of the participants. Another demographically related data element,
“What people with my level of education listen to” also received low ratings: “somewhat
important” (47%) and “not important” (32%).
Statements about data signals inferred about a participant received low ratings:
“What I’m feeling while listening” (26% “somewhat important” and 42% “not
important”), “Where I am while listening” (42% “somewhat important” and 37% “not
important”), and “What I’m doing while listening” (53% “not important”). The last two
statements were the lowest rated among all the statements. Similarly, statements about
temporal data signals were lowly rated: “The time of day I’m listening” (31% “somewhat
important” and 26% “not important”), “The day of the week I’m listening (26%
“somewhat important” and 32% “not important”), and “The season of the year I’m
listening (31% “somewhat important” and 26% “not important”).

6.3.3.5

Classification and Similarity

Participants believe Spotify categorizes and classifies music and artists in some manner
although the various methods used were described in general terms. Spotify uses “tags ...
or some adjectives” (User 13), it can “associate tags (some kind of metadata?)” (User 9),
and it applies “key descriptors or tags ... and then recommendations are made that match
those descriptors” (User 18). Part of this descriptive method includes relationships among
and between songs and artists. This was described as “adjacency” (User 10),
“associations” (User 7), and “related” (User 8). The “sound of a song” (User 14) was the
sole mention of the characteristics of music (i.e., audio ID). However, a related statement,
“Songs that are similar to other songs ‘liked’ or listened to”, is one of the highest rated
statements with 84% of participants identifying it as “very important”.
Only two participants identified the weighting of information as influential. User
14 noted the “emphasis on recent listening” in recommendations. User 9 identified
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weighting influenced by popularity bias or used for financial advantage (“weighting
towards recordings deemed to be popular and/or profitable to Spotify”).
The word “similar” appears frequently in participant responses. Similarity is
central to many of beliefs about how information is used in recommendations: “similar
habits” (User 11), “similar artists and genres” (User 5), “similar genres and eras” (User
19), “similar tastes” (User 19), “artists that are similar” (User 6), “similar tracks” (User
8), and songs or artists that “most closely resemble” each other (User 12). “Songs that are
similar to other songs ‘liked’ or listened to”, is one of the highest rated statements with
84% of participants identifying it as “very important”. User 18 identified a result where
notions of similarity were violated: “Recently Spotify ‘botched’ a recommendation by
picking up on the fact that I had listened to Bach cello suites and Chopin piano pieces and
gave me a strange cello arrangement of a Chopin piano piece. Those things are not
equal.”

6.3.3.6

External Data

Most comments referenced data that was generated through the Spotify application. Only
two users believe that Spotify uses information from external sources. User 10 mentioned
external media sources (“market data” and “music sales”) and User 5 mentioned social
media: “I’ve connected my Spotify account to Facebook, so there’s a load of
demographic and interest-related information that could be used in a personalized
recommender system.” Reflecting a similar lack of importance, “Reviews of music in
magazines, blogs, videos, news sources” was rated “somewhat important’ (58%) and “not
important” (21%) while “Comments from other people about music on Facebook or other
social media” was rated “not important” (48%).
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6.3.3.7

Data Signal Importance

The ratings of the importance of the 22 statements of data signals were compared for the
following groupings using t-tests:
1. Music interests and objectives in using Spotify (Generalists vs. Specialists),
2. Device used to access Spotify (computer vs. smartphone),
3. How recommendations are made (solely by algorithms vs. primarily by
algorithms and partly by humans), and
4. Whether respondents were satisfied with Spotify recommendations.
These characteristics are thought to result in differences regarding how respondents
believe certain data signals influence recommendations. However, no statistically
significant results were obtained 2.

6.3.3.8

Algorithms and Humans

In responding to how Spotify uses information, many participants discussed what, or
whom, is using that information: algorithms, humans, or both. User 14 imagines a “vast
recommendation algorithm” at the core of Spotify while User 16 sees a balance of “both
algorithms and human curation.” The human influence is important “especially in naming
the [genre] categories and validating algorithmically suggested relationships between

2

Multiple testing such as that conducted on the statements is known to introduce Type 1 errors. Before the
Shapiro-Wilk tests were run, the Bonferroni correction was applied (Armstrong, 2014) resulting in a new
alpha for significance of p<0.0023 (determined by dividing 0.05 by the 4 sets of 22 tests).
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artists/genres” (User 3). User 5 makes distinctions about the roles of algorithms and
humans:
I answered, “solely by algorithms,” because I don’t think that there are people
personally picking out songs for just me, but I do think there are humans involved
in the overall process. Maybe there are people employed by Spotify in some
capacity to curate genre playlists that the algorithms draw from to create more
personalized recommendations, for example. Or maybe Spotify algorithms take
user-created playlist data from their platform (and probably others) for machine
learning.
Most participants believe Spotify’s recommendations are made “solely by algorithms”
(58%) while 37% believe they are made “primarily by algorithms and partly by humans.”
User 18 summarized the general understanding of most participants about how
Spotify uses information for recommendations and how those recommendations can be
shaped: change, adjust or remove “anything that tells the algorithm to privilege one part
of my data more than another.” However, the observation of User 3 echoes the
frustrations of many participants: “training the algorithm is a lot of effort.”

6.3.3.9

Factor Analysis

Deriving folk theories requires an understanding of the diverse and often conflicting
conceptualizations of recommender systems expressed by users. The need is not to
identify clusters of like-minded users but rather to surface clusters of similar concepts or
beliefs. These clusters or factors identify different subjective perspectives which serve as
building blocks for folk theories.
Q methodology, developed by William Stephenson (Stephenson, 1954), is a factor
analysis method that “inverts the R methodological tradition by employing persons as its
variables and tests, traits or other items as its sample or population (of cases)” (Watts &
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Stenner, 2012, p. 22). Q methodology “reveals the key viewpoints extant among a group
of participants and allows those viewpoints to be understood holistically and to a high
level of qualitative detail” (Watts & Stenner, 2012, p. 4). With respect to how users
believe the Spotify recommender system works, this method will “identify the different
subjective perspectives expressed across the group of participants” (Bailey et al., 2019, p.
7). This methodology has been used with a variety of LIS research topics (VanScoy,
2021).
While most often Q methodology requires participants to engage in a forced
selection process from a series of statements, a non-forced process has been defended and
subsequently widely used (Bolland, 1985; Brown, 1971). This study uses a non-forced
approach.
The specific Q sorts used in this study are statements with participant ratings
responding to the following question from the Spotify user survey: “To what extent do
you think the following influence Spotify’s music recommendations for you?”. The
following rating scale is used: Very Important (4), Important (3), Somewhat Important
(2), and Not Important (1)
The Q sorts were analyzed with the KADE software package (Banasick, 2019). The
default Q methodology removes cases with missing variables from analysis. The Q sorts
for Users 4, 7 and 15 each have one missing variable. To include these in the analysis, the
missing variables were imputed from the average rating of the other participants 3.

3

User 4: “How many times I listen to a song, artist or playlist” (participant average = 3.8) was
imputed to the rank 4 (“very important”).

User 7: “What my friends are listening to” (participant average = 2.1) was imputed to the rank 2
(“somewhat important”).
User 15: “Comments from other people about music on Facebook or other social media”
(participant average = 1.7) was imputed to rank 2 (“somewhat important”).
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The Brown centroid factor extraction method was used with the number of factors
to extract set at seven (Brown, 1980). The varimax factor rotation method was used
(Akhtar-Danesh, 2017) and four factors (Factors 1, 2, 4, and 6) were identified.
Eigenvalues measure statistical strength and variance. Watts & Stenner recommend that
factors with eigenvalues bordering on the cut-off of 1.00 be retained (Watts & Stenner,
2012, p. 105-106). As a result, Factor 4 (0.9) and Factor 6 (0.9), are included in this
study. These four selected factors together explain 71% of the study variance. Users 10
and 18 were correlated to Factor 7 with a low eigenvalue of 0.48 and were removed from
further analysis. The eigenvalues of Factor 3 (0.14) and Factor 5 (0.14) are considered
too low for the inclusion of these factors. See Appendix 6 for factor loadings and user
clusters.
Relative ratings of statements identify for each factor both “consensus” statements
and “distinguishing” statements. Consensus statements are similarly ranked between
factors (i.e., across participants), while distinguishing statements for a specific factor are
those statements whose rank is significantly different for that factor as compared to the
other extracted factors (Rahma et al., 2020). Distinguishing statements are identified at
the p<0.01 and p<0.05 level of significance. Watts & Stenner caution against focusing
solely on the distinguishing statements arguing for the holistic perspective insisted on by
Stephenson that viewed all statements in the context of the specific factor (Stephenson,
1954). As a result, “it is the interrelationship of the many items within the Factor 1 array
[the factor example provided by the authors] that should ultimately drive our
interpretation” (Watts & Stenner, 2012, p. 149). Watts & Stenner emphasize “the logic of
abduction” encouraging researchers to “never pass blandly across an item [i.e., a
statement and its rating] without considering its implications ... ‘What does it mean?’
‘What is it trying to tell me?’” (Watts & Stenner, 2012, p. 155).

6.3.3.9.1

Consensus Statements
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While the four factors are separated by their distinguishing statements, there are
consensus statements that do not distinguish between any pair of factors (i.e., they are
statements of agreement between two or more factors). The following nine consensus
statements were identified: five of the nine reflect characteristics generally agreed to have
a high degree of influence on recommendations (rated 3 or 4), while four receive lower
ratings (two very low, ratings of 1-2), indicating general agreement that they are less
important in Spotify recommendations. See Table 11 for details.

Table 11: Consensus Statements and Ratings
Rating
Statement

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 4

Factor 6

Marking something a "like" (i.e., "heart")

4

4

4

4

How long I listen to a song or playlist

4

4

3

3

How many times I listen to a song, artist or
playlist

4

4

4

4

Songs that are similar to other songs I “liked” or
listened to

4

4

4

4

Playlists I’ve created

4

3

4

4

Songs or artists that Spotify is promoting

3

3

3

4

The time of day I’m listening

3

2

1

1

Where I am while listening

1

1

2

2

Comments from other people about music on
Facebook or other social media

1

1

1

2

Four of these consensus statements reflect the specific actions of users: marking
something, listening to something (how long and how many times), and creating
playlists. These statements were ranked either “very important” or “important”. The
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statement “Songs that are similar to other songs I ‘liked’ or listened to”, ranked “very
important” in all the factors, identifies a matching process that determines similarity
related to user actions (“liked” or listened). The positively rated statement “Songs or
artists that Spotify is promoting” identifies the human influence in recommendations
related specifically to a company strategy or campaign.
Two other consensus statements reflect temporal (“The time of day I’m
listening”) or spatial (“Where I am while listening”) characteristics of the user. However,
in these cases the consensus is generally negative (“not important” or “somewhat
important”) indicating a belief about the limited influence of these data elements in
recommendations. Similarly, the final consensus statement, “Comments from other
people about music on Facebook or other social media”, ranked mostly “not important”,
minimizes the influence of social media posts in making recommendations.

6.3.3.9.2

Factors

The following section provides an analysis of the four extracted factors (Factors 1, 2, 4
and 6). Each factor is given a descriptive title reflecting its key concepts. The p values are
provided for distinguishing statements. Each statement is accompanied with its rating in
parentheses. In the tables, distinguishing statements are marked “D” and consensus
statements marked “C”.

6.3.3.9.3

Factor 1: About me and what I’m feeling

Factor 1 has an eigenvalue of 10.4 and explains 55% of the study variance. Seven
participants are associated with this factor (Users 3, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, and 16). As indicated
in the survey results, these users are all satisfied with Spotify’s recommendations, but
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they are divided by their musical interests (4 Specialists; 3 Generalists) and how they
believe recommendations are made (4 Primarily by algorithms and partly by humans; 3
Solely by algorithms). They mostly listen to Spotify on a smartphone (5 Smartphone; 2
Computer).
The single distinguishing statement for Factor 1 is “What I’m feeling while
listening” (3; p<0.01). This statement is rated “important” while in all the other factors
this statement is rated “not important”. The significance of emotional states with respect
to Spotify recommendations is contentious. Users associated with this factor emphasize
the influence of their specific actions on the recommendations they receive from Spotify.
See Table 12 for details.

Table 12: Relative Rating of Statements in Factor 1
* indicates p<0.01; otherwise p<0.05

Factor 1

Distinguishing (D)
or Consensus (C)

Factor 2

Factor 4

Factor 6

8 Playlists I've created

4

C*

3

4

4

Marking something a
1 "like" (i.e., "heart")

4

C*

4

4

4

How long I listen to a
3 song or playlist

4

C*

4

3

3

How many times I
listen to a song, artist
4 or playlist

4

C

4

4

4

Songs that are similar
to other songs I
7 "liked" or listened to

4

C

4

4

4

Playlists other users
9 have created

4

3

3

3

2 What I listen to

4

4

4

4

Statement
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Songs or artists that
19 Spotify is promoting

3

C

3

3

4

The time of day I'm
16 listening

3

C

2

1

1

What people my age
10 listen to

3

3

2

3

What I'm feeling while
15 listening

3

1

1

1

D*

What other people
5 are listening to

3

4

1

4

Posts about Spotify I
make to Facebook or
20 other social media

2

2

4

2

What people in my
location (city/country)
11 listen to

2

3

2

3

What I'm doing while
14 listening

2

1

2

1

The season of the year
18 I'm listening

2

2

4

1

What my friends are
6 listening to

2

4

1

2

1

2

2

2

3

2

1

1

2

2

3

1

Where I am while
13 listening

1

What people with my
level of education
12 listen to

1

Comments from other
people about music
on Facebook or other
21 social media

1

The day of the week
17 I'm listening

1

C*

C
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Reviews of music in
magazines, blogs,
22 videos, news sources

1

1

2

3

The statement, “Songs that are similar to other songs I ‘liked’ or listened to” (4), is
predicated on user actions (“liked” or listened to) but it also indicates the importance of a
matching process performed by the system. Users in this factor are divided about whether
that matching process is solely algorithmic or primarily algorithmic and partly human.
A secondary group of influences on recommendations is centered on the actions
of other people: “Playlists other users have created” (4), “What people my age listen to”
(3), and “What other people are listening to” (3). “Songs or artists Spotify is promoting”
(3) also indicates the importance of others, in this case the music editors at Spotify. While
other people are clearly influential in the recommendations for these users that does not
extend to their friends. “What my friends are listening to” (2) is rated only “somewhat
important”.
While “Comments from other people about music on Facebook or other social
media” (1) is rated as “not important”, consistent with the focus on “me”, the statement
“Posts about Spotify I make to Facebook or other social media” (2) rated higher.
However, in conjunction with the low rating for “Reviews of music in magazines, blogs,
videos, news sources” (1), users associated with this factor find little influence from
external media in the recommendations provided by Spotify.
Two demographic measures, “What people in my location (city/country) listen to”
(2) and “What people with my level of education listen to” (1), might be expected to
align with the focus on “me” (i.e., people like me). However, they are rated with little or
no importance suggesting that such data elements carry limited informational value for
recommendations.
The rating of “The time of day I’m listening” (3) suggests that temporal and
spatial characteristics are important to users associated with this factor. For example, time
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of day often correlates with where someone is (e.g., work vs. home) and what they are
doing (e.g., working vs leisure or domestic tasks). However, “What I’m doing while
listening” (2), “Where I am while listening” (1), “The day of the week I’m listening” (1),
and “The season of the year I’m listening” (2) are all rated either “not important” or only
“somewhat important.” This suggests that temporal influences are limited to differences
throughout the day and are unrelated to location or activities.
The users associated with this factor believe the recommendations in Spotify are
“about me and what I’m feeling.” Their active and explicit signals to Spotify through
what they do on the system are the highest-rating influences on the recommendations
they receive. While other factors share this perspective, what distinguishes Factor 1 is the
importance of what the listener is feeling. Emphasizing the influence of emotions
represents a deeper level of understanding “me”, the listener, in providing relevant
recommendations. This raises many questions about whether, and if so how, Spotify
collects and utilizes such data.
Spotify provides many playlists associated with moods and feelings (e.g., “Alone
Again,” “Sad Hour,” “IDK,” “Feelin’ Good,” “Life Sucks,” and “Happy Beats”). Does
Spotify infer emotions from users listening to these to recommend other artists or songs?
Are other signals, such as audio characteristics (e.g., tempo, tone, key signatures) or
lyrical content, collected to understand emotions? If so, is this accomplished by
algorithms, human editors, or both? Users associated with this factor are all satisfied with
Spotify’s recommendations, but they are divided on how they are made.
While other people are important in influencing recommendations, it seems
counterintuitive that friends are not. This might suggest that users don’t believe Spotify
knows who their friends are. While certainly plausible, the close links possible between
Spotify and various social media platforms (e.g., Facebook, Instagram) makes the
identification of friends possible. In addition, Spotify provides many opportunities in the
application for users to identify friends. Alternatively, it is possible that users simply
believe they don’t share musical interests with their friends and as a result their friends
would have a marginal, if any, influence on the user’s recommendations.
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Given the extensive location tracking, inherent and optional, in all the digital
devices used by participants, the belief in the lack of importance of location seems naive.
Perhaps the belief is that Spotify can’t infer from these data any relevant information. It is
possible that some statements about data signals were rated “not important” or only
“somewhat important” because users believe their information value is insufficient to
influence recommendations. Unlike the explicit actions of users, data such as day of the
week, where the listener is, or what the listener is doing cannot be directly linked to user
preferences. Inferred insights are believed less valuable than directly measured events.
Similarity, in the context of the statement “Songs that are similar to other songs I
‘liked’ or listened to”, implies a process to seek and match songs which will be relevant
or of interest to the user. In the case of Factor 1, it must also incorporate the implications
of emotional states. Similarity is experienced viscerally by users, but Spotify treats it as
primarily computational. Users associated with Factor 1 are all satisfied with Spotify’s
recommendations but divided about how those recommendations are made suggesting
differing views about the respective roles of algorithms and humans in creating
recommendations.

6.3.3.9.4

Factor 2: About me and what my social group is
listening to

Factor 2 has an eigenvalue of 1.1 and explains 6% of the study variance. Two participants
are associated with this factor (Users 12 and 15). As indicated in the survey results, these
users are divided regarding their musical interests (1 Specialist; 1 Generalist), are
satisfied with their recommendations, use a computer to access Spotify, and believe the
recommendations are made solely by algorithms.
The three distinguishing statements for Factor 2 are “What my friends are
listening to” (4; p<0.01), “What people my age listen to” (3; p<0.01) and “What people
in my location (city/country) listen to” (3; p<0.05). In all the other factors these
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statements are rated lower. Factor 2 is distinguished by an emphasis on the importance of
data signals from others in influencing the recommendations users receive. Highly rated
statements in this factor emphasize the importance of the explicit actions of individual
users. See Table 13 for details.

Table 13: Relative Rating of Statements in Factor 2
* indicates p<0.01; otherwise p<0.05

Factor 2

Distinguishing (D)
or Consensus (C)

Factor 1

Factor 4

Factor 6

Marking something a
1 "like" (i.e., "heart")

4

C*

4

4

4

How long I listen to a
3 song or playlist

4

C*

4

3

3

How many times I
listen to a song, artist
4 or playlist

4

C

4

4

4

Songs that are similar
to other songs I
7 "liked" or listened to

4

C

4

4

4

2 What I listen to

4

4

4

4

What other people
5 are listening to

4

3

1

4

What my friends are
6 listening to

4

D*

2

1

2

8 Playlists I've created

3

C

4

4

4

Playlists other users
9 have created

3

4

3

3

Songs or artists that
19 Spotify is promoting

3

3

3

4

Statement

C
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What people my age
10 listen to

3

D*

3

2

3

What people in my
location
(city/country) listen
11 to

3

D

2

2

3

The time of day I'm
16 listening

2

C

3

1

1

Posts about Spotify I
make to Facebook or
20 other social media

2

2

4

2

The season of the
18 year I'm listening

2

2

4

1

What people with my
level of education
12 listen to

2

1

3

2

The day of the week
17 I'm listening

2

1

3

1

What I'm feeling
15 while listening

1

3

1

1

What I'm doing while
14 listening

1

2

2

1

Where I am while
13 listening

1

C*

1

2

2

Comments from
other people about
music on Facebook or
21 other social media

1

C

1

1

2

Reviews of music in
magazines, blogs,
22 videos, news sources

1

1

2

3
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The statement, “Songs that are similar to other songs I ‘liked’ or listened to” (4), is
predicated on user actions (“liked” or listened to) but it also indicates the importance of a
matching process performed by the system. Since all the users associated with this factor
believe that recommendations are made solely by algorithms, this similarity matching
process is entirely algorithmic.
Also highly rated are statements that align with the distinguishing statements for
this factor: “What other people are listening to” (4), “Playlists other users have created”
(3), and “Songs or artists that Spotify is promoting” (3). While what others do on the
system is important, what others say in various media is not. For example, “Comments
from other people about music on Facebook or other social media” (1) and “Reviews of
music in magazines, blogs, videos, news sources” (1) receive a low rating. Even a
statement that ostensibly reflects data signals from the user (i.e., is about “me”), “Posts
about Spotify I make to Facebook or other social media” (2) received a low rating
consistent with the negative view of the influence of media sources on recommendations.
Many of the statements which reflect passive or implicit data signals from or
about the user have low ratings: “What I’m feeling while listening” (1), “What I’m doing
while listening” (1), Where I am while listening (1), “The time of day I’m listening (2),
“The day of the week I’m listening (2), and “The season of the year I’m listening (2).
The users associated with this factor believe the recommendations in Spotify are
“about me and what my social group is listening to.” Their active and explicit signals to
Spotify through what they do on the system are the highest-rating influences on the
recommendations they received. While other factors share this perspective, what
distinguishes Factor 2 is the importance of the social group to which these users belong.
This focus on “others”, including “my friends”, is centered on what this social group is
listening to. However, additional statements also reflect the influence of other activities.
For example, also highly rated are the playlists others create and, in the case of Spotify
(another instance of “others”), the promotions made by Spotify’s music editors.
It is curious that the perception of the influence of others in recommendations
does not extend to what others do or say in various external media (“Comments from
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other people about music on Facebook or other social media” and “Reviews of music in
magazines, blogs, videos, news sources”). Even what the listener posts about Spotify in
social media (i.e., another example about “me”) received a low rating. It appears that
users associated with this factor either believe there is low information value in data
signals from the media, it is not collected by Spotify, or they believe it is not possible for
the algorithm to interpret or infer information from these sources to be used in the
recommendation process.
Another group of statements reflect passive and implicit data signals about the
user, such as temporal or spatial characteristics, emotional states, activities, and locations.
All of these received a low rating. While users associated with this factor believe the
recommendations are about “me”, they do not include in that view information collected
passively about themselves. Except for emotional states, these data are easily and widely
collected by Spotify’s algorithms. As with data signals from external media, it may be
that users do not believe the algorithms, which they believe are solely responsible for the
recommendations, are able to infer anything useful from these data.
Creating recommendations that reflect similarity with songs previously “liked” or
listened to is important to the users associated with this factor. Since all these users
believe the recommendations are created solely by algorithms, the matching process, and
the definition of what is similar, is entirely algorithmic. From this perspective the
algorithms are another example of an “other” that influences the recommendations. It is
possible that Spotify editors are viewed by users as algorithmic not human, thereby
maintaining a consistent belief about how recommendations are made.
Data signals prominent in Factor 2 are those viewed as easily identified and which
lack anything contentious or difficult to interpret. Hence similarity could be solely
algorithmic because this is the only type of data an algorithm could collect and manage.
In this context it bears remembering that all users in this factor are satisfied with
Spotify’s recommendations.
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6.3.3.9.5

Factor 4: About me, my expressed taste, and not that
of others

Factor 4 has an eigenvalue of .9 and explains 5% of the study variance. Three participants
are associated with this factor (User 4, 8, and 17). As indicated in the survey results, this
group is divided regarding their musical interests (1 Specialist; 2 Generalists), their
satisfaction with the recommendations (2 Satisfied; 1 Not Satisfied), and how they listen
(1 Smartphone; 2 Computer). They agree that the recommendations are made solely by
algorithms.
The four distinguishing statements for Factor 4 are “Season of the year I’m
listening” (4; p<0.01), “Posts about Spotify I make to Facebook or other social media”
(4; p<0.05), “What other people are listening to” (1; p<0.01) and “What my friends are
listening to” (1; p<0.05). The latter two statements are rated “not important”. In other
words, a distinguishing characteristic of this factor is the rejection of the influence of
others in making recommendations. This view is further emphasized by the low rating of
“Comments from other people about music on Facebook or other social media” (1),
“Reviews of music in magazines, blogs, videos, new sources” (2), and “What people in
my location (city/country) are listening to” (2). However, in contrast to the minimal
influence of others, “Playlists other users have created” (3), “What people my age are
listening to” (3), and “Songs or artists Spotify is promoting” (3) are all rated “important.”
The distinguishing statements in this factor are rated differently in the other
factors. Statements regarding season of the year and posts about Spotify received lower
ratings (either “not important” or “somewhat important”). The negatively rated
distinguishing statements in this factor were rated higher in other factors with “What
other people are listening to” receiving a “very important” rating in Factors 2 and 6.
Highly rated statements in this factor emphasize the importance of the explicit actions of
individual users aligning with the distinguishing statement regarding posts the user makes
on social media. See Table 14 for details.
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Table 14: Relative Ratings of Statements in Factor 4
* indicates p<0.01; otherwise p<0.05

Factor 4

Distinguishing
(D) or Consensus
(C)

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor
6

Playlists I've
8 created

4

C*

4

3

4

Marking something
a "like" (i.e.,
1 "heart")

4

C*

4

4

4

How many times I
listen to a song,
4 artist or playlist

4

C

4

4

4

Songs that are
similar to other
songs I "liked" or
7 listened to

4

C

4

4

4

2 What I listen to

4

4

4

4

Statement

Posts about Spotify
I make to Facebook
or other social
20 media

4

D

2

2

2

The season of the
18 year I'm listening

4

D*

2

2

1

How long I listen to
3 a song or playlist

3

C

4

4

3

Playlists other
9 users have created

3

4

3

3

3

3

4

1

2

2

Songs or artists
that Spotify is
19 promoting

3

What people with
my level of
12 education listen to

3

C
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The day of the
17 week I'm listening

3

1

2

1

What people my
10 age listen to

2

3

3

3

What people in my
location
(city/country) listen
11 to

2

2

3

3

What I'm doing
14 while listening

2

2

1

1

Where I am while
13 listening

2

1

1

2

Reviews of music in
magazines, blogs,
videos, news
22 sources

2

1

1

3

The time of day I'm
16 listening

1

3

2

1

What I'm feeling
15 while listening

1

3

1

1

C*

C

What other people
5 are listening to

1

D*

3

4

4

What my friends
6 are listening to

1

D

2

4

2

1

C

1

1

2

Comments from
other people about
music on Facebook
or other social
21 media

The statement, “Songs that are similar to other songs I ‘liked’ or listened to” (4), is
predicated on user actions (“liked” or listened to) but it also indicates the importance of a
matching process performed by the system. Since all the users associated with this factor
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believe that recommendations are made solely by algorithms, this similarity matching
process is entirely algorithmic.
While “The day of week I’m listening” (3) is rated “important” other
temporal/spatial statements are viewed as “not important” or only “somewhat important”:
“The time of day I’m listening” (1), and “Where I am while listening” (2). However,
“The season of the year I’m listening” (4) is highly rated and is a distinguishing statement
of Factor 4.
Two of the statements which reflect passive or implicit data signals from or about
the user have low ratings: “What I’m doing while listening” (2) and “What I’m feeling
while listening” (1). These inferred data signals are not regarded as having a significant
influence.
The users associated with this factor believe the recommendations in Spotify are
“about me, my expressed taste, and not that of others.” Their active and explicit signals to
Spotify through what they do on the system are the highest-rating influences on the
recommendations they received. While other factors share this perspective, what
distinguishes Factor 4 is the publicly expressed taste of the user on social media and a
rejection of the influence of others, including friends. A curiosity is the distinguishing
statement “The season of the year I’m listening” (4).
Except for “The day of the week I’m listening” (3) and the season of the year,
temporal and spatial statements receive a low rating. Similarly, statements reflecting
passive or implicit data signals were rated either “not important” or only “somewhat
important.” It appears that users associated with this factor either believe there is low
information value in data signals from these sources, it is not collected by Spotify, or they
believe it is not possible for the algorithm to interpret or infer information from these
sources to be used in the recommendation process.
Creating recommendations that reflect similarity with songs previously “liked” or
listened to is important to the users associated with this factor. Since all these users
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believe the recommendations are created solely by algorithms, the matching process and
the nature of what is determined to be similar is entirely algorithmic.
What to make of the distinguishing statement regarding season of the year? It is
possible that the importance of both “day of the week” and “season of the year” are
related through a connection to religious observances and holidays. This would make
certain days of the week more significant (e.g., Saturday for Jews, Sunday for Christians)
and certain seasons, especially December (the “holiday season”), more important and
noteworthy in terms of recommendations from Spotify.

6.3.3.9.6

Factor 6: About me and the opinions of others

Factor 6 has an eigenvalue of .9 and explains 5% of the study variance. The five
participants associated with this factor (Users 2, 5, 9, 19, and 20) are a diverse group. As
indicated in the survey results, these users are divided in all the key characteristics:
musical interests (2 Specialists; 3 Generalists), how they access Spotify (3 Smartphone; 2
Computer), whether they are satisfied with the recommendations (4 Satisfied; 1 Not
Satisfied), and how those recommendations are made (2 Solely by algorithms; 2
Primarily by algorithms and partly by humans; 1 Don’t Know).
The distinguishing statement of Factor 6 is “Reviews of music in magazines,
blogs, videos, news sources” (3). This statement is rated either “not important” or
“somewhat important” in all the other factors. The emphasis on the opinions of others in
Factor 6 is augmented by the following statements: “Comments from other people about
music on Facebook or other social media” (2) (a low rating but the highest in any of the
factors) and “Songs or artists that Spotify is promoting” (4). Highly rated statements in
this factor emphasize the importance of the explicit actions of individual users. See Table
15 for details.
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Table 15: Relative Rating of Statements in Factor 6
* indicates p<0.01; otherwise p<0.05
Distinguishing
(D) or Consensus
Statement

Factor 6

(C)

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 4

4

C*

4

3

4

4

C*

4

4

4

4

C

4

4

4

7 listened to

4

C

4

4

4

2 What I listen to

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

4

1

4

4

3

4

3

3

8 Playlists I've created
Marking something a
1 "like" (i.e., "heart")
How many times I listen
4 to a song, artist or playlist
Songs that are similar to
other songs I "liked" or

Songs or artists that
19 Spotify is promoting

4

C

What other people are
5 listening to

4

How long I listen to a
3 song or playlist

3

C

Playlists other users have
9 created

3
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What people my age
10 listen to

3

3

3

2

3

2

3

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

4

2

2

4

1

1

1

2

1

2

3

What people in my
location (city/country)
11 listen to
Reviews of music in
magazines, blogs, videos,
22 news sources

3

D

Posts about Spotify I
make to Facebook or
20 other social media
What my friends are
6 listening to
Where I am while
13 listening

2

C*

What people with my
level of education listen
12 to

2

Comments from other
people about music on
Facebook or other social
21 media

2

C

1

1

1

1

C

3

2

1

The time of day I'm
16 listening
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What I'm feeling while
15 listening

1

3

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

2

4

1

1

2

3

What I'm doing while
14 listening
The season of the year
18 I'm listening
The day of the week I'm
17 listening

The statement, “Songs that are similar to other songs I ‘liked’ or listened to” (4), is
predicated on user actions (“liked” or listened to) but it also indicates the importance of a
matching process performed by the system. Users in this factor group are divided about
whether that matching process is solely algorithmic or primarily algorithmic and partly
human.
While not specifically opinions or commentary, the positively rated statements
“What other people are listening to” (4), “Playlists other users have created” (3), and
“What people my age listen to” (3) suggest that what others do act somewhat like
opinions. Users appear to view these data signals as opinions that are then used by
Spotify to inform the recommendations the users receive. Users associated with this
factor differentiate between in the influence of “others” and “my friends”. “What my
friends are listening to” (2) rates substantially lower than “What other people are
listening to” (4).
Given the focus of the users associated with Factor 6 about the importance of
externally published opinions or commentaries, it might be expected that the statement
“Posts about Spotify I make to Facebook or other social media” (2) would rate higher
than “somewhat important.” The views of others carry more influence than the views that
users themselves post.
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Three of the statements which reflect passive or implicit data signals from or
about the user have low ratings: “What I’m doing while listening” (2), “Where I am while
listening” (2), and “What I’m feeling while listening” (1). These inferred data signals are
not regarded as having a significant influence.
All the temporally related statements were rated “not important”: “The time of
day I’m listening” (1), “The day of the week I’m listening” (1), and “The season of the
year I’m listening” (1). Users associated with Factor 6 appear to discount temporal data
signals as valuable in creating recommendations. While Spotify actively collects and uses
this information, users in this factor do not see a direct connection between these data and
effects on recommendations.
The users associated with this factor believe the recommendations in Spotify are
“about me and the opinions of others.” The active and explicit signals to Spotify through
what users do on the system are the highest-rating influences on the recommendations
they receive. While other factors share this perspective, what distinguishes Factor 6 are
the opinions of others. The distinguishing statement, “Reviews of music in magazines,
blogs, videos, news sources” (3), suggests the importance of external data sources and
expert commentary to recommendations from Spotify.
This factor places an emphasis on human recommendations through publications
(reviews, posts, other examples of music journalism or commentary) as a primary
influence on Spotify’s recommendations. This view holds despite the belief by users
associated with this factor that Spotify’s recommendations are made either solely or
primarily by algorithms. Users associated with Factor 6 believe there to be a significant
human presence in a process dominated by algorithms. However, it is important to
remember that these human influences are collected and mediated through natural
language processing (NLP) algorithms that directly inform recommendations.
Statements reflecting passive or implicit data signals were rated either “not
important” or only “somewhat important.” All temporal statements were rated “not
important.” It appears that users associated with this factor believe there is low
information value in data signals from these sources, it is not collected by Spotify, or they
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believe it is not possible for the algorithm to interpret or infer information from these
sources to be used in the recommendation process.
Creating recommendations that reflect similarity with songs previously “liked” or
listened to is important to the users associated with this factor. Users in Factor 6 are
divided about how recommendations are made indicating differing views about the
respective roles of algorithms and humans in determining similarity. This is especially
significant given the prominence Factor 6 gives to human influences in providing data
signals for recommendations through opinions and commentary.

6.3.3.9.7

Factor Analysis Summary

The factor analysis of the 22 statements regarding the influence of specific data
signals on Spotify’s recommendations resulted in four factors exemplified by the
distinguishing statements for each group. These factors are the subjective perspectives of
these groups of users regarding their beliefs about how the recommendation process
works:
Factor 1: “About me and what I’m feeling”
Factor 2: “About me and what my social group is listening to”
Factor 4: “About me, my expressed taste, and not that of others”
Factor 6: “About me and the opinions of others”
While the emphasis on “about me” (i.e., my actions and the resulting influences on
recommendations) is common across the factors, the distinguishing statements reflect
differences about Spotify’s recommendations. The users associated with Factor 2
emphasize the importance of the actions of other listeners like them (e.g., friends, those
of a similar age or in their location). In contrast, users associated with Factor 4 reject the
influence of others both in their actions on the system and through external media.
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Instead, these users place an emphasis on their own posts to social media. Factor 6
foregrounds the opinions of others (e.g., reviews, social media posts, Spotify promotions)
as a distinguishing feature. This factor includes the importance of what others do on the
system as a form of opinion sharing (e.g., creating playlists). Users associated with Factor
1 are distinguished by the view that what the user is feeling influences recommendations.

6.4

6.4.1

Discussion

How Recommendations are Made

Participants disagree about how recommendations are made. While 95% emphasize the
prominence of algorithms over humans (recommendations are made “solely by
algorithms” or “primarily by algorithms and partly by humans”), the majority believe
recommendations are made “solely” by algorithms (58%). Since it is known that
Spotify’s recommendations are made “primarily by algorithms and partly by humans”
(Fleischer & Snickars, 2017; Goldschmitt & Seaver, 2019; Pichl et al., 2017; Popper,
2015; Söderström, 2021a, 2021b), most of the respondents hold an inaccurate view. None
of the participants selected the options “Primarily by humans and partly by algorithms”
or “Solely by humans.” The respondents in this study do not believe that humans play the
main role in how Spotify’s recommendation system works.
Since Spotify’s recommendations are made primarily by algorithms and partly by
humans, the inaccurate view denies the role that humans play in the recommendation
process. Human influences in Spotify function in direct and indirect ways. What people
do on the system impacts data used by the algorithms. The playlists of other users are
indirect human influences (Pichl et al., 2017; Popper, 2015). Similarly, data signals
derived from external media insert human perspectives and opinions into the
recommendation process (Jehan et al., 2010).
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In more direct ways, Spotify’s music editors hand craft playlists. Editors, working
with system developers, create playlists to serve as training data for machine learning
systems (Dai et al., 2020; Mehrotra, Shah, et al., 2020; Spotify, 2021d). Developers of the
algorithms make decisions regarding their evaluation and optimization that directly
impact the resulting recommendations.
Users who believe both algorithms and humans are involved in making
recommendations ascribe specific and distinct roles to each. For example, humans craft
genre training data, name the genre categories, and validate algorithmic decisions while
algorithms generate the actual recommendations. When User 5 described these different
roles, they noted that humans “curate” while algorithms “create”. Curation suggests a
creative, professional activity while creation, in this context, is merely mechanistic.
Humans are conceptually engaged in the recommendation process while algorithms, in a
more operational manner, construct the outcomes.
In a 2021 addition to a drop-down menu item on the Spotify application, the
recommendation process was outlined. This is one of the few, and itself relatively
obscure, places where Spotify informs users:
Our personalized recommendations are tailored to your unique taste, taking into
account a variety of factors, such as what you’re listening to and when, the
listening habits of people who have similar taste in music and podcasts, and the
expertise of our music and podcast specialists. In some cases, commercial
considerations may influence our recommendations. (Spotify, 2021c)
However, from a user perspective, this “algotorial” process (i.e., algorithms + human
editors) (Spotify, 2021d; Stål, 2021) results in a recommendation process “composed out
of human and algorithmic parts that are constantly reconfigured into arrangements that
make it difficult to distinguish between the human and the algorithmic at any level”
(Goldschmitt & Seaver, 2019, p. 72).
In focusing on the role of algorithmic decision-making in the recommendation
process, users have contrasting views about the capabilities of the algorithms. This
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contrast is evident in the rating of “What I’m feeling when listening” where 42% view it
as “not important” while 32% rated it as either “very important” or “important.” Whether
Spotify can collect data regarding feelings or emotional states and further, whether it is
able to use this algorithmically, is controversial and contentious (Crawford, 2021; Elk,
2021; Stark & Hoey, 2021). However, nearly a third of participants attributed these
capabilities to the Spotify recommendation algorithms, whether solely or primarily.

6.4.2

Active and Explicit vs. Passive and Implicit Data Signals

Respondents believe their active and explicit actions on the Spotify system have the most
influence on the recommendations they receive. For example, “What I listen to” is rated
“very important” by 95% of the participants and “How many times I listen to a song,
artist or playlist” is rated “very important” by 89% of the participants. The most common
responses to the question about how Spotify uses information to create recommendations
identified the active and explicit actions of the user (e.g., listening time, “liking” or
“hearting” a song or artist, skipping a song, creating playlists).
In contrast, passive and implicit data signals (i.e., those data collected in the
background and do not require any user actions) are among those with the lowest ratings,
reflecting the least influence on recommendations. As examples, “What I’m doing while
listening” is rated “not important” by 53% of the respondents and “Where I am while
listening” is rated “not important” by 37% of the respondents. In response to the survey
question regarding how Spotify uses information, there are very few mentions of passive
and implicit information, such as location, age, and demographics, and none related to
activities, time, season, intention, or emotional states. This information is believed to be
unimportant, not collected, or not able to be translated into recommendations.
The consensus statements from the factor analysis reinforce this perspective. The
highest rated consensus statements indicated active and explicit listener actions (e.g.,
“liking” something, listening length, listening time, and playlists created). The lowest
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rated consensus statements reflect passively collected data signals (e.g., location, time of
day).

6.4.3

Inferred or Interpreted Data Signals

In emphasizing direct user actions as the principal influences on recommendations,
participants underestimate the importance of inferred or interpreted data signals that are
widely collected and analyzed by Spotify (Jehan & DesRoches, 2014; Mehrotra et al.,
2019; Spotify, 2020b). These are the passive and implicit data signals derived from
various sources. For example, Spotify uses machine learning techniques to infer user
intentions: “When users interact with the recommendations served, they leave behind
fine-grained traces of interaction patterns, which could be leveraged for predicting how
satisfied was their experience, and for developing metrics of user satisfaction” (Mehrotra
et al., 2019, p. 1256).
An example is the location of a listener as determined by several techniques (e.g.,
cell towers, GPS, IP address). Since where you are (workplace, home, frequent locations)
can correlate to what you are doing (work, domestic activities or leisure and other
pursuits), Spotify makes inferences regarding recommendations a listener might like for
different situations based on historical data held about the user (Eriksson et al., 2019).
Given the low ratings of inferred or interpreted data signals and their general
absence from responses to how Spotify uses information or how to shape
recommendations, participants appear to believe that they are either not collected, not
important or difficult to interpret as signals for recommendations. The latter suggests that
users place certain limitations on the capabilities of algorithmic decision-making. In this
view, there are data that cannot be collected or data that the algorithms cannot
successfully interpret.
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Spotify’s “music retrieval from everything” strategy draws data from a vast array
of signals and sources. All the data signals described in the statements participants rated
are known to be, or thought to be, collected, and used by Spotify in its recommendation
processes (Eriksson et al., 2019; Jehan & DesRoches, 2014; McInerney et al., 2018;
Spotify, 2020b). Users appear to be unaware of, or to underestimate the design and ability
of, Spotify’s recommendation process to find, extract, and utilize information beyond that
directly available through the Spotify application.

6.4.4

Agency

The consensus arising from the survey data and the factor analysis is that
recommendations are “about me” and that the active and explicit actions of the listener
have the most influence on recommendations. While this emphasizes the control and
direction of the user, participants also believe there are ways their agency is limited.
A widely held view is the importance to recommendations of songs or artists that
Spotify is promoting. This consensus statement from the factor analysis, is highly rated
(“important” or “very important”) by most respondents (68%) and referenced by User 9
in their response to the question about how Spotify uses information in recommendations.
Spotify adjusts its recommendations by directly inserting specific artists or songs into
recommendations or by altering the weighting of artists or songs to increase their rating
and appearance in playlists (Rogers, 2020; Spotify, 2021c, 2021d). It may be possible to
reconcile these beliefs if the rating reflects the importance of promotions by Spotify in
making recommendations but not the desirability of these interventions.
The limitations of user agency are illustrated by responses to the question
regarding how users could shape Spotify’s recommendations (see section 3.2.2). Users
described few strategies to purposefully shape recommendations. They also expressed
uncertainty about the effectiveness of those techniques (e.g., skipping or disliking songs).
In apparent frustration, some users proposed confusing the system (“game” or
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“confound”) to shift its perspective. With respect to purposefully shaping
recommendations, Spotify puts users in a passive not an active role. It collects a vast
amount of data to create recommendations but provides few techniques or actions for the
user to explicitly alter or shape them. Spotify wants to control the training of the
algorithm, rather than allowing the user to participate more explicitly in that process. As
User 3 observes, “training the algorithm is a lot of effort.”

6.4.5

Similarity

The statement “Songs that are similar to other songs I ‘liked’ or listened to” is one of the
highest rated and is a consensus statement in the factor analysis. Similarity was also
referenced with respect to songs, artists, genres, users, taste, habits, and eras in response
to the question about how Spotify uses information in recommendations. Users want
things that are similar and believe that Spotify can determine that things are similar.
From one perspective the importance of the similarity of songs or artists
reinforces the folk theory that the system responds primarily to the explicit actions of
users (e.g., “likes” and listening frequency). In this view, similarity equals what users
have indicated they enjoyed previously matched against what others indicated they also
enjoyed. Finding similar songs or artists is a matching process that reflects an
understanding of co-occurrence as the core of collaboration-based recommender systems
(e.g., “I like this song you like. I might like this other song you like”).
From another perspective, the importance of similarity foregrounds the
complexity of the term “similar” and how it is enacted by the algorithms. Users believe
Spotify understands and acts upon the idea of “similarity” with respect to both music and
user preferences. As such, Spotify understands differences and similarities among types
of music (genres, categories, etc.) and artists. It knows, or infers, a user’s musical taste or
objectives in listening (e.g., Specialists and Generalists).
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The opposite of similarity, difference (not similar, not equal), is also important as
indicated by the reaction of User 18 to the recommended cello arrangement of a Chopin
piano piece: “those things are not equal.” What is different, and how that is understood
and determined, is as important as what is similar.
Similarity is experienced viscerally by users, but Spotify treats it as primarily
computational. This raises questions such as what is defined as similar and by what or
whom (algorithms, humans, or both), why does this denote similarity, and how is this
similarity detected? Users differ on whether this process is solely algorithm or primarily
algorithmic and partly human. The emphasis on similarity as a matching process obscures
the more complex musical and listener analysis undertaken with the machine learning
processes of Spotify where similarity is operationalized as the cosine similarity of
vectorized music and user data.

6.4.6

Collaboration-Based and Content-Based Recommendations

In responding to the questions about how Spotify uses information in recommendations
and how users could shape those recommendations, participants described or implied
characteristics regarding the type of recommender system used by Spotify. While Spotify
employs a model-based, deep learning recommender system design, participants mostly
describe a collaboration-based and content-based system.
Participants believe Spotify uses “tags” or “descriptors” to categorize music and
users. Recommendations “fill in the gaps” resulting from “matches” and “comparisons”
and from items recognized “adjacent” or “related”. The process resembles a contingency
table or a Boolean search: “If other users tend to like Bands X, Y, and Z, and I'm known
to like X and Z, Spotify will recommend music by Band Y” (User 19). User 13 described
the “cold start” problem which is a central challenge of collaborative-based recommender
systems (Rana et al., 2020; Ricci et al., 2015). While User 5 does mention machine
learning and User 3 refers to “training the algorithm”, the dominate representations of
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how recommendations are made are co-occurrence, search and retrieval, and a database
model. These views reflect the characteristics of collaboration-based and content-based
recommender systems (Jannach et al., 2011; Ricci et al., 2015).
In fact, Spotify uses model-based, machine learning techniques, specifically
neural networks and reinforcement learning, which attempt to create models of users and
music that learn a holistic and long-term view of a user’s preferences and music
characteristics (A. Anderson et al., 2020; I. Anderson et al., 2021; Dai et al., 2020;
Mehrotra, Bhattacharya, et al., 2020; Mehrotra, Shah, et al., 2020). Model-based
recommender systems, developed over the past decade, differ significantly from
collaborative-based and content-based systems.
Users reflect an understanding of an older, and less powerful, recommendation
method that is based largely on transparent notions of automated co-occurrence matching.
The complexity and opacity of machine learning systems may be barriers to
reconceptualizing how contemporary recommender systems work and the implications of
that for the recommendations users receive.

6.4.7

Feelings and Emotional States

Some users believe what they are feeling influences the recommendations they receive
from Spotify.The influence of feelings or emotions in the determination of
recommendations is contentious with beliefs divided by level of importance, how
recommendations are made, and satisfaction with those recommendations. While many
participants (42%) are clear that emotions are “not important” to recommendations, a
sizeable group (32%) believe “What I’m feeling while listening” is “very important” or
“important.” “What I’m feeling” is the distinguishing statement for Factor 1.
Does Spotify attempt to collect and understand emotional states? If so, how is this
translated into recommendations? Can algorithms alone understand emotional states or is
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this only possible because humans are involved? Spotify can infer emotional states from
the use of emotionally named and themed playlists (e.g., “Sad Songs”, “Happy Days”,
and “Angry Rock”) and extract emotional clues from status updates on Facebook. Going
further, Spotify has registered a patent to identify a user’s emotional state from audio
input (e.g., from a personal assistant) (Huland, 2021) and researchers have developed a
deep learning system to classify the emotional content of Spotify’s music database (de
Quirós et al., 2019). The possible use of these technologies has resulted in widespread
criticism and concern from musicians (Schwartz, 2021), human rights organizations
(Oribhabor et al., 2021), and a broad coalition of creators (Stop Spotify Surveillance,
2021). Spotify has responded indicating it has no current plans to use the patent and
underscored their commitment to privacy and socially responsible business practices
(Elk, 2021).
It is not unexpected that feelings or emotions would be raised with respect to
Spotify. Music is an emotional, even a visceral, experience. Listeners both seek and
experience affect in their listening. User 14 thinks it would be “cool to give feeling inputs
to the algo” to affect recommendations. However, if emotions have an influence in
making recommendations, participants believe it is dependent on whether humans have
played an explicit role in their creation. Satisfied users who believe feelings are important
to recommendations are more likely to believe they are made with some human influence
(i.e., “partly by humans”). Algorithms alone are generally viewed as unable to
accomplish this.

6.4.8

Dissatisfied Generalists

Most participants are satisfied with Spotify’s recommendations (79%). However,
research suggests that Generalists will be less satisfied with recommendations than are
Specialists (A. Anderson et al., 2020). While the results are not statistically significant, in
this study over a third (35%) of Generalists are dissatisfied compared to none of the
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Specialists. Dissatisfied Generalists (Users 4, 9, 10 and 18) are more likely to believe
recommendations are made “solely by algorithms”, deny the importance of feelings in
making recommendations, and use a device which limits recommendation services to
them and restricts Spotify’s access to certain data signals that influence
recommendations.
Consistent with the prior research, this suggests that the interests and objectives of
these users do not align with the way the recommendation system works. The “popularity
bias” of recommender systems may be a determining factor by providing less diversity in
recommendations than Generalists would prefer.
Given that all the Generalists are experienced Spotify users (91% have used
Spotify for over a year), it may be that these listeners employ techniques or “hacks” to
attempt to manipulate the algorithms in service to their interests. Dissatisfied users may
be expected to ask for more, and more specific, explanations of how the system performs.

6.5

Conclusion

Respondents in this study are “music lovers:” 90% describe themselves as passionate or
keen about music. According to the Phoenix 2 Project, people who are passionate
(“savants”) and keen (“enthusiasts”) about music constitute only 28% of the population
(Jennings, 2007, p. 46). Respondents are experienced users who have been listening to
Spotify for at least a year (95%) with 42% listening for over 5 years. They make frequent
use of Spotify with 90% using it every day or most days. While Spotify has a free, adsupported version, 79% of respondents subscribe to the paid service. Most participants
(79%) are satisfied with the personalized recommendations that Spotify provides.
While users disagree about how recommendations are made, all privilege the role
of algorithms, either as “solely” or “primarily” responsible. Most users believe that
recommendations are made “solely by algorithms,” although this is inaccurate since it is
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known that Spotify uses both algorithms and human influences and interventions to make
recommendations.
Users believe their active and explicit actions are primarily responsible for the
recommendations they receive. Passive and implicit data signals, especially those that
require inferences and interpretation, are viewed as having lesser or no influence on
recommendations.
Users hold beliefs about agency, the nature of similarity, and whether
feelings are an important data signal. Agency is largely viewed as contested where both
user and system vie for influence. Users believe Spotify can recognize and act upon
notions of similarity between and among music, artists, and other users. Whether Spotify
uses feelings and emotional states as a data signal is contentious. Users hold different
beliefs about this, including its desirability.
The Spotify user survey identified user beliefs (i.e., their folk theories) about how
the recommendation system works. These folk theories guide their use of the system and
are explanations for how the system behaves. The Spotify user interviews provided
opportunities to probe these folk theories in more detail and to draw out how
understanding folk theories could inform XAI strategies.
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7

Spotify User Interviews

7.1

Introduction

Advocates of a user-centered approach to XAI (Abdul et al., 2018; Doshi-Velez & Kim,
2017; Miller, 2019; Mueller et al., 2021) underscore the importance of the questions that
users might, or should, ask in assessing trust and accountability. What are the key user
questions that an XAI explanation should address? How should these questions align with
a user’s folk theories, reasoning processes or assessment methods? By examining and
leveraging these questions, an interview strategy was devised for eliciting the folk
theories of Spotify users.
Lim et al. identified five “intelligibility questions”:
What: What did the system do?
Why: Why did the system do W?
Why Not: Why did the system not do X?
What If: What would the system do if Y happens? and
How To: How can I get the system to do Z?
They concluded that “explaining why a system behaved in a certain way, and explaining
why a system did not behave in a different way provided most benefit in terms of
objective understanding and trust” (Lim et al., 2009).
Wang et al. incorporated these questions into a more comprehensive framework
linking specific reasoning processes to appropriate XAI strategies or techniques (D.
Wang et al., 2019). The framework includes consideration of cognitive biases that result
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in reasoning errors. While purported to be a “user-centric” view of XAI, the framework is
grounded in a decision support context that would more appropriately guide explanations
for users who are experts in the domain of the AI. A lay population is not the focus of this
user-centric view.
To address “real-world user needs” for explainability, Liao et al. created an “XAI
question bank” collecting questions a user might ask about an AI (Liao et al., 2020,
2021). Specific questions were grouped into six general areas of focus: Data (i.e.,
training data), Output, Performance, How (i.e., how a global model works as opposed
to a specific instance), Why/Why not, and What if/How to be that/How to still be this
(i.e., getting different or the same results given changes in input). On the premise that
“the suitability of explanations is question dependent,” the question bank focuses on the
differing needs of users in specific contexts with specific concerns. The questions in each
area of focus are structured to move from the general to the specific, enabling a probing
appropriate to the explanatory need.
Importantly, these questions were determined by system developers not users.
They reflect what developers, not users, believe are important questions. Despite this, the
questions echo the results of earlier research that engaged specific user populations.
The question bank was used as part of the user interview to nudge the participants
from general observations about the Spotify recommender process to more detailed
information about specific aspects. This sequential refinement process allowed the
interview to follow the lead of the participants while encouraging elaboration.
The interview with Spotify users contains two key questions. Question #1
addresses “what does the system do to create recommendations?” while question #2
addresses “what can I do to influence recommendations?” See Appendix 7 for the
Interview Guide. In order to focus participant responses on elements of machine learning,
follow-up questions directly or indirectly referenced the three key machine learning
functions: representation, evaluation, and optimization (Domingos, 2012, 2015). Moving
from the general to the specific, follow-up questions sought a deeper understanding of
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concepts raised by the participant. Counterfactual or contrastive questions broadened the
conversation by probing areas unexplored by the participant.
Key question #1 is “How does Spotify use information to determine the
personalized music recommendations for you?” This is a “How” question focused on the
global recommendation model of Spotify but centered on the experience of the user.
Follow-up “Why” and “Why Not” questions probed contrastive and counterfactual
alternatives (Miller, 2019). Questions about the training data used (“Data” questions)
explored system transparency and limitations.
These possible follow-up questions, used by some but not all interviews, are
grouped by a focus on machine learning functionality:
a) Representation
1. What kind of data does Spotify learn from?
2. How does Spotify learn? For example, humans learn by a variety of
methods: repetition, trial and error/reward, exploration (play,
curiosity), from others, from self-direction
3. How much data is Spotify trained on?
b) Evaluation
1. What criteria does Spotify use to make recommendations?
2. What constitutes success in Spotify recommendations?
3. Why is a song a good match for you?
c) Optimization
1. How does Spotify determine the best recommendation for you? What
information is being given priority?
2. Spotify has over 400 million users (some free, some paid), music by
millions of artists, is owned by the 3 largest music publishing and
distribution companies in the world, and, for the free version, is
supported by advertisers. Given these different stakeholders, whose
interests does it prioritize? How does it do that?
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Key question #2 is “What could you do to shape the personalized music
recommendations you receive from Spotify?” This question focuses on the relationship
between input changes and output results. (i.e., “What if”). Follow-up questions probed
the role of the user, the agency they possess, and how recommendations are a
sociotechnical assemblage of user and system.
These possible follow-up questions, used in some but not all interviews, are
grouped by a focus on machine learning functionality:
a) Representation
1. What data is Spotify not using?
2. What are the limitations of the data Spotify uses?
3. How do you retract or remove information from Spotify about you and
your interests?
b) Evaluation
1. Spotify creates and maintains a Taste Profile about you. What do you
think is in the Taste Profile? What does Spotify use it for? Do you
think your Taste Profile is accurate? Why/Why not?
2. Your musical interests and tastes shift, over time, sometimes
frequently. How does Spotify recognize this and respond to it?
c) Optimization
1. How often does the system make mistakes?
2. How accurate are Spotify’s recommendations?
3. Are the Spotify explanations of why you are being recommended
playlists etc. useful? If so, why; if not, why not? What would a good
explanation be like?
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7.2

Methods

All user interviews were conducted and recorded via Zoom. Throughout the interviews,
participants were reminded of their responses to survey questions (participants were
encouraged to download their responses after they had completed the survey; a link was
provided to a PDF version of their answers). In all cases users provided additional details
and observations when prompted with their survey responses. In some cases, users
reconsidered aspects of their response making different assessments of how Spotify used
information or how they could shape recommendations.
The raw audio of the interviews was transcribed by Transcript Heroes, an external
service (see Appendix 8 for the confidentiality agreement). Transcripts were checked
against the raw audio of the interviews to correct errors or misinterpretations by the
transcribers. Personal identifications in the transcripts were removed or concealed. As
part of a “member check” validation, users were given the opportunity to review their
interview transcript and make changes, adjustments or clarifications that would better
represent their ideas and opinions. Most participants (13 of 19) acknowledged receipt of
the transcript and requested no changes. User 11 clarified a reflection on Google’s impact
regarding surveillance. User 19 made extensive additions to sections of the interview
regarding personal data collection by Spotify, algorithmic analysis of classical music, and
efforts by Spotify’s recommendations to expand music listening. Four users did not
respond to the member check.
The transcriptions are verbatim with indications of pauses (e.g., “...”), reactions
(e.g., [laughs]), and interjections by the interviewer or participant (e.g., “oh”). However,
verbal tics such as “um,” “uh” or “you know” were removed for clarity. The word “like”
presented unique challenges. For many people, “like” is a verbal tic (e.g., “I was like
listening to Spotify all the time”). These uses of the word occur frequently in the
interviews and have been removed to avoid confusion with other uses. In the context of
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Spotify, where users can “like” a song (i.e., mark it with a heart symbol to indicate
enjoyment and creating a signal to Spotify’s algorithm), “like” and “liked” are actions in
the system. For example, “I liked the new Taylor Swift song” or “Every week I like
everything in the Discover Weekly playlist.” Where the words “like” and “liked” refer to
actions on Spotify, they have been placed in quotation marks (i.e., “like” and “liked”).
The other uses of the word are apparent from their context.
Following the interview and any follow-up, participants were sent a $25 e-gift
card from Indigo Books and Music. One participant (User 15) asked that a donation be
made to a specific charity instead and this was done. All user interviews were concluded
by March 5, 2021.

7.2.1

NVivo Analysis

Using thematic analysis, data from the Spotify user interviews were interpreted within a
constructivist framework. Widely used in LIS research, constructivism views individuals
as “actively constructing an understanding of their worlds” (Bates, 2005, p. 11) and
understands “knowledge production as the creation of mental models” (Talja et al., 2005,
p. 83). More specifically, this analysis is informed by Personal Construct theory (Kelly,
1955) where constructs (i.e., mental models or folk theories) are “created by an
individual, personally. Its reality exists, not in the things themselves, but in the
interpretative act of the individual person” (Fransella, 2016, p. 1). In Personal Construct
theory, located within the constructivist framework, people “experience their
understandings as representations of a presumed external world” (Raskin, 2016, p. 34).
From an LIS perspective, this approach “takes individual searchers [or Spotify users for
example] and their interaction with information retrieval systems as its research object
and takes the view that work tasks provide the primary context for information
behaviour” (Talja et al., 2005, p. 92). These perspectives are consistent with the objective
to elicit and describe the folk theories of Spotify users.
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While constructivism views language narrowly as “a neutral vehicle for reporting
observations and a (more or less clear) window to the speaker’s mind”, this study adopted
a more constructionist approach to the understanding and interpretation of user interviews
where language “is constitutive for the construction of selves and the information of
meanings” (Talja et al., 2005, p. 93). As a result, this study used latent thematic analysis
that attempts “to identify or examine the underlying ideas, assumptions, and
conceptualizations—and ideologies—that are theorized as shaping or informing the
semantic content of the data” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 84).
The thematic analysis proceeded through five stages: data familiarization, coding,
theme development, reviewing themes, and defining themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006;
Terry et al., 2017). The process followed the “checklist of criteria for good thematic
analysis” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 96). The full corpus of interviews was reviewed
multiple times before coding proceeded (i.e., checking transcripts against the raw audio,
editing transcripts to remove personal identifications and normalize certain phrases, and a
final close reading while taking general notes).
Coding is a process of both data reduction and synthesis (Terry et al., 2017).
Using NVivo, an iterative process of coding and recoding was undertaken, focusing on
key concepts, consolidation, patterns, and finally the identification of themes (Jackson,
2019; Saldaña, 2021). See Appendix 9 for the codebook used in this analysis.
However, “data are not coded in an epistemological vacuum” (Braun & Clarke,
2006, p. 84). As a result, an LIS colleague of the researcher, familiar with machine
learning and XAI, recoded two of the most heavily coded interviews (Users 2 and 13).
The objective was not intercoder reliability with an acceptable Cohen’s Kappa score but
rather to “yield concepts and themes (recurrent topics or meanings that represent a
phenomena)” that the researcher had missed or interpreted differently (N. McDonald et
al., 2019, p. 72:13).The focus was on trustworthiness with the coding review as an
assessment of dependability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; O’Connor & Joffe, 2020). The
coding review did not suggest augmenting or altering the codebook. However, it did
highlight uncoded or undercoded sections relevant to key issues regarding user
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perceptions of their actions, subtle forms of resistance to the recommendation algorithms,
and the impact of the survey on ideas raised by users in the interview.
The themes derived from the interviews are indicators of the folk theories held by
the participants about how Spotify’s music recommendations are made. Themes are
“meaningful patterns in the data” (Morgan, 2018, p. 340) derived from “the conceptual
linking of expressions [i.e., codes]” (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, p. 88). Rather than themes
being “emergent” (Charmaz, 2014), they are the result of an “active process of pattern
formation and identification” (Terry et al., 2017, p. 13) and partly “a question of
prevalence” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 82). The identification and review of themes
resulted from an iterative analysis “to ensure that the themes work well in relation to the
coded data, the dataset, and the research question” (Terry et al., 2017, p. 16).

7.3

Results and Discussion

The following sections report on the analysis of the interviews focusing on five areas:
1. the objectives and goals users had for using Spotify’s personalized
recommendations,
2. whether users were satisfied with Spotify’s recommendations
3. how users believe recommendations are made,
4. user beliefs about specific factors, concepts, information, and techniques
related to the recommendations, and
5. special groupings of users with specific characteristics.
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7.3.1

User Objectives and Goals

Why do people use Spotify? What do they want from it? Confronted with questions about
how the recommendations work, what information is used, and how they could shape
those recommendations, many users indicated that they simply wanted Spotify to provide
them with music to listen to:
“I would rather just go and listen to my music” (User 12),
“I'm there for the music and I just click continue on” (User 2), and
“I just want the endless library” (User 18).
For many, Spotify is “a playlist machine” (User 8) and an “environment of constant
music” (User 4) where users “put it on cruise control” and let the system “take the wheel”
(User 5). They are untroubled by how the system works and the implications for their
listening: “I often don’t spend a lot of time actually thinking of what I’m listening – it’s
just there” (User 5).
Whatever the implications, users have struck a “bargain” with Spotify (User 19)
and for most it’s a “bargain that I've struck with them [which] I’m good with” (User 3). It
is a bargain that sees issues such as privacy and algorithmic manipulation as
inconsequential because it is “just music” (Users 7, 8, 12, and 16) and “just my music
listening habits” (User 17). However, with respect to the mining of their social media,
User 15 draws a line: “that’s not worth the exchange, to make better recommendations by
mining everything I’ve said.”
Some users describe a changed attitude towards music listening because of
personalized recommendations and a streaming service. There is little desire to search for
more information or engage beyond the minimum required interaction: “you just kind of
click a button and it’s all there. I don’t think there’s as much motivation to have to go out
and look up what they’re all about” (User 17). User 16 described a link between using
recommendations and a more passive approach to listening:
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I feel like lately my musical experience has been a little more passive and
impersonal. In another phase of my life, I would have been more active and
actually searched and looked through. But I think it’s less – I don’t know, it’s
harder to do so when there’s so much. And I guess that’s the point of curation,
and playlists, and recommending things.
While the discussion during the interviews raised curiosity in some to think more deeply
about how Spotify works, it might have been short lived, as indicated by User 3 at the
end of their interview:
I'm going to spend the next little while just poking around at Spotify. See what
else I can see that has been invisible to me. And then also probably put some of
this aside and just go forth listening to my things that I listen to.

7.3.2

Satisfaction

Most participants are satisfied with Spotify’s recommendations (79%), although in some
cases that satisfaction is qualified: “I’m reasonably satisfied with them” (User 11); “I’m
just not unsatisfied” (User 5). One reason given for user satisfaction is alignment with the
user’s interests: Spotify does “a good job of matching my music tastes” (User 12) and is
“good at anticipating what kind of music I would be into” (User 14). Another reason is
the importance of discovery: “I’ve stumbled upon things that I would have never found
[by myself]” (User 14) and “I use it more and more because they keep recommending me
more and more things that I find I really like” (User 19). User 8 is clear about their role
regarding the algorithms: “I find that I just have trained those so well that on both those
playlists [Discover Weekly and Release Radar] I like almost every track so much.”
For User 2, Spotify “gives me all the stuff I always liked, along with some
newbies” but they are concerned that they don’t know what is “missing” from the
recommendations. This is a “black box” problem. What are they not being recommended
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that they might like? Without naming them as such, User 2 wants some relevance and
recall data. In a similar manner User 16 is concerned that Spotify “silos me into a
particular style” and an “acoustic echo chamber.” It hasn’t facilitated “musical
exploration.”

7.3.3

How Recommendations Are Made

User 3 noted that “an algorithm doesn’t enjoy listening to music ... an algorithm doesn’t
understand the emotional or cultural role that music plays in our lives ... even if an
algorithm could make the best recommendations possible, what does that mean?” Since
all users believe recommendations are made either “solely” or “primarily” by algorithms,
this question is at the center of how people perceive recommendations.

7.3.3.1

On Knowing and Not Knowing

When asked to describe how Spotify makes its recommendations or how they could be
shaped, it was common for users to indicate their lack of knowledge. Some were clear
about their lack of knowledge (“I don’t know”), some expressed uncertainty (“assume,”
“guess”, “presume”, “imagine”) and others gave conditional responses (“it might be”).
The vocabulary of users acts as a proxy for their general knowledge of algorithms
and artificial intelligence. While the terms “algorithm(s)” were used by all participants
and “AI” or “machine learning” by some, few other general AI terms were used (e.g.,
neural networks, deep learning) and none of the specialized vocabulary of AI (e.g.,
vectors, matrix, reward, optimization). User 5 is unique among the participants in
providing a broad but generally accurate description of machine learning:
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I’m only sort of superficially aware of how machine learning works but my
understanding of that is essentially it’s like a really complicated statistical model
of you, feed it in a bunch of data, it looks for trends and patterns and tries to
correlate them between say different people, different types of behaviour. So if we
have all of this mass of data connected to a certain individual or profile, like me
for example, they can take all the things I do or listen to or are interested in and so
on and stuff and compare my data profile with the data profiles of other people.
Most participants in this study expressed little or no technical knowledge of algorithms or
machine learning. When asked directly about their general lack of understanding of the
technology most were unconcerned: “if I really wanted to know, I could find out. I think
that that’s how a lot of people feel.” (User 12). The specifics and details are unnecessary
because “knowing the basics I think is enough for this platform” (User 17).
User 13 feels differently: “I find it unsettling that I don’t know specifically how it
works ... you are being surveilled without fully understanding how that is happening, or
what is being done to surveil you, I think is totalling concerning.” Knowing the specifics
is important because there’s “an element of agency involved [so] I can make choices
about what information they gather and what they don’t.”
While User 4 concurs, “it does concern me”, they acknowledge “it doesn’t
concern me enough to do the work and figure out the whys and the wherefores of it”.
Spotify (and other machine learning systems) are complex. Trying to understand them
requires a cognitive effort that many are unwilling or unable to do. However, User 4
assumes that they, rather than the system, must “do the work” to reveal the “whys and
wherefores.”
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7.3.3.2

Solely by Algorithms

In the survey 11 participants (58%) indicated that Spotify’s recommendations are made
“solely by algorithms.” During the interviews, 6 participants changed their view and now
believe that recommendations are made “primarily by algorithms and partly by humans.”
Five participants maintained their original view (Users 4, 9, 11, 12, and 13). As a result,
only 26% of participants held at the end of the interview the inaccurate view that
recommendations are made “solely by algorithms.” This group includes 2 dissatisfied
Generalists (Users 4 and 9) and a Generalist (User 11) who is tentatively satisfied
(“reasonably satisfied ... it’s decent enough”). The remaining two are both satisfied
Specialists (Users 12 and 13).
While maintaining a belief in the sole role of algorithms, User 11 acknowledges
that humans have an indirect influence:
I recognize that other people [i.e., other users] put playlists together on Spotify
and share those. But even the visibility of those is algorithmically bound. So the
way that I look at it is even if the data is being generated by humans it’s
fundamentally how you’re seeing it and what’s being chosen to be shown to you
is all completely algorithm.
For many, the belief in the exclusivity of algorithms is based on the scale of Spotify.
With over 80M songs and 400M users, providing human created or even human
influenced recommendations is “just a bit too much for a team of people to be able to
do”; it involves “literally no human” (User 4).
Despite relying on the algorithm for their recommendations, these users have an
elementary view of how the algorithm works. Even though Users 12 and 13 mention the
phrase “machine learning”, these and other users in this group offer mostly non-technical,
metaphorical, and general terms regarding how recommendations are made. The
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algorithms “scroll through” the data (User 4), finding “patterns” (User 11) using a
“formula” (User 13), “categorize” genres (User 12) and utilize “some sort of value” to
decide (User 11). Information is “filtered” (User 4) and “crunched together” (User 11).
The algorithm “pushes or deters” things (User 12). The result is a “really weird Venn
diagram” (User 13). User 11 describes this algorithmic process as “probably smart
enough.”
Given this, it is unsurprising that these users acknowledge that they “don’t know
specifically how it works” (User 13), “don’t know the ins and outs of the Spotify
algorithm” (User 12) and find their lack of knowledge “unsettling” (User 13). While User
11 believes recommendations are made with “two information buckets ... critical reviews
from reviewers and ... user response”, they “wouldn’t be sure how it would aggregate all
of that, and then how it would determine how useful that would be on an individual
basis.” Echoing the beliefs of many in this group, User 4 says “we’re not so much into
getting under the hood, you know. We’re fine as long as it works. We’ve moved on from
the guy in the garage. We don’t want to know how things are, we just want the car.”
While many participants in this study didn’t notice the Spotify explanations at all,
users who believe recommendations are made solely by algorithms not only noticed the
explanations, but also used them to validate the recommendations. User 12 wants “to see
if they [the explanations] were right.” User 4 sees the “Made for You” explanation as “a
bit of a challenge to see whether it actually is [accurately reflecting their interests].” For
these participants, the explanations are less about “why”, “why not” or “how” than they
are a competence or accuracy verification on the performance of the algorithm.
User 13 believes that an algorithm, rather than a human, was making
recommendations because it felt less like being surveilled (“part of me is scared to
potentially know that there’s a lot of humans in the background”). User 13 indicated that
an algorithm has “certain limitations” about what it can know and do; these limitations
offer “a comfort thing” in providing some degree of privacy. Ironically, it is not the
power of the algorithms to create satisfactory recommendations but their limitations and
their deficiencies that instill a sense of confidence or trust in the algorithms.
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User 13 was asked if they could change data in their Taste Profile would they be
concerned it would have a negative impact on recommendations (e.g., less relevant, too
popular, less satisfactory):
let’s say I do edit this information and Spotify starts giving me recommendations
of things that I just don’t like, would I necessarily call that a negative thing, or
associate a value judgment of it being bad? I would not say that it would be bad. I
would not be worried that my experience with Spotify would be ruined. More
than anything, I would just think like, ‘OK. That’s fine.’ Like a small perk that I
had before, isn’t happening as frequently now.
User 13 acquiesces to the algorithm as if it isn’t accountable to their preferences. User 11
suggests “it’s less trust and it’s more a willingness to lose.” They delegate agency and
power to the algorithm in part because “we’re not exactly fully cooperating here because
Spotify is still doing a lot that we don’t necessarily know” (User 13). User 4 imagines
how Spotify would describe itself: “this is who we are, take us, this is what we provide,
this is what we do.”

7.3.3.3

Solely by Algorithm Users Who Changed Their Beliefs

During the interviews, 6 participants changed their view and now believe that
recommendations are made “primarily by algorithms and partly by humans” (Users 5, 6,
8, 15, 17, and 18). This group includes 3 satisfied Generalists (Users 5, 8, and 15), 2
satisfied Specialists (Users 6 and 17), and a dissatisfied Generalist (User 18). As a result
of these users changing their beliefs, 68% of the study participants now believe the
accurate view of how recommendations are made.
When questioned about their beliefs during the interview, users in this group
acknowledged that humans were involved in the “overall process” (User 5), “in the back”
(User 8) and as “product managers” (User 17). Humans are “changing the weightings”
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(User 15) and are able to “tweak the algorithm” (User 6). Spotify music editors defined
genres and created playlists as training data for the algorithms (Users 17 and 18). More
directly, Users 6 and 18 recognize that developers (humans) created the algorithms and
are responsible for what they can and cannot do.
The identified human roles and influences were primarily in oversight (validation
and verification of the algorithms) and model training. The limited role for humans was
largely because of the scale of Spotify: “I just couldn’t imagine humans are going in there
and looking at people as individuals ... that’s why I thought it was like mainly algorithms,
just because of the scale of it” (User 8).
It is significant that these users altered their beliefs from the survey. The
interviews identified contradictions or deficiencies in their beliefs that they could no
longer support. Folk theories can offer “resistance to counter-evidence” (Gelman &
Legare, 2011, p. 391; Kulesza et al., 2012) allowing for “inconsistencies, gaps, and
idiosyncratic quirks” to persist (Norman, 1983b, p. 8). In this case, however, these users
choose to modify their beliefs. Seemingly a small change (from “solely” to “primarily”),
this represents significantly different beliefs about recommendations.

7.3.3.4

Primarily by Algorithms and Partly by Humans

For those who consistently believed that the recommendations were made primarily by
algorithms and party by humans, the key considerations are about the distinguishing roles
and how they interact. As with those who retracted the exclusive role of algorithms, this
group sees the human role in terms of oversight and training with the algorithm in a userfacing, decision-making role.
According to the participants, humans “create lists and the algorithms mine the
lists” (User 10). Humans are responsible for “naming the categories and validating
algorithmically suggested relationships” (User 3). While primarily algorithmic,
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recommendations are from “human-generated metadata” (User 7) and it is a human that
makes the “initial judgement and trains the algorithm” (User 16). Algorithms can identify
“a trend” but humans can detect “habits that people have” (User 14).
For some, the human role is limited. As User 6 noted, “there might be a human to
tweak the algorithm. But it's much more of a maintenance thing rather than an active
participatory type of thing.” Agreeing, “the more I think about it, the less human it has to
be,” User 19 believes an algorithm creates better recommendations “because it's more
resourceful in some ways”. In a nuance provided by this group, humans “decide what the
algorithm will do” (User 3) and “determine what the algorithm will decide is what” (User
16). Deciding “what is what” and what an algorithm “does” suggests an ontological
perspective.
User 14 quantifies those divisions of responsibility with respect to different
recommendation products: recommendations are 75% algorithms and 25% humans, but
the playlists are 75% humans and 25% algorithms. The algorithms choose the songs in
the playlists but the aggregation of them into a playlist (i.e., genre, mood, category) is
directed by humans. In the view of User 20, users are the humans involved: “I felt like I
was the human in that situation trying to influence the algorithm”; the algorithms are
“25% me and 75% Spotify.” User 16 sees a collaboration between the user and Spotify
editors and developers in developing the algorithm: “I’m training the AI ... [and] the staff
are further curating ... there’s a feedback loop.”
The nature, description, analysis, and recommendation of genres are key points of
contention for many participants. Since it is viewed as “impossible to have a machine
completely discern genre ... it's too cultural and too messy” (User 16), there is a
“relatively important human component ... [in] naming the categories and validating
algorithmically suggested relationships” (User 3). While algorithms can “track the genre,
and they measure the beats, beat count, and they try to identify the mood of things” (User
16), “humans are better at making connections between genres” (User 3).
Despite the complementary roles of algorithms and humans, algorithms have
specific weaknesses or limitations. Algorithms can “turn numbers and suggest
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relationships [but] I wouldn’t trust it to absolutely know that someone who likes X will
like Y” (User 3). Given the complexity of classical music, User 19 doesn’t “trust the
sophistication” of an algorithm to recommend that genre to them. As a result, they don’t
listen to classical music on Spotify.
The relationship between algorithms and humans is symbiotic and rests on their
respective strengths. Algorithms “identify patterns that aren’t visible to humans ... things
that weren’t anticipated ... [however] “if we totally relied on data and algorithms, we
would lose things” (User 3).

7.3.3.5

Shaping Recommendations

In response to the survey question about how users might shape Spotify’s
recommendations, participants were unsure, offered few specific strategies, and often
expressed frustration about the lack of options and the questionable effectiveness of what
was provided. The interviews continued those themes. Users 13, 14 and 20 were unaware
there was a way to dislike a song or artist. User 2 doesn’t think removing a playlist as a
strategy to shape recommendations “would really delete the information from Spotify.”
The frustration at being unable to satisfactorily shape the recommendations
revealed several adversarial strategies. User 10, who stated in the survey that they wanted
to “game their algorithms”, acknowledged in the interview that this was because “I don’t
like them.” The adversarial strategy of User 2 was “putting your computer on mute and
just letting the pop music roll for days.” Other strategies do the opposite by using a
“private session” where your activities are temporarily not tracked. With respect to their
interest in classical music, User 19 has chosen to “hide it from Spotify” because the
“complexity” of this music is not well understood by the system. User 13 admired the
strategy of User 6, naming their playlists after food (e.g., “leek and chive soup”), because
“what is the algorithm going to do with a title like onions and chives?”.
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Unlike many participants who are concerned about the amount of personal data
Spotify collects, for User 10 the problem in shaping recommendations is insufficient
personal data: “if Spotify sent me a questionnaire today that asked me more personal
questions about my lifestyle, there's more data points to pull together, then that might
help.” They wanted Spotify to recognize that “we’re not all the same individual units.”

7.3.4

Data Signals

During the interviews, participants discussed a variety of data signals and their beliefs
about how these influenced the recommendations they received. These observations, for
the most part, applied to beliefs about recommendations made solely by algorithms as
well as those made primarily by algorithms.

7.3.4.1

Active and Explicit Actions

Consistent with the survey results, during the interviews users repeated and reinforced the
importance and significance of active and explicit data signals in how Spotify makes
recommendations (e.g., ‘liking,’ listening, frequency and dwell time, and creating
playlists). User 3 provided a concise overview and underscores the comprehensiveness of
the data capture:
It records everything that any user does, in any interaction. Every half-completed
search, every click, every “I spent 30 seconds on this page, I spent a minute on
that page,” whatever it is. They will have recorded absolutely every interaction
any user has ever had with their interface.
User 11 views these interactions as tracking user behaviours and responding with system
behaviours: “what’s your behaviour immediately after being recommended a song. And I
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think it compiles all that to determine how successful a recommendation is. And then if it
is successful, it repeats that behaviour.”
While active signals are important, they are not, for some users, deliberate
attempts to convey information to Spotify: “I don’t really think that consciously about,
OK by saying this I am telling the algorithm something. It is pretty incidental what they
get. I just know that they get it” (User 3). Others seek very deliberate ways to “message”
the algorithm: “Recommendations can be made solely by the title of the playlist that
you’re providing ... and so that’s what I meant by messaging” (User 13). Naming
playlists is one of the few ways Spotify users can employ techniques like folksonomy and
tagging to express personal views or categorizations.
As with the generally low importance placed on passive and implicit data signals
noted in surveys, users in the interviews continued to express doubt about these: “The
system doesn’t know what I’m doing. I know what I’m doing, and I choose based on
knowing what I’m doing and then I tell it what I’m doing” (User 10), and “if you’re not
directly telling it then I don’t know if it would fully know exactly what you’re doing”
(User 17).

7.3.4.2

Feelings and Emotional States

Participants are divided about the importance of how they are feeling to the
recommendations they get from Spotify. In the survey 42% thought it “not important” but
32% deemed it “very important” or “important”. The interviews confirmed this division
and allowed participants to expand on the desirability of feelings as a data signal and how
Spotify might capture and use that data.
Music choices are used for mood regulation (Lonsdale & North, 2011; Roe, 1985;
Thoma et al., 2012) and to match emotional states (North & Hargreaves, 1996). Unhappy
people are more likely to listen to sad songs (Saarikallio & Erkkilä, 2007). However,
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while music listeners are skeptical and cautious about inferences regarding emotional
states, they are also interested in the possibilities (Cowen et al., 2020).
The use or increased use of mechanisms or inferences to determine a user’s
emotional state has been widely criticized (Oribhabor et al., 2021; Schwartz, 2021; Stark
& Hoey, 2021; Stop Spotify Surveillance, 2021) suggesting that these techniques are
“extracting more about a person than they choose to reveal” (Crawford, 2021, p. 167).
One participant cautioned that assessing the moods of users “depends on how
you’re conceptualizing mood” (User 15). The definitions and boundaries of moods or
emotional states are fluid at best. In addition, inferring a user’s mood is a “false
equivalency” (User 18) since “I listen to ludicrously depressing stuff when I’m very
happy and the other way around” (User 11). However, “I think that they try very hard to
know what you’re feeling and use that as something to serve up music” (User 3). In
disagreeing with the notion that Spotify uses feelings as a data signal, some are not
confident in their beliefs: “I don’t think that it really could get a beat on how I was
feeling or anything like that. [But] I wouldn’t be surprised if I’m wrong” (User 11).
While User 15 says their emotional state is “none of their business”, Spotify
operates differently, devoting considerable effort to creating a vast number of playlists
grouped around mood or emotional states and recommending these playlists to users.
Data on a user’s feelings would be “massively informative for what kinds of music that
would be effective as a recommendation” (User 5). Some users are happy to comply: “I
think it could be cool to give feeling inputs to the algo and have it deliver a mix based on
those things” (User 14). Spotify currently provides many playlists focused on specific
emotional states (there are dozens for “sad”, “angry” or “jealous” for example). While
matching user mood with an appropriate musical mood is desirable for some (“I really do
like it when it matches,” User 2), others are concerned about manipulation by
recommendation: “perhaps if you start with a very depressing playlist maybe it does try
to correct you in a more positive direction” (User 17). User 15 thinks Spotify’s
motivation is less in “manipulating or understanding my emotional state [and more] as a
way of provoking continuing engagement.”
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In discussions about assessing a user’s emotional state, User 3 observes that “the
only cues that it’s getting are the ones that I’m feeding it.” This reliance on the active and
explicit actions of the user contrasts with the more widely held belief that Spotify infers
the feelings of users from the music they are listening to (Users 5, 13, and 17). However,
this inference process is viewed as difficult and imperfect: “there’s a lot of teasing out
that would need to be done to fully articulate what Spotify does to assume mood in a
person” (User 13) and “I think it thinks that it knows better than it does” (User 3).

7.3.4.3

Feedback and Learning

Most users are aware that their feedback is essential to creating effective and satisfying
recommendations: “Spotify only works because they [listeners] are teaching it to work”,
(User 19). Users are teachers and Spotify is a learner. User 10 compares the cycle of
feedback and recommendation to buying and wearing a new pair of pants: “I make them
my own by using them.” Others express this in more conventional terms: “I feel like I’m
feeding it, it feeds me” (User 19); “I’m training the AI ... the staff are further curating,
and the human playlist creators are also training the AI and there’s a feedback loop going
on” (User 16); “if I like a band I’ll ‘like’ them or I’ll ‘like’ the song. I’m in the habit of
doing that because I know it’ll change the algorithms” (User 20). Feedback and learning
(e.g., “teaching” and “training”) are often linked in the responses of users.
While users recognize that a recommender system is a “bargain” between user
and system, participants differed on the extent and value of their feedback. Some were
engaged and pleased: “I am a very active user of tailoring and training Spotify so that I
can spend ultimately less time having to search for new music because it will give it to
me already” (User 8). Others are less inclined and questioned the value: “Training the
algorithm is a lot of effort” (User 3); “it takes a lot of time [to train the algorithm] and I
want it to work faster and more intuitively” (User 10). User 15 doubts the widespread
access to personal data is “worth the exchange, to make better recommendations.”
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The time and cognitive effort in training Spotify is also questioned: “how much
work am I willing to put in? Well, some ... [but] I am not willing to spend time randomly
... that all takes a lot. It’s a project” (User 10). User 3 acknowledges the cost/benefit when
the recommendations are good enough: “spending the time to do all of those actions that I
laid out to get the absolutely pristine version of me telling it what I like through all the
ways that I think that I can tell the black box what I like. I don’t need to do that because
I’m getting out of it what I want.”
Several users describe their activity on Spotify as unpaid labour: “my choices, my
preferences, are being harvested for their algorithm ... [and this is] the product people are
paying for” (User 15). User 19 saw this as “doing some of their work” for which they
“don’t get compensation.” Unlike users who want options and means to contribute more
information to Spotify (largely to improve their recommendations), User 3 noted that
“I’m already doing labour in terms of data creation for them. I’m not going to volunteer
to do more of it if there’s no benefit back to me.” Spotify is perceived as an exploiter.
Users were often unclear about how their feedback affects the system. User 15
noted that “I’m probably not training the machine learning algorithms that Spotify is
using in an optimal way” because the various actions they take (e.g., liking a song,
adding it a playlist, later deleting it, and then adding it to another playlist). Given all these
data signals “what does that mean?” (User 15). User 9 was also skeptical: “whatever it is
that they’re getting from it isn’t useful ... so that doesn’t make me think that giving them
more is going to improve things that much”. Others think the deficiency is theirs: “It
requires probably more about me” (User 10); “I don’t know if I’ve intentionally tried to
train the machine” (User 16). Some users are unclear if their feedback has been received:
“Spotify is really good at adding them, but not so keen on removing songs” (User 20).
Users 9, 10, and 15 expressed frustrations at the limited ways they can interact
with Spotify’s algorithms and want acknowledgement of what actions had an effect, if
any at all: “give me a bigger vocabulary and then make it meaningful. Then prove to me
that you’ve heard me” (User 10). The desire for a “bigger vocabulary” recognizes the
generally passive and largely imprecise data signals users can provide. It also suggests
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the need for different modes of interaction; modes that enable nuance as well as clarity
(i.e., “meaningful”). The urging that Spotify “prove to me” suggests the need for
explanations of cause and effect, and echoes the comments of others that Spotify is “this
giant black box” (User 13) and “a complete black box” (User 3).

7.3.4.4

Monitoring: Location, Time, and Inference

Location can be correlated to what a user is doing and how understanding of that might
influence the recommendations they receive. User 14 described this:
I think it definitely knows when I’m at work and what I listen to. ‘Cause I listen to
a lot of instrumental when I’m at work, or study playlists, lo-fi, hip-hop beats, or
whatever. And I don’t see any of that recommended now. It’s Saturday.
Even though some “don’t think it has a location tracking for me,” (User 15), most users
understand that “it probably does have ways to find that out” (User 17). However, many
feel that location is not useful in determining their recommendations:
I do understand that it would know where I am, because I mean all smart phones
know where you are at all times. But I still don’t really know how that would
affect my recommendations … I don’t really listen – I don’t change my listening
habits based on where I am” (User 6).
Temporal data (e.g., time of day, season of the year) can also be correlated to what a user
is doing or to other factors to influence recommendations. A common observation on the
influence of temporal data was about Christmas: “you know in December you’re going to
be getting a lot of Christmas records” (User 4). User 12 acknowledges that they listen to
different music different times during the day (e.g., while at work during the day, at home
in the evening). However, User 5 is skeptical about how this affects recommendations: “I
couldn’t think of a good way for Spotify to both get that information and to make use of
it in terms of the recommendation.”
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The interview discussion of temporal influences caused User 13 to revise her
beliefs about these data signals:
It was like jarring to me to think about the fact, Oh my God. They’re thinking
about when I access the app and coming up with particular reasons why on those
days, or during those times, if it’s something to help me fall asleep, if it’s
something to help me wake up, if it’s because I just needed a pick-me-up at this
particular time of day, whatever it may be. It was just a little bit shocking to me.
As a result of this User 13 wanted to adjust their survey rating on the importance of
temporal data signals to recommendations from “not important” to “quite important.”

7.3.4.5

Data Collection Techniques

Users expressed beliefs about a variety of data collection techniques and how these data
influenced recommendations. Prominent among these were audio ID, external media, the
influence of other listeners, age, and Spotify’s Taste Profile for each user.
The idea of an “acoustic ID” or “an audio fingerprint” (User 16) was identified by
only a few users as a technique to identify “sonically similar” (User 14)
recommendations. While User 17 believes Spotify has “some kind of formula or
something that translates an intangible wavelength into an algorithm”, User 15 was more
descriptive and specific:
Spotify bought one of those companies that does the music DNA mapping where
they say we’re going to run a sonogram analysis algorithm and say, oh, here are
the properties or the characteristics of this audio wave and we will say that these
are the qualities of that audio wave, and then we’ll look at the audio wave of song
B and say, oh, here are qualities that are shared by it.
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The application for this “DNA mapping” was not just to determine similarity but also to
preclude “jarring key changes” in the playlists “so that it’s not super dissonant” (User 7).
User 16 is confident that because of such mapping the algorithm can “measure much
more scientifically” the genre of a song.
The survey responses illustrated the low rating of external media (e.g., social
media, journalism) in influencing recommendations, although “Reviews of music in
magazines, blogs, videos, news sources” is the distinguishing statement in Factor 6. This
trend continued in the interviews. Most users don’t believe external media are “an
incredibly strongly influential connection” (User 5). Users 6, 8, and 13 acknowledge the
use of external media for reviews and recommendations, but believe they don’t “hold
more weight” than what they are listening to or doing on the app. For User 6, “I always
thought it [Spotify] was more self-contained.”
However, critical reviews of music in magazines and other media have value.
User 11 believes that “critical reviews” are one of the two important “buckets” of
information responsible for recommendations (“listener response” is the other). User 2
thinks external media might provide important contextual information. They listened
frequently to an artist who was subsequently charged with a series of sexual assaults.
They stopped getting recommendations after this became public and wondered if the
recommendation process is “actually that socially aware or if their algorithms take into
account things like this.” User 9 views the quality and quantity of critical reviews as a
deficiency. They want more input from music critics: “a more catholic sourcing would be
good, I think ... I think that they do use some kind of that, of music journalism source.
And I would like to think that they would use more.”
The importance of the actions of other listeners (e.g., what others listen to,
playlists they create) in influencing recommendations is repeated and reinforced in the
interviews. While Spotify does let users “follow” other users (and in turn receive
recommendations based on the interests of these users), some users want a more personal
relationship with other users for the purposes of getting better recommendations:
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I don’t know where all those other people are. I don’t know, there’s no
community. There are no clusters of communities where I can say, “Oh I know
some of those people or I’ve heard some of those people and they’re all talking to
each other musically,” that would be nice. (User 10).
The importance of “others” rarely includes friends. Some think the system is aware of
who their friends are (“I don’t know whether or not Spotify has access to my contacts
[i.e., my friends]. Would I be surprised if they do? No,” User 13) while others doubt it (“I
don’t think it knows who my friends are”, User 19).
Users believe that certain data signals have a greater weight or influence on
recommendations. Adding a song to a playlist “holds more weight” than ‘liking’ it (User
13) and skipping a song (i.e., a short dwell time) is less influential than clicking the “I
don’t like this song” button (User 17). External media (user posts and music reviews) are
less important than what they, the user, listens to (Users 8 and 13).
Users believe weighting occurs within the algorithms: “there are product
managers who are looking at the algorithm and know how it’s done and are changing the
weightings” (User 15). This weighting “amplifies” (User 19) certain songs or artists and
“newer material is prioritized” (User 8). Many users identified a “weighting towards
recency” (User 15). User 14 sees human hands in adjusting the weighting of data
elements to shape recommendations in specific directions but do so in a way that is
“algorithmically organic”. This hand coding is viewed as opaque to the user even if it
materially effects the recommendations. It preserves the perception of algorithmic
responsibility and obscures the possible manipulation by Spotify for promotional reasons
(e.g., financial agreements to highlight certain artists or songs).
User 15 notes that “your age is a good predictor of what people like” and User 20
concurs suggesting that “for Spotify not to consider age at all would be silly. Because
certainly there are people that are nostalgic for their high school days and their middle
school days.” However, User 10 sees Spotify’s use of age, which is collected when you
register for Spotify, as a barrier to diversity: “There’s an age thing. It’s very ageist.” Age
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is disproportionally determining recommendations, locking users into a specific era of
music.
Spotify maintains a comprehensive Taste Profile on all its users (Whitman, 2012)
with “a nuanced understanding of each portion of your taste” (Heath, 2015). This
includes preferred genres, listening habits, demographic details, and an array of other
data. However, only a limited portion of the profile is made available to users.
The high satisfaction rate suggests that Spotify’s Taste Profile is reasonably
accurate, and users seem to agree: “How well does the Taste Profile know you? Decently,
I would say ... I think it’s pretty good, at most people” (User 11); “I actually do think
mine is pretty accurate. And I determine that accuracy by how much I like the
recommendations it gives me in the weekly playlists” (User 8). For some, this was a bit
of a surprise: “I did at one point feel like ‘Wow, Spotify knows me’” (User 16). Others
acknowledge the profile but question its insights: “some of the stuff I like is a little bit
arty I guess. So I know what I like about it, but I’m sure that Spotify doesn’t know what I
like about it” (User 19).
However, many would like to “see behind the curtain and see what they have me
pinned as” (User 11). One concern is simply transparency, “the right to know” (User 12)
and another is reciprocity, “if someone’s going to have all this information, I don’t love
it. But if they’re going to, I want to benefit and see it too. I want to know” (User 2). User
15 is concerned that he “cannot review and edit and challenge and delete” the profile so
they can correct “a mistake” or tell Spotify to “ignore this signal.”

7.3.5

Concepts and Processes

Users held beliefs about various processes and concepts that influence the
recommendations they received. Key among these were agency, privacy and surveillance,
categorization and similarity, anthropomorphizing, and stakeholders.
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7.3.5.1

Agency

Agency involves questions of power and control. Recommender system are a partnership
of users and a system, and as a result, issues of agency are especially relevant. Many
users are happy “letting Spotify take the wheel,” putting it on “cruise control” (User 5)
and “let it guide me where it goes” (User 16). Despite this they still have “the degree of
autonomy that I want in exercising my taste” (User 15). Others feel constrained and want
to exercise greater control either adversarially by “gaming” the system (User 10) or by
greater knowledge about how Spotify works. In the latter case, User 13 recognizes that
the partnership is “not a completely symbiotic relationship and we’re not exactly fully
cooperating here because Spotify is still doing a lot that we don’t necessarily know.”
However, knowing more about how Spotify works is anticipated to “bring me some
comfort in thinking that I have a level of agency involved.”

7.3.5.2

Privacy and Surveillance

Since recommender systems require disclosure of personal information, user tracking,
and ongoing feedback, there are concerns about privacy and surveillance. However,
“there’s a surrender of personal information that it needs in order to make
recommendations that you want. I think that’s part of the deal. And that’s a world that
I’ve accepted” (User 20). User 7 calls this “a balance” and “an exchange” of personal
information and music access and User 19 concurs: “I had to make a judgement call on
whether I wanted their service or whether I wanted my privacy and for the moment the
service won over the privacy.”
For many users the decision to provide personal information and activity was not
problematic. They viewed the data gathered and the implications of its use as innocuous:
“the worst thing that they can do is look for patterns in my musical habits. And that’s data
I’m willing to give up” (User 11). The privacy and surveillance concerns were minimal
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because “it’s just my music-listening habits” (User 17), “my music associations” (User
10), and “it’s music at the end of the day. It’s different. It’s not going to break the world”
(User 14).
Other users have significant concerns about the “deal.” User 13 is concerned “that
my music preferences say so much about me” and User 15, invoking consent, notes “it’s
none of their business unless I’ve told them that I want them to monitor that stuff.” While
User 2 is concerned about privacy they are also insistent that this extent of personal data
directly and visibly benefits them:
I don’t like that they know me, I don’t like that they’re collecting data, I don’t like
that they also make assumptions about me that are incorrect. I don’t like that they
know so much about me. I would either prefer them not know anything, but if
they’re going to assume they know all this stuff, if they’re going to know me and
provide catered services, at least let them be right ... if someone’s going to have
all this information, I don’t love it. But if they’re going to – I want to benefit and
see it too. I want to know.
Concerns about privacy caused users to explore options to moderate the impact. User 13
wants access to “one giant list and it simply just had a switch beside each one that just
said, ‘Yes, you are allowed to access this information. No. you are not allowed to access
this information.’” User 16 imagines a similar opt-in/opt-out process: “if I had the chance
to opt out of certain forms of data collection, I’d definitely want to get to know what that
is.” Increased knowledge about how recommendations work is linked to privacy
protection and the mitigation of surveillance:
I would definitely have more ease of mind in knowing how it worked and for
multiple reasons. Because then, at least I have some level of understanding of,
now I know that I’m definitely being surveilled. But now I also understand in
what ways I’m being surveilled as well. And maybe there’s an element of agency
involved in that where I can make choices about what information they gather and
what they don’t” (User 13).
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Many online platforms like Spotify have been identified with “surveillance capitalism”
and their priority to capture user behaviour for profit (Zuboff, 2018). However, users in
this study are clear, Spotify is “not Facebook” (User 14); “I’m a lot more concerned
about Facebook than I am about Spotify” (User 20). In part this is because “it’s music at
the end of the day. It’s different. It’s not going to break the world” (User 14). Spotify
“does feel different, it does feel like I have more control” (User 19). Where there was
concern about Spotify, it was specifically about low artist compensation (Dredge, 2020;
Ferraro et al., 2021; Jacob, 2021). In reference to this User 4 noted “an immediate
backlash against it [Spotify]” and that the company “does has a sort of an odd corporate
menace to it.”
This mostly ambivalent attitude towards Spotify was echoed in user comments
about trust. While the high satisfaction rate (79%) and listener longevity (42% had been
listeners for over 5 years) imply trust in the system, few users mentioned trust in the
interviews. When trust was raised it was qualified: “I wouldn’t quite say trust. I think it’s
less trust and it’s more ... a willingness to lose” (User 11). This acceptance of poor or
unsatisfactory recommendations (“to lose”) suggests tolerance if not trust. Given that
users are defined by data, somewhat ironically, User 2 doesn’t “trust them as a data
company” but trusts them to “know what you like.”

7.3.5.3

Categorization and Similarity

Most users believe Spotify categorizes music, and to a lesser extent users, using “a range
of tools and categories and classifications” (User 15). Music is “categorized” and
“catalogued” (User 12) in a “database” (User 5). Users mentioned a range of elements
captured in this process: mood, tone, genre, era, male and female voices, length of song,
and Acoustic ID. This “metadata” is described in “tags,” “descriptors” and “labels.”
Spotify applies “values or properties” (User 15). Relationships between and among artists
are captured. This includes biographical information such as an artist’s “spin off projects”
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(User 2), the “opening acts” when bands tour (User 6), and if various artists “created
music together” (User 8). Categorization of listeners was less detailed. Users are
“clumped” (User 6) and “bucketed” into types of music listeners (User 14). All the
metadata “get jumbled up in some algorithm somewhere” (User 12).
Users described various sources for this metadata: Spotify, artists, producers,
algorithms, music labels, music journalists, and social media. User 9 feels “there’s a bit
of laziness about whether they get that information or not, on how accurate it might be.”
With respect to song credits, “that information is so terrible so often. It’s so many songs
just appear not to have been written by anybody.” User 7 is also concerned about
metadata quality: “I’m hoping that they get it from reputable sources, like provided by
the artists themselves ideally.” Because of these issues, User 6 wants to be able to “edit
the metadata” to add relevant information and correct errors as you could on iTunes.
The quality and effectiveness of music categorization was raised particularly with
respect to musical genres. Music is “messy ... it doesn't fit neatly into categories” (User
16). An algorithm “can’t work in these sort of boundary-less genres” (User 3) but can
“when artists work in clearly defined genres and clearly defined sounds” (User 7). User
17 believes genre categorizations begin with “anchor points” determined by music
editors:
It seems like they have their grounding artists for the genre whatever the genre
may be, so these are the people who have defined or who exemplified the genre.
So they become the anchor points and then they fill it in with other creators out
there.
The known problem with music industry metadata (Deahl, 2019) is echoed by User 19
who doesn’t “trust it” since “the metadata on classical music is a mess.”
The notion of similarity and similar things or people are described in terms of
“likeness” (User 10), “adjacency” (User 13), and “proximity” (User 10). Music that has
the same “lyrical quality” (User 2), “structure” (User 8) or is “sonically similar” (User
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14) is identified by a “sound algorithm” (User 14) and rated by a “similarity index” (User
15).
Two users (Users 5 and 13) visualized similarity in terms of a Venn diagram. The
algorithms create “this really weird Venn diagram where sometimes the circles align
almost the entire diameter of the circle and other times it’s just a fraction of the diameter
and they align” (User 13). However, as User 2 notes, “it’s hard to describe what I think is
similar, because it could mean different things.” User 18, who described the
recommendation of a Chopin cello transcription as “not the same thing” and “wrong”,
notes that “where AI fails us, when it does fail us – for all its usefulness – it’s because it
doesn’t know that it’s not the same thing.”
User 10 isn’t interested in what Spotify’s definition of similarity is or how it
works: “I don’t know what it is particularly, and I don’t spend a lot of time thinking about
it and I don’t really care.” For them what matters is whether they recognize something as
similar in what Spotify is presenting as similar: “is the similarity a similarity that works
for me?” (User 10).

7.3.5.4

Anthropomorphizing

Users endow Spotify with human characteristics. User 14 notes that the app says “good
morning, good night, good afternoon, whatever, and then it pops up with six
recommendations for you.” Spotify “knows my music taste better than most people I
know” and their recommendations are “gifts” for which the user is “thankful” (User 2).
Spotify “knows me” (User 16) and is “someone [that] made me a mix tape” (User 14).
Spotify “seems to lack imagination” when a user receives unsatisfactory
recommendations. (User 4). User 8 uses Spotify as part of her part-time job as an exercise
instructor. In this instance the relationship is not as a friend but as a colleague: “I would
never have thought of it as a business partner but in the context of how I use it, it very
much is.”
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User 14 believes Spotify actively encourages anthropomorphization, although
some users resist this notion. User 3 notes “I’m not in a relationship with this algorithm.”
Other users “don’t feel very warm and fuzzy about [Spotify]” (User 10) and are not part
of a “symbiotic relationship” with the system (User 13).

7.3.5.5

Stakeholders

Spotify is a multisided or multistakeholder platform. In addition to users, it must respond
to the interests of a variety of groups (e.g., artists, music producers, music labels, and, for
the free version, advertisers). When asked how Spotify prioritizes or balances these
groups, users had different perspectives. User 17 believes Spotify prioritizes “the user ...
[then] the licensing and record label company ... artists are lower down.” Financial
reasons were important for many users: “whatever makes them the most money” (User 2)
and “based on how much money you’re giving Spotify” (User 19). In this respect User 3
is clear: “Owners, first and foremost and forever.” The influence of other stakeholders,
particularly large music labels, caused User 20 to question what shaped their
recommendations the most, their actions or stakeholder needs: “my listening preferences
may not play as large a role as I might think.”
Spotify is clear that “in some cases, commercial considerations may influence our
recommendations” (Spotify, 2021c). This occurs by deliberately inserting songs or artists
into recommendations or adjusting parameter weights to preference promoted songs in
playlist rankings. Most users are aware of this (Users 3, 11, and 14) and only one user
pejoratively invoked “payola” (User 15). The effect is, as User 18 notes, “when in doubt
[Spotify will] give me the thing they’re being paid to promote.” User 16 hoped “if there
was any backend deals or stuff. It’d be nice if that was made more transparent and
explicit.” In fact, in 2017 Spotify explicitly identified sponsored songs and provided a
setting to disable it (default was to enable). Currently there is no such identification and
setting (Deahl, 2017).
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7.3.6

Generalists vs Specialists

Following the shift of six users during the interviews from “solely by algorithms” to
“primarily by algorithms and partly by humans”, Generalists and Specialists now have
similar views on how recommendations are made (see Table 16).

Table 16: How Made by Category
Solely by
algorithms

Primarily by algorithms
and partly by humans

Generalists

3

8

Specialists

2

5

While their views on how recommendations are made are similar, the objectives and
goals of these groups are not. Specialists have narrow expectations: “I’m not expecting
Spotify to introduce me to my new favourite artist” (User 3); “I’ve never really had the
want or the desire to broaden my horizons” (User 12). Generalists have diverse
expectations: User 15 has “a pretty capacious comfort zone so I tend to be pretty catholic
in my musical tastes” and “why do recommendations if all you wanted to listen to is the
same” (User 18).
Creating diverse and novel recommendations are key objectives for Spotify since
these qualities are strongly linked to user engagement (Mehrotra et al., 2018; Mehrotra,
Shah, et al., 2020). However, Generalists and Specialists have different views on what
constitutes diversity and novelty (A. Anderson et al., 2020; Waller & Anderson, 2019).
For User 13, a Specialist, it means recommendations that are only “a little bit more
outside your comfort zone” while User 5, a Generalist, is looking for “people I have
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never searched for or are often people or groups I’ve never even heard of.” For two
Generalists, the lack of diverse recommendations raises concerns about being “siloed”
(User 16) and of Spotify “not paying attention” to their preferences (User 4).
While prior research has shown that Generalists prefer search over
recommendation (A. Anderson et al., 2020), this difference was not evident among
participants. User 4 preferences search, indicating that they “never found anything that
way [using recommended playlists]” but User 5 is more typical of Generalists in this
study indicating that searching for an artist or something specific was “fairly rare.”
Generalists feel Spotify “silos me” (User 16) and the “hit rate” of relevant and
interesting songs is not high (User 11). Specialists find “they tend to stay within the genre
groupings [that the listener prefers]. I don’t think that the recommendations I’ve ever had
strayed too far from those” (User 17). Specialists prefer being “siloed” while Generalists
would like Spotify to “stray” more.
When asked how they might shape recommendations, Specialists and Generalists
had very different strategies. Specialists would “remove the outliers from your listening
habits” (User 12), “listen to particular artists or songs repeatedly” (User 13), “be selective
about what I use Spotify to listen to” (User 17) and listen to a playlist of “only one band”
(User 20). As User 6 notes regarding the recommendations they received, “the more you
listen to the same type of music, the more specialized the music becomes.” Generalists
would listen to “a new genre of music extensively” (User 11) and do “anything that tells
the algorithm to privilege one part of my data more than another in profiling me” (User
18). Two Generalists, both dissatisfied with Spotify, took a more adversarial approach.
User 4 would “leap from genre to genre, listening to wide a variety of sounds therefore
confounding any attempt to box my taste in.” Similarly, User 10 would attempt to “game
their algorithms.” Specialists attempt to reconfirm their interests with various techniques
while Generalists attempt to disrupt the algorithm seeking a different result from the
recommendations.
User 18 has different life roles with different objectives for Spotify: parent,
student, teacher, and listener. They want to “control which persona and even which facet
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of persona” is represented in the recommendations. Like the desire of User 10, also a
Generalist, for “a bigger vocabulary”, this illustrates that Spotify’s “music retrieval from
everything” (Jehan et al., 2010) may have a detailed characterization of genres (over
5000 according to (G. McDonald, 2021)) but a limited view of listeners and their
characteristics and objectives. Generalists and Specialists have different objectives and
expectations for the recommendations Spotify provides. These differences suggest the
need for explanatory systems to acknowledge and respond appropriately.

7.3.6.1

Dissatisfied Generalists

Only four users are dissatisfied with Spotify’s recommendations, and they are all
Generalists. These dissatisfied Generalists are mostly experienced users: Users 9 and 18
have used Spotify for over 5 years and User 10 for over a year. Only User 4 is a new
listener with less than one year’s experience.
Important to Generalists are diverse recommendations. They want new music, and
not just from artists or genres they have listened to previously. Generalists are looking for
diversity, surprises, and challenges to their normal listening experience. The want
“unpredictable recommendations” (User 10). From a Generalist perspective, “why do
recommendations if all you wanted to listen to is the same” (User 18). However, prior
research has indicated that current recommender systems, particularly collaborationbased systems, favour the objectives of Specialists and penalize those of Generalists (A.
Anderson et al., 2020).
Spotify’s recommendations are described as “fairly predictable” (User 10),
“outside what I need” (User 18), and “disappointing” (User 9). Reasons for this include a
lack of diversity and novelty (“it follows a path that I could follow myself,” User 10) and
a poor understanding of user expectations (“they’re not really dialed in”, User 9). The
expectation of these Generalists is for surprises and the unexpected but relevant: “I
expect leaps. So why doesn’t it?” As a result, Spotify isn’t “the slightest bit reliable for
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coming up with the odd bit of interesting” (User 9). After using Spotify for less than a
year, and being frustrated with the lack of diverse recommendations, User 4 declared
“they might have given up on me.”
Only two users, both dissatisfied Generalists, mentioned randomization as a
recommendation technique. Randomization is an important algorithmic technique to
encourage exploration over exploitation (e.g., in multiarmed bandits). User 10 believes
they can direct Spotify to be random (“I have it on random play”) although what this user
is referring to is actually “shuffle” play within a specific playlist. However, for this user it
“doesn’t seem to work that well” because “I never hear [a particular] song.” User 4
believes Spotify makes random recommendations but “at some point it shouldn’t be
random. At some point they should get to the point where they know you.” For this user,
randomness is a response to the cold start problem. With more data signals from the user,
randomness should no longer be required. This user doesn’t regard randomness as an
exploration and discovery technique.
Dissatisfied Generalists are concerned that Spotify is not using, or using
effectively, the information they have provided. Spotify doesn’t seem to be “paying
attention to the broadness of what it is that I’m liking” (User 4) and “whatever it is that
they’re getting from it isn’t useful” (User 9). Despite the diversity of data that User 18
provides to Spotify “they’re confused [and], when in doubt, give me the thing they’re
being paid to promote”. The lack of confidence in Spotify’s use of information “doesn’t
make me think that giving them more is going to improve things that much” (User 9).
User 9 thinks Spotify should use “a more catholic sourcing” of information and
“be informed by people who listen to music, even critics.” For some the answer is not
simply more information or information from critical sources but information that is
richer in detail and more nuanced. For User 10 this is a challenge to Spotify: “give me a
bigger vocabulary and then make it meaningful. Then prove to me that you’ve heard me.”
Prove it because “I feel like I do invest time, so how much time? You can suck all my
time.”
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7.4

Conclusion

During the interviews, Spotify users confirmed, amplified, and in some cases adjusted the
views and beliefs they expressed in the survey. With a group of users altering their
beliefs, most users (68%) now believe Spotify’s recommendations are made “primarily
by algorithms and partly humans” in accordance with actual Spotify practice. The survey
allowed users to elaborate on the respective roles and responsibilities of algorithms and
humans. Algorithms had the primary responsibility for recommendations while other
users or Spotify editors had mostly oversight roles. The human role was minimized.
The importance of active and explicit data signals was reinforced. However,
beliefs about how users can shape or alter recommendations revealed both a lack of
techniques to produce changes and an uncertainty about the efficacy of those techniques.
Passive and implicit data signals, such as external media, other users, location tracking,
and activity tracking, were viewed as having lesser or even no importance. While
objectives in using Spotify matter (e.g., generalists are looking for diverse music while
specialists want familiar music), the broader differences seen in prior research were not
as evident in these interviews.
Most users either didn’t notice the explanations that Spotify provides about
recommendations, or they felt they were unimportant. However, users had many
questions or concerns about algorithmic practices, data privacy, surveillance, tracking or
inference of emotional states, and Spotify policies for which they expected answers or
explanations.
Users have little understanding of the machine learning technology underlying
Spotify’s recommendations and generally have few concerns about this lack of
knowledge. Many acquiesce to the system, allowing it to “take the wheel” and make
decisions irrespective of user actions or interests. Connected to this is the
anthropomorphizing of Spotify. Spotify is “my algorithm.” It “knows me”, says “good
morning”, and provides recommendations as “gifts.”
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Users have a variety of beliefs about how the similarity of music, artists, and other
users affects recommendations. Music is “sonically similar” because of algorithmic audio
analysis. Artists and users are categorized and classified with metadata to indicate
similarity. The co-occurrence of user behaviour (e.g., “liking” the same song) is taken to
signify similarity of musical taste.
Users have different beliefs about agency. Some are concerned about limited
agency, particularly with respect to the techniques available to manage recommendations,
while others are happy to put Spotify “on cruise control” and let the system make all the
decisions. A few users actively resist Spotify by adopting a variety of adversarial
strategies. Most see the relationship as a “balance” or a “bargain” where agency is shared
and contested.
Users also hold beliefs about Spotify as a company. Spotify was “not Facebook.”
Most users attributed few malicious motives to the company. However, users held views
about Spotify’s artist compensation levels, priorities for the company, commercial
imperatives, and lack of user control and customization.
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8

Folk Theories of the Spotify Music Recommender
System

8.1 Introduction

User beliefs elicited from the survey and interviews can be synthesized into a set of folk
theories about how Spotify makes personalized recommendations. The following folk
theories are presented as verbs from the user perspective. Each verb is accompanied with
a short description.
Expressing folk theories as verbs acknowledges Dervin’s concern that “we focus
primarily on entities, not process; on nouns, not verbs” (Dervin, 1993, p. 51). Moving
“from nouns to verbs; and from nounings to verbings” (Dervin, 1994, p. 377) …
“mandates a focus on the hows of human individual and collective sense-making and
sense-unmaking, on the varieties of internal and external cognizings, emotings, feelings,
and communicatings that make, reinforce, challenge, resist, alter, and reinvent human
worlds” (Dervin, 1999, p. 731).
Seven folk theories were identified: complies, dialogues, decides, surveils, withholds
and conceals, empathizes, and exploits. It is important to remember that individual users
will hold some but not all these folk theories and some may hold contradictory beliefs
depending on the context.
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8.2

8.2.1

Folk Theories

Spotify Complies

Spotify complies with my directions to create recommendations.
Spotify responds to me and my preferences.

In the survey, the highest rated data signals that users believed influenced
recommendations were those that represented active and explicit actions by users. These
actions were viewed as directives to which Spotify complies. For example, rated as “very
important” by users are “What I listen to” (95%), “How many times I listen to a song,
artist or playlist” (89%), and “Marking something a ‘like’ (i.e., ‘heart’)” (68%). Four of
the nine consensus statements in the factor analysis reflect the specific actions of users:
marking something, listening to something (how long and how many times), and creating
playlists. Each of the four factors extracted emphasized that the recommendations were
“about me” and actions taken on the system. Additionally, the statement “Songs that are
similar to other songs I ‘liked’ or listened to” is one of the highest rated data signals that
users believe influences recommendations and is a consensus statement in the factor
analysis.
Where the data signals were implicit, inferred, or obtained from external sources,
users indicated lesser or no influence on recommendations. This includes data signals
about education level, location, activity, temporal data, and external data (e.g., from
magazines or social media). The only exception is time of day.
Users perceive themselves as in control: “The system doesn’t know what I'm
doing. I know what I'm doing, and I choose based on knowing what I’m doing and then I
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tell it what I'm doing” (User 10) and “if you’re not directly telling it then I don’t know if
it would fully know exactly what you’re doing” (User 17). User 3 observed that “the only
cues that it’s getting are the ones that I’m feeding it.” User 14 wanted those cues to
include their emotional state: “I think it could be cool to give feeling inputs to the algo
and have it deliver a mix based on those things.” Users believe they have agency over the
type and extent of information gathered by the system to make recommendations. User
15 noted “it’s none of their business unless I’ve told them that I want them to monitor
that stuff.”
Training the algorithm is not reciprocal. A user “tells” the algorithm (User 18)
about “my ‘likes’ and preferences” (User 19). Users believe they can trace the
compliance of the system: “I can usually determine which parts of my listening history
have influenced a recommendation” (User 18).

8.2.2

Spotify Dialogues

Spotify dialogues with me about music.
Together we find recommendations of old favourites and new music.

Users believe that Spotify engages them in a dialogue. The user-Spotify dialogue is
expressed in a variety of ways. It is a form of reciprocity: “I’m feeding it, it feeds me”
(User 19). It is a teacher-learner relationship: “I’ve trained my Spotify really well” (User
8) and “Spotify only works because they [users] are teaching it to work” (User 19). It is a
“feedback loop” (Users 16 & 19). User 10 invokes a process that underscores the
importance of experience and comfort in the dialogue by comparing it to buying and
wearing a new pair of pants: “I make them my own by using them.”
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There are other ways Spotify encourages and receives “messages:”
“Recommendations can be made solely by the title of the playlist that you’re providing ...
and so that’s what I meant by messaging” (User 13). Naming playlists is one of the few
ways Spotify allows users to employ techniques like folksonomy and tagging to express
personal views or categorizations. The messaging can be “anything that tells the
algorithm to privilege one part of my data more than another” (User 18). User 20 takes
specific actions (e.g., ‘like’ a song or artist) “because I know it’ll change the algorithms.”
When recommendations were not satisfactory, users often identified a breakdown
in the dialogue. User 15 noted that “I’m probably not training the machine learning
algorithms that Spotify is using in an optimal way” because of the various actions this
user takes (e.g., “liking” a song, then adding it to a playlist, and later deleting it from that
playlist and adding it to another playlist). User 10 believes Spotify “requires probably
more about me” and User 16 questioned whether they are effectively communicating: “I
don’t know if I’ve intentionally tried to train the machine.” User 10 wanted a different
type of dialogue: “if Spotify sent me a questionnaire today that asked me more personal
questions about my lifestyle, there’s more data points to pull together, then that might
help.” They wanted Spotify to recognize that “we’re not all the same individual units.”
Agency is shared, and sometimes contested, but the roles are different. Humans
(users and Spotify editors) “curate” while the algorithms “create” (User 5). Curation is a
creative, intellectual activity while creation, in this context, is mechanistic. Users believe
they “have more control” than they do on Facebook (User 19). They can quantify that
control: the recommendations are “25% me and 75% Spotify” (User 20).

8.2.3

Spotify Decides

Spotify decides for me what music I am recommended using black box processes.
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Most users are unaware of how Spotify works, are largely unconcerned about this, and
are happy to let the system determine the recommendations. Whether users believe the
recommendations were made “solely by algorithms” or “primarily by algorithms and
partly by humans,” users believe the system operates independently from them according
to its own objectives and intensions. User 13 summarizes the belief: “it’s all this giant
black box, I don’t know anything and there’s nothing I can do about it either.” As a
result, Spotify “pushes or deters” recommendations (User 12) according to its own
objectives not those of the user.
Users were open about their lack of knowledge of recommender systems and
algorithmic decision-making. They were clear (“I don’t know”), uncertain (“assume,”
“guess, “presume,” “imagine”) and conditional (“it might be,” “best guess”). For most
users “it’s completely opaque to me how it all happens” (User 3). While not knowing
how Spotify works “does concern me,” User 14 acknowledged “it doesn’t concern me
enough to do the work and figure out the whys and the wherefores of it”. User 12 agrees,
“if I really wanted to know, I could find out. I think that that’s how a lot of people feel”
(User 12). As User 17 put it, “knowing the basics I think is enough for this platform.”
As a result, these users are happy to “put it on cruise control” and let the system
“take the wheel” (User 5) allowing Spotify to “guide me where it goes” (User 16). This
is, in part, because they believe not their habits but “other people's listening habits are
really what drives it more than anything” (User 11). Users are “not so much into getting
under the hood … we’re fine as long as it works. We’ve moved on from the guy in the
garage, we don’t want to know how things are, we just want the car” (User 4). And the
users are fine. As the survey revealed, 79% are satisfied with the recommendations they
receive.
The acquiescence to the system is evident in user reactions when
recommendations are poor or unsatisfactory. User 13 viewed this loss of recommendation
accuracy as “a small perk that I had before, isn’t happening as frequently now.” User 11
suggested this ambivalence is “a willingness to lose” not necessarily a fault in the system.
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This passive role of users is evident in how User 4 imagined how Spotify would describe
itself: “this is who we are, take us, this is what we provide, this is what we do.”
Some users adopt a passive role while others resist the system. The effect of the
system taking control is noted by User 16:
I feel like lately my musical experience has been a little more passive and
impersonal. In another phase of my life, I would have been more active and
actually searched and looked through. But I think it’s less – I don’t know, it’s
harder to do so when there’s so much. And I guess that’s the point of curation,
and playlists, and recommending things.
Others expressed frustration. They wanted to “game their algorithm” (User 10) or take
actions aimed at “confounding any attempt to box my taste in” (User 4). Another user
would open a private session to hide their normal preferences from the algorithm (Users
15 & 19). User 13 admires a user who names their playlists after food remarking “what is
the algorithm going to do with a title like onions and chives?” In attempts to influence the
deciding algorithm some users “remove the outliers from your listening habits on
Spotify” (User 12) and “be selective about what I use Spotify to listen to” (User 17).
These users change their listening practices to contest the algorithm.
Users believe it is difficult to train the algorithm, so they are resigned to letting
Spotify operate independently: “training the algorithm is a lot of effort” (User 3); “it
takes a lot of time [to train the algorithm]” (User 10). User 15 doubted putting in the
effort was “worth the exchange, to make better recommendations.” User 3 acknowledged
the cost/benefit when the recommendations were good enough:
Spending the time to do all of those actions that I laid out to get the absolutely
pristine version of me telling it what I like through all the ways that I think that I
can tell the black box what I like. I don’t need to do that because I’m getting out
of it what I want.
User 9 was also skeptical: “that doesn’t make me think that giving them more is going to
improve things that much”.
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8.2.4

Spotify Surveils

Spotify surveils me by tracking everything I do
and making inferences from other data to make recommendations for me.

Users believe Spotify surveils them. User 3 outlined the extent of the data capture:
It records everything that any user does, in any interaction. Every half-completed
search, every click, every I spent 30 seconds on this page, I spent a minute on that
page, whatever it is. They will have recorded absolutely every interaction any user
has ever had with their interface.
Other users acknowledged the surveillance but are unclear how it occurs: “you are being
surveilled without fully understanding how that is happening, or what is being done to
surveil you” (User 13); “they’re probably just collecting it all and filtering it out” (User
17). User 10 linked surveillance to system and user behaviours, noting that Spotify tracks
“your behaviour immediately after being recommended a song. And I think compiles all
that to determine how successful a recommendation is. And then if it is successful, it
repeats that behaviour.”
Most users accept this surveillance because “there’s a surrender of personal
information that it needs in order to make recommendations that you want. I think that’s
part of the deal. And that’s a world that I’ve accepted” (User 20). It’s “a bargain” (User
3) or “an exchange” (User 15): personal information for access to music. Users make an
explicit decision: “I had to make a judgement call on whether I wanted their service or
whether I wanted my privacy and for the moment the service won over the privacy”
(User 19).
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However, it is a bargain where privacy is viewed as inconsequential because it is
“just music” (Users 7, 8, 12, and 16) and “just my music listening habits” (User 17). For
User 11 “the worst thing that they can do is look for patterns in my musical habits. And
that’s data I’m willing to give up.”
Surveillance is not just about user actions on the system. Nearly a third of users
believe Spotify tracks their emotional states. “What I’m feeling when listening” was rated
as a “very important” or “important” influence on recommendations by 32% of users.
Users assume it tracks their location (“smart phones know where you are at all times”
User 6) and as a result Spotify “definitely knows when I’m at work” (User 14).
Surveillance of, and inferences from, these passive and implicit data signals are
acknowledged if devalued: “It is pretty incidental what they get. I just know that they get
it” (User 3).
User 13, who believes recommendations are made solely by algorithms, feels “a
comfort thing” that it is algorithms, not people, who surveil them because algorithms
have “certain limitations” and can know only so much. From this perspective, algorithmic
surveillance preserves a level of privacy. Despite the level of surveillance, User 3 thinks
Spotify overestimates its efficacy: “I think it thinks that it knows better than it does.”

8.2.5

Spotify Withholds and Conceals

Spotify withholds and conceals information
about how recommendations are made and how I can influence them.

User 13 recognized that users and Spotify are “not exactly fully cooperating here because
Spotify is still doing a lot that we don’t necessarily know.” Users believe Spotify
withholds, conceals, and obscures information from them. This includes how users can
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shape recommendations, how effective those techniques are, what information Spotify
has about users, and how Spotify promotes certain music and artists over others.
Users could describe few strategies to purposefully shape recommendations. They
also expressed uncertainty about the effectiveness of the limited techniques available to
do this. Using the “don’t play this” option (e.g., disliking something with the “Don’t like
this song” or “Don’t like this artist” indicator) was noted by User 3 as one such strategy,
although User 20 cautioned that it “doesn’t seem to influence algorithms too much.”
Similarly, User 2 didn’t think removing a playlist as a strategy to shape recommendations
“would really delete the information from Spotify.” As User 20 noted, “Spotify is really
good at adding them, but not so keen on removing songs.” User 10 challenged Spotify to
“give me a bigger vocabulary and then make it meaningful. Then prove to me that you’ve
heard me” (User 10).
Many would like to “see behind the curtain and see what they have me pinned as”
(User 11). One concern is simply transparency, “the right to know” (User 12) and another
is reciprocity, “if someone’s going to have all this information, I don’t love it. But if
they’re going to, I want to benefit and see it too. I want to know” (User 2). User 13 wants
“one giant list” of all the information Spotify has and a “switch beside each one” that
authorizes Spotify to use it or not. User 15 is concerned that he “cannot review and edit
and challenge and delete” his profile so they can correct “a mistake” or tell Spotify to
“ignore this signal.” This leads some to believe that Spotify “silos me into a particular
style” or an “acoustic echo chamber” that doesn’t facilitate “musical exploration” (User
16). This lead User 2 to wonder what is “missing” from their recommendations and why.
When they didn’t get recommendations to one of their favourite bands, they reacted
skeptically “if they know me, they should know this.”
Spotify, through its “algotorial” processes, manually alters weightings, inclusions
in playlists, and promotions of specific artists or music without acknowledging this.
While no longer the case, previously Spotify’s apps signaled this to inform users.
However, most users are aware this happens (Users 3, 11, and 14) as evidenced by the
statement “Songs or artists that Spotify is promoting” being rated as a “very important”
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influence on the recommendations they receive by 47% of the users. One user invoked
“payola” to describe these promotional processes (User 15) and another asked Spotify to
be “more transparent and explicit” about “backend deals” (User 16). As a result, as User
18 noted, “when in doubt [Spotify will] give me the thing they’re being paid to promote.”
These interventions and promotions lead to certain biases in Spotify’s
recommendations. Users noted an “emphasis on recent listening” (User 14), “recordings
deemed to be popular and/or profitable to Spotify” (User 9), and “newer material “(User
8). User 10 sees Spotify’s use of age, gathered during initial registration on the system, as
a barrier to diversity by emphasizing music from a specific era: “There’s an age thing.
It’s very ageist.”
However, despite concerns about Spotify withholding and concealing
information, User 3 expressed the resignation of many when at the end of their interview
they remarked:
I’m going to spend the next little while just poking around at Spotify. See what
else I can see that has been invisible to me. And then also probably put some of
this aside and just go forth listening to my things that I listen to.

8.2.6

Spotify Empathizes

Spotify empathizes with me.

Users believe Spotify is a friend who understands them and empathizes with them. They
describe the service as “my Spotify” (User 18) and “my algorithm” (User 8). It says,
“good morning, good night, good afternoon, whatever, and then it pops up with six
recommendations for you” (User 14). Spotify “knows my music taste better than most
people I know” and their recommendations are “gifts” for which the user is “thankful”
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(User 2). Spotify “knows me” (User 16) and is “someone [that] made me a mix tape”
(User 14). User 8, a part-time exercise instructor who creates playlists for their work,
described Spotify as “a business partner.” When disappointing recommendations occur,
Spotify “seems to lack imagination” (User 4).
User 3 believes that Spotify tries “very hard to know what you’re feeling and use
that as something to serve up music.” The importance of feelings or emotional states as a
data signal for recommendations was viewed as “very important” or “important” by 32%
of the participants. The distinguishing statement in Factor 1 was about feelings and
recommendations. Asked if Spotify, the algorithm, infers their feelings from what they
are listening to, User 14 responded “Yeah, I think so.” Spotify empathizes by matching a
user’s emotional state with relevant music (“I really do like it when it matches,” User 2)
or by attempting to adjust a user’s mood (“if you start with a very depressing playlist
maybe it does try to correct you in a more positive direction,” User 17).
Spotify is “not Facebook” (User 14) and “it does feel more private” (User 19).
Concerns regarding privacy, misinformation, polarization, and bullying on social media
sites such as Facebook are contrasted with beliefs about Spotify as a safe, private,
protected, apolitical, and largely inconsequential platform (Users 2, 14, 15, and 19).
Regarding the latter, users believe it’s “just music” (Users 7, 8, 12, and 16) and “just my
music listening habits” (User 17). While many users declined to say they trusted Spotify,
many expressed confidence and comfort with the system (Users 3, 4, 11, 14, and 19).
User 2 doesn’t trust Spotify “as a data company” but they do as “a friend,” a musical
confidant, “who knows you, what you like, and when they say, ‘Hey listen to this band or
try this restaurant’ you can trust their judgement that they do know what you like.”
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8.2.7

Spotify Exploits

Spotify exploits my labour for the benefit of the company.

Users believe Spotify exploits them: “my choices, my preferences, are being harvested
for their algorithm ... [and this is] the product people are paying for” (User 15). User 19
sees this as “doing some of their work” for which users “don’t get compensation.”
Despite this “work,” users believe they are further exploited by receiving
recommendations weighted towards music that is “profitable to Spotify” rather than
personalized for them (User 9). When “in doubt” Spotify will “give me the thing they’re
being paid to promote” (User 18). Unlike users who want options and means to
contribute more information to Spotify (largely to improve their recommendations), User
3 noted that “I’m already doing labour in terms of data creation for them. I’m not going
to volunteer to do more of it if there’s no benefit back to me.” Users of Spotify believe
they are both customers and workers.

8.3

Classification of Spotify Folk Theories

DeVito and colleagues have classified folk theories according to their nature (abstract or
operational) and their complexity (functional or structural) (DeVito, 2021; DeVito et al.,
2017). Analyzing folk theories according to these classifications suggests ways for XAI
to understand and address them. It aligns with classification as a prototypical machine
learning task.
Abstract theories, which accounted for most of the theories elicited in DeVito et
al., “do not include specific attempts to theorize how an algorithm might actually operate.
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Instead, they rely on a more general sense that an algorithm is something that will, in
turn, cause something to happen” (DeVito et al., 2017, p. 3169). In contrast, operational
theories “demonstrate a specific understanding that there are some criteria by which an
algorithm must make curation decisions” (DeVito et al., 2017, p. 3169). Researchers
found “abstract and operational folk theories reflecting two notions of algorithms: as an
other or interloper, and the algorithm as a process requiring decision criteria,
respectively” (DeVito et al., 2017, p. 3171).
DeVito classifies the complexity of folk theories held by users as a hierarchy that
moves from basic awareness and recognition of causal powers (Functional Theories) to
the identification of “mechanistic fragments” (e.g., factors) and finally to the aggregation
into “mechanistic ordering” (Structural Theories) (DeVito, 2021). In functional theories
users have a basic understanding and believe that algorithms “do something.” In
structural theories users identify specific factors causing systems to make decisions and,
at the most complex level, identify sets of factors acting through rankings, weightings, or
other influences to make decisions.
Abstract theories reflect a functional level of algorithmic complexity whereas
operational theories reflect a structural level of algorithmic complexity. The distinction
between abstract and functional theories, and operational and structural theories was
identified in how users perceive recommender systems. Users viewed the components of
the system either as “single, constituting entities” or as “relations” among these entities
(Bieringer et al., 2021, p. 8). In the former, users deconstruct the recommender system,
focusing on specific factors, effects, and personification (i.e., an abstract/functional
perspective). In the latter, users focused on the relationships among the various
components (i.e., an operational/structural perspective). Users who view recommender
systems from both perspectives had a better understanding of the system, positively
assessed the quality of the system performance, and were more likely to be satisfied with
the recommendations (Kulesza et al., 2012; Yeomans et al., 2019). With respect the folk
theories of the XAI tools or mechanisms (i.e., not the machine learning models but the
XAI systems), Vaughan & Wallach note that “which stakeholders require structural
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versus functional mental models of intelligibility tools in which settings remains an open
question” (Vaughan & Wallach, 2021, p. 131).

8.3.1

Comparisons

Table 17 compares the folk theories of prior research with those derived from Spotify
users.

Table 17: Comparisons of Folk Theories of Socio-Technical Systems
Spotify Folk Theories

Ytre-Arne & Moe
(2021)
Practical

Complies

Siles et al.

French & Hancock

(2020)
Privileged Social
Intermediary

(2017)

Dialogues

Relational Assistant;
Transparent
Platform

Empathizes
Decides

Intangible;
Reductive; Confining

Feedback Control
System

Corporate Black Box

Withholds/Conceals
Surveils

Exploitive

Unwanted Observer

Exploits

While there is not a one-to-one equivalency between individual folk theories, the
comparison illustrates common themes across this research. The themes are evident in
three clusters of beliefs. In the first cluster, these systems are perceived as effective tools
(“assistants” and “practical”) that respond to the objectives of the user (“dialogues” and
“complies”) acting as “intermediaries” through clear processes (“transparent”). It is a
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partnership folk theory where agency is shared, and user benefit is central. In the second
cluster, these systems are “black boxes” where user agency is limited (the system
“decides”) by the “control” of the system (“withholds and conceals”). The result is
“confining.” It is a folk theory of system power and user subservience. In the third
cluster, beliefs about system control become more concerning with the perception that the
system “exploits” users. Surveillance is “unwanted” and beyond what a user believes is
necessary for effective recommendations. It is a folk theory about the lack of consumer
protection.
One way these folk theories are different is the way they are expressed. Siles et al.
and French & Hancock use noun statements while Ytre-Arne & Moe use adjectives. The
Spotify folk theories are expressed as verbs. “Verbing”, as Dervin advocates (Dervin,
1993), provides a process view of folk theories that aligns with the actionable objectives
of HCXAI.

8.3.2

Sentiments

Table 18 examines the sentiments of the folk theories from prior research with those
derived from Spotify users.

Table 18: Sentiments of Folk Theories
Sentiment

Spotify Folk Theories

Ytre-Arne & Moe
(2021)

Positive

Complies; Dialogues;
Empathizes

Practical

Negative

Exploits;
Withholds/Conceals

Intangible;
Reductive;

Siles et al.

French & Hancock

(2020)

(2017)

Privileged Social
Intermediary

Relational Assistant;
Transparent Platform
Corporate
Black Box;
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Confining;

Unwanted Observer

Exploitive
Positive &
Negative

Surveils;

Feedback
Control System

Decides

These folk theories reflect both positive and negative sentiments. However, those that are
both positive and negative warrant further attention. It is not that these folk theories are
neutral. In different contexts they are viewed as positive or negative. Just as “Feedback
Control System” is viewed as both “controlling” and “responsive” in Siles et al., so too
are “Surveils” and “Decides” viewed in two ways. While “Surveils” may seem only
negative, and many Spotify users described it as such (“I don’t like it”; “none of their
business”), other users understood surveillance as a necessary or beneficial part of the
“bargain” to obtain effective recommendations. This tension or contradiction is referred
to as “the intimacy of surveillance” (Ruckenstein & Granroth, 2020). Similarly,
“Decides,” which indicates autonomous control by the algorithm, and viewed largely
negatively by Spotify users, was also seen positively by users who wanted to let Spotify
“take the wheel” and have it on “cruise control.” The opposing views of “Surveils” and
“Decides” reflect different user beliefs about agency and consent.

8.3.3

Nature and Complexity

Table 19 associates each of the folk theories elicited from Spotify users with the relevant
DeVito classifications.
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Table 19: Classification of Spotify Folk Theories
Classification of Folk Theories:
Spotify Folk Theories
Nature / Complexity
Decides

Abstract / Functional

Empathizes

Abstract / Functional

Complies

Operational / Structural

Dialogues

Operational / Structural

Withholds and Conceals

Operational / Structural

Surveils

Operational / Structural

Exploits

Operational / Structural

The classification of the Spotify user folk theories according to their nature and
complexity suggests that these characteristics should be considered in XAI systems. They
are central to the objective to “meet the user where they are in terms of understanding and
literacy, regardless of how contradictory, sparse, or fragmented these understandings may
be” (DeVito, 2021, p. 339:4).
According to DeVito, user behaviours differ between those who hold functional
theories and those who hold structural theories (DeVito, 2021). In attempting to
understand and adapt to changes in an algorithmic system, both functional theorizers and
structural theorizers engage in a “continuous interplay between adaptive sensemaking and
information foraging” (DeVito, 2021, p. 339:28). Sensemaking involves using the system
differently to achieve the desired result while foraging involves finding explanatory
material to understand the nature of the system changes.
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However, functional theorizers found the “complexity of the information” a
barrier to understanding while structural theorizers were deterred by “the organization of
the information, including how easy it is to find relevant, and avoid irrelevant,
information” (DeVito, 2021, p. 339:25). Structural theorists were able to incorporate new
information into their theories, including a focus on the “why” of something (i.e.,
sensemaking) while functional theorists “simply react to effects” (DeVito, 2021, p.
339:30).
Overall the barriers were “a lack of specificity for all, a lack of simplicity for
functional theorizers, and an organizational challenge for structural theorizers” (DeVito,
2021, p. 339:32). Overcoming the barriers for functional theorizers requires repetition
and elaboration, storytelling, and explanations that are compatible with user expertise.
The key intervention for functional theorizers is algorithmic literacy with the goal to
“boost users to structural theorization” (DeVito, 2021, p. 339:30). For structural
theorizers, DeVito recommends “a platform-built exogenous foraging aid” that would
make relevant information more accessible (DeVito, 2021, p. 339:32).
DeVito does not believe the move toward structural theorization is onerous.
Research suggests that just being aware of some structural information is sufficient to
induce a more complex algorithmic theory in users: “the threshold appears to be
knowledge that multiple mechanistic fragments are part of the algorithmic decisionmaking process in question. In fact, it may not matter if knowledge of specific fragments
is retained for long” (DeVito, 2021, p. 339:30).
Unlike the findings from DeVito et al., the nature and complexity of folk theories
of the Spotify users in this study are predominately operational / structural. While Spotify
users lack a detailed knowledge of machine learning, they do understand the relationships
between and among data signals and the general processes of co-occurrence and
matching, reflecting an awareness of “mechanistic fragments” and “mechanistic
ordering.”
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8.4

Are Explanations Important to Spotify Users?

Enhancing HCXAI using folk theories as guidance is the central focus of this study.
However, the observations of Spotify users seem to identify only a tangential need for
explanations. Are explanations relevant to recommender systems like Spotify and are
explanations important to Spotify users?
Listening to music is an example of “passive entertainment“ categorized as
“casual leisure” (Stebbins, 2009). Unlike serious leisure (Hartel et al., 2016), casual
leisure is “an immediately, intrinsically rewarding, relatively short-lived pleasurable core
activity, requiring little or no special training to enjoy it” (Stebbins, 2009, p. 622). Since
XAI, like all explanations, is context dependent, some have argued that XAI cannot
developed outside a work or task context where there are clear objectives upon which to
base explanations (Cabour et al., 2021; Mueller et al., 2021). While listening to music is
neither work nor a task, and the objectives are more difficult to identify and quantify,
leisure pursuits are increasingly enabled by algorithmic decision-making that should be
accountable to users.
Lim et al. provide a classification of XAI questions users might pose and the
nature of the explanations sought (Lim et al., 2009). Most of Spotify’s explanations are of
the “why” type: “Similar to [artists you’ve listened to],” “Because you listened to [a
specific artist],” and “Trending now”. In the sole example of a “how to” explanation,
Spotify subtitles the “Made for You” playlists with “get better recommendations the more
you listen.” There are no “what if” explanations and no opportunity to ask for “why not”
explanations.
Despite the limited and concise explanations provided by Spotify, system
designers are aware of the importance of explanations to satisfaction and that different
users require different explanations. The BART algorithm at the heart of Spotify’s
recommendations (particularly with regard to exploit or explore decisions) attempts to
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“jointly optimize both item selection and explanation selection” (McInerney et al., 2018,
p. 31).
However, for many in this study “it’s just music” (User 16) and “just my musiclistening habits” (User 17). The impact of the recommendations, satisfactory or not, in
such a leisure pursuit is not especially consequential and requiring an explanation. Most
don’t recall seeing the explanations that Spotify provides (“I don’t remember seeing
explanations” User 15; “I’ve just never noticed” User 2). Where the explanations are
noticed, the reactions are tepid at best: “It’s not terrible, but often it’s not very
interesting” (User 9) and “it’s nice that they do have that I suppose, but I don’t know how
much that influences my usage of it” (User 5). The explanations are used “a tiny bit”
(User 11).
It is not just the textual annotations that provide explanations. The image that
accompanies a recommended playlist is generated by Spotify and is usually a visual
compilation of some of the artists represented in the playlist. For some this image is
explanatory (“so that is an explanation I guess,” User 2). For User 14 the image is “a
reason for why it’s being recommended” and is more important than the textual
explanations: “it’s up to the images to help me decide.”
Where the explanations seem most helpful is in validating the accuracy of the
algorithm’s recommendations. User 12 likes to understand “why the person [or the
algorithm] thinks that I would like this” and “if they are right”. For User 4 “it’s a bit of a
challenge to see whether it actually is [i.e., “made for you”]. However, users were not
interested in more detailed explanations: “No, I don’t think it would [help]” (User 12),
“they seem fairly sufficient” (User 4), and “I don’t think it matters to me” (User 17). User
3 was concerned that a more detailed explanation would be intrusive: “I don’t really care
and I think it would be even creepier if it was more accurate ... I don’t want my
technology to be always telling me how accurate it is” (User 3).
Given these largely indifferent attitudes, do users care about explanations in a
non-consequential context such as being recommended music? When asked directly
about explanations, the answer from users is generally no. However, when asked about
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specific issues regarding Spotify’s recommendation process, users raise many questions
for which they want and, from a consumer perspective deserve, answers. For example,
User 14 said “simple is fine” regarding explanations, but when reminded of all the data
collected by Spotify and how Spotify may or may not use it, they responded differently:
“I want a credit report style breakdown of everything, rather than just like a snippy thing
where they want to make you feel comfortable why they’re giving you this.”
During the interviews users expressed concerns and had questions about whether
Spotify sells their data, preferences certain artists, and is influenced by large music labels.
They wanted to know where the metadata comes from, how their privacy is being
protected or compromised, and whether Spotify is surveilling them. Users don’t make a
distinction between the data and the algorithm or machine learning model (the focus of
much XAI) and the service using the data and the algorithm or model. For them, the data
and the algorithm are intertwined in a more holistic view. Separating out and isolating
explanations about the algorithms misses the service context in which the algorithms
operate (DeVito, 2021). Users interact with the algorithm by using the service.
User 4 noted that while it concerns them that they don’t know how the
recommendations work “it doesn’t concern me enough to do the work and figure out the
whys and the wherefores of it”. User 4 assumes that users, rather than the system, must
“do the work” in order to reveal the “whys and wherefores.” The tenets of HCXAI would
suggest the opposite with the onus on the system to enable users “to understand,
appropriately trust, and effectively manage” AI systems (DARPA, 2016). The folk
theories of Spotify users indicate beliefs that implicate public policy concepts such as
disclosure and consumer protection. The principles of HCXAI underscore the importance
of these higher-level issues and regulatory concerns to XAI.
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9

Folk Theories and the HCXAI Principles

9.1 Introduction

The elicited folk theories from Spotify users provide a unique view into how users of
machine learning-based recommender systems believe they work. These beliefs describe
not only how a user understands the system but how they must engage and interact with
it. While some of the individual folk theories align with and support each other, taken
collectively they do not form a unified whole. They do not aggregate to a singular theory
of recommender systems. Rather these folk theories are separate vectors that sometimes
align and at other times remain distinct. They contain contradictions and commonalities.
However, as a window into the complex user beliefs that inform their interactions with
Spotify, they offer insights into how HCXAI systems can more effectively provide
machine learning explainability to the non-expert, lay public. Unlike previous research
where folk theories are presented in descriptive terms (nouns and adjectives) (French &
Hancock, 2017; Siles et al., 2020; Ytre-Arne & Moe, 2021), the Spotify folk theories in
this study are active statements (verbs) aligning with the actionable viewpoint of the
HCXAI principles.
The HCXAI principles were distilled from a survey of the XAI literature selecting
“measures, architecture features, and explanation types that have been shown to be
effective in some contexts, but they are likely to fail in others … [resulting in] the most
central principles that should be observed when developing human-centered XAI”
(Mueller et al., 2021). While termed “principles,” the document more accurately serves as
a set of “broad guidelines” (D. Wang et al., 2019) upon which HCXAI developers can
base specific implementations.
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In an important limitation, these principles were distilled from XAI research that
included few user studies or direct user involvement. Using folk theories to inform
HCXAI is a method to insert the user voice into these discussions.
XAI has been criticized for focusing narrowly on machine learning models and
ignoring or minimizing the larger socio-technical context in which machine learning
systems reside. The HCXAI principles move towards this more expansive view,
particularly in their emphasis on building “explanatory systems, not explanations.”
The folk theories elicited from Spotify users reinforce, challenge, and can
augment the HCXAI principles. In many cases, the folk theories reinforce the principles.
They affirm that explanations or explanatory systems should be guided by or be
cognizant of user beliefs about machine learning systems. Understanding user
expectations (i.e., their folk theories) have been shown to shape explanatory strategies
(Riveiro & Thill, 2021). Challenges to the principles arise in areas where the folk theories
provide a different perspective on XAI. In these cases, the principles can be adjusted to
address these concerns. Finally, the folk theories raise issues and concerns that are not
addressed in the principles and warrant inclusion. In many of these cases, the folk
theories open wider areas of concern that draw on the socio-technical context of XAI (D.
Singh et al., 2022).

9.2

9.2.1

Where Folk Theories Reinforce HCXAI Principles

Common Ground

HCXAI seeks to bridge understanding by seeking “common ground” between the
machine learning system and the user. The “Dialogues” and “Empathizes” folk theories
illustrate the relationship users have with the system. This exchange and interaction
reflect both the openness to and the mechanism for finding common ground. Because
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“explanation is never a ‘one-off’”, the principles promote a “long-term interaction with
users.” Spotify users who believe the system “Dialogues” and “Empathizes” with them
are invested in a long-term relationship and would align with an explanatory system that
remembers them, learns from them, and offers explanations when things change but not
when the conditions remain the same. Spotify has implemented Reinforcement Learning
models to build and utilize long-term user models of their interests and preferences (Stål,
2021). Emphasizing that Spotify and its users are in a dialogue would benefit the creation
and sustaining of a user model and provide the “common ground” for explainability.

9.2.2

Self-Explanation

The principle of “active self-explanation” shifts the balance of power and agency toward
the user. By giving the user more information and context, they are empowered to make
their own assessments and explanations rather than only receiving an algorithmic
explanation. This recognizes that folk theories go through an “exploration and elaborative
phase” (Villareale & Zhu, 2021) where users are questioning and interrogating the
system. The “supplementary data” and “situational data” (D. Wang et al., 2019) that
enables self-explanation aligns with user desires for a “bigger vocabulary” with which to
engage Spotify. Facilitating self-explanation responds to the “Withholds and Conceals”
folk theory where users have questions and concerns but don’t trust Spotify as a “data
company” to be fully forthright in providing explanations or answers.

9.2.3

Knowledge Transformation and Sensemaking

HCXAI makes “knowledge transformation and sensemaking” a central objective and
prioritizes the need to “identify the user’s current understanding”. The “quantitative
assessment” of a user’s understanding (Gentile et al., 2021) can be more onerous than a
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qualitative one. Knowing that users have specific and different theories about algorithmic
agency (e.g., “Complies,” “Decides,” and “Dialogues,” i.e., “tell,” “receive,” and
“discuss” respectively) communicates key user beliefs about the system. HCXAI can then
“meet the user where they are” and tailor the explanations to those subjective perceptions.
This principle implies a pedagogical role for HCXAI. Although the principles encourage
the provision of learning tools (e.g., tutorials), they are less clear about a pedagogical
strategy for HCXAI. This omission is discussed later.

9.2.4

Design for Failure

The principles note that trust is damaged when “AI fails in a way that a human would
never fail.” Users are concerned that Spotify has “all that information” and “should know
me” yet fails to provide what the user believes are obvious recommendations. This is
experienced by users as a breakdown in the “Dialogues” folk theory where the system is
no longer “listening” or they are no longer “training” the system effectively. Users can
blame the system or themselves. The “Withholds and Conceals” folk theory attributes
failure to a deliberate attempt by Spotify to “push or deter” songs or artists which would
favour the interests of the company over the user. The impact of the “Withholds and
Conceals” theory and the breakdown of the “Dialogues” theory reinforces the need for
“design failure” (Villareale & Zhu, 2021) (i.e., designing HCXAI that acknowledges user
or system failures) and the importance of the “self-explain” HCXAI principle as a means
to encourage users to interrogate their own folk theories.

9.2.5

Explanations Are Not Always Necessary

The principle that explanations are “not always necessary” is clear from Spotify users
who didn’t notice or didn’t care about the explanations the system provides. This is
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consistent with the “Decides” folk theory where users relinquish agency to the system
(put it on “cruise control”) and don’t want or expect an explanation. Spotify’s
explanations for specific user recommendations are concise and innocuous. Spotify’s
overall explanation of the recommendation process is provided in a relatively obscure
dropdown menu that was only added to the system in 2021. In both cases explanations
are unobtrusive for those who don’t care or don’t care in the moment. They are examples
of “hidden design” features for HCXAI (Ngo & Krämer, 2021).

9.2.6

Explanations as Verifications

The HCXAI principles acknowledge that an explanation can have “different
consequences” and address different needs. The principles emphasize that different
methods required to respond to those needs. For some Spotify users explanations (e.g.,
“Because you liked ….”) were a way to validate the accuracy of the recommendations
(e.g., “to see if they were right”). The need for an explanation is not about “why” or
“how” but rather for a set of confidence or performance metrics. The folk theories
“Decides” and “Withholds and Conceals” reflect the concern about agency and the need
for verification. The explanations provided by Spotify do not adequately address these
sorts of questions and this is often true with other consumer recommender systems.
Spotify users were interested in the performance of the recommender model not just for
them but across the user community.
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9.3
9.3.1

Where Folk Theories Challenge HCXAI Principles
Triggered Explanations

The HCXAI principles indicate that the need for an explanation is “triggered” by
“surprise and violations.” However, the folk theories such as “Surveils”, and “Exploits”
have both positive and negative connotations for users suggesting that the need for an
explanation is less a “trigger” than an issue of a threshold or level of intensity that is
context specific.
Recommender systems function more effectively when they know more about a
user (experienced in some contexts as “surveillance”) and when they can use that
information to enhance the experience of all users (experienced in some contexts as
“exploitation”). Users are aware these are part of the “bargain” with the system.
Neither “Surveillance” nor “Exploitation” is a trigger event, and neither is a
violation of expectations. Instead, they are contextual perspectives that diverge from the
user’s conception of the “platform spirit” (DeVito, 2021). Spotify both surveils and
exploits, and users are aware and accepting of this. However, in certain contexts and at
certain times, concern reaches a temporary threshold or level of intensity where users
require an explanation or a justification. The folk theories of Spotify users suggest a more
nuanced view of what motivates the need for an explanation.

9.3.2

Multistakeholder Contexts

The HCXAI principles are human centered but who are the humans being prioritized?
The focus is clearly on the end-user, particularly the non-expert, lay population but there
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are others involved who should be addressed in the principles. This is especially apparent
in recommender systems which are multisided marketplaces with a diverse set of
stakeholders. All the folk theories, “Complies,” “Dialogues,” “Decides,” “Surveils,”
“Withholds and Conceals,” “Empathizes,” and “Exploits,” explicitly reference the
presence and influence of Spotify but users also acknowledge that there are other
stakeholders beyond Spotify whose interests also influence the system and, indirectly, its
explanations (e.g., artists, music companies, music distributors, advertisers, and even
other users). The explanatory system is informed by the needs, requirements, and
preferences of these others. As a result, they inform the explanatory system, and mostly
consequentially, the nature and extent of the information provided.
The “common ground” is more complex than the principles would suggest. The
“explainer” involved is a network or aggregation of many, filtered through the
explanatory system to the explainee. While the explanatory system is what the user
encounters and engages with, it is a system guided and governed by the stakeholders.
This economic and political perspective is absent in the HCXAI principles.

9.4

9.4.1

Where Folk Theories Augment HCXAI Principles

Consumer Protection

Are policy issues relevant to the HCXAI principles? Selbst & Barocas note that
“questions about justifying a model are often just questions about policy in disguise”
(Selbst & Barocas, 2018, p. 1133). The folk theories “Surveils,” “Exploits,” “Withholds
and Conceals,” and “Decides” all raise issues of consumer protection: privacy, data
protection, risk, and harm. While not all HCXAI implementations relate to consumer
applications, the emphasis on the non-expert, lay population suggests a consumer focus.
The HCXAI principles are silent on consumer protection issues.
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The principles recognize that explanatory systems must be “accompanied by other
things to succeed.” A unique suggestion is to develop consumer-facing labels for data and
algorithmic models analogous to the nutritional labels mandated by regulation for the
food industry (Stoyanovich et al., 2020). Given that Spotify users enter into a contract
with Spotify when they subscribe to the service and agree to Terms of Use, it is
reasonable to position the HCXAI principles within a consumer protection framework.

9.4.2

Right to Explanation

While Mueller et al. references the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and
the “right to explanation,” this right or policy does not appear in the HCXAI principles.
The folk theories “Decides” and “Withholds and Conceals” both arise in part because
users believe that Spotify is not completely forthcoming. “Decides” reflects the belief
that Spotify’s recommendation process is opaque. “Withholds and Conceals” amplifies
this with the belief that Spotify deliberately hides information from users. Users believe
Spotify should provide them with explanations although they described this as an
expectation rather than a right. The principles should emphasize, if not a right, a user
expectation and a provider obligation.

9.4.3

Manipulation

The folk theories “Surveils”, “Exploits,” “Empathizes,” “Withholds and Conceals,” and
“Decides” all raise concerns about manipulation in the system and potentially in the
explanatory system. The HCXAI principles indicate that explanations should or could be
“persuasive” leading to “unjustified trust,” but do not caution that they could also be
manipulative, deceptive, or coercive. Perhaps this is assumed, but in consumer
applications where the typical power imbalance favours the provider not the user,
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explanations can easily be deployed against the interests of the user. As a result of this
possible manipulation in explanations, researchers have suggested that a “right to
explanation” is “not a sufficient condition for ensuring fair, accountable, and transparent
use of AI” (Schoeffer et al., 2022, p. 4). Perceptions of deception and manipulation are
evident in the “Decides” and “Withholds and Conceals” folk theories. Given the opacity
of the system, users harbour beliefs that Spotify is making recommendations that favour
Spotify’s financial interests and not the preferences of the user. While not raised by
Spotify users, “Withholds and Conceals” suggests the growing concern with “shadow
banning” where users of recommender systems or social media believe some of their
comments, selections, and preferences are deliberately not collected or are hidden by the
system because they reflect undesirable choices or opinions (Savolainen, 2022).
However, the folk theory “Empathizes” suggests an emerging avenue for
manipulation where the emotional state of users is captured or inferred and utilized to
shape or direct their actions. The danger and consequences of such data capture is widely
criticized (Crawford, 2021; Stark & Hoey, 2021).
The principles criticize “transparency” in explanations as insufficient and argue
for “apparency” (i.e., systems and explanations that are “readily understood and not
hidden”) but acknowledge that this is “still not enough.” The principles focus on
obtaining and sustaining trust but not on the actions or explanations that would
undermine that trust. Human-centered XAI should guard against manipulation and
deception and the HCXAI principles should articulate this.

9.4.4

Explanatory Systems

The HCXAI principles emphasize explanatory systems over explanations. The folk
theories that reflect concerns about Spotify (“Decides,” “Surveils,” “Withholds and
Conceals,” and “Exploits”) challenge confidence and trust in the system. Users don’t trust
Spotify as a “data company.” The lack of trust in Spotify could extend to the explanatory
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system and raises the following questions: Whose explanatory system is it? Where does
the system reside? Does the user have any influence on the system?
While some XAI techniques are post-hoc and independent from the system, in the
consumer-facing applications the explanations (i.e., the explanatory systems) are
embedded in the application. The APIs available from Spotify and other recommender
systems allow access for limited data extraction but nothing sufficient to enable an
external explanatory system. Given the focus on user goals, objectives, and contexts, the
principles articulate explanatory systems where there is little or no input or influence
from users. The principles outline what developers should provide to users through
explanatory systems and not how developers and users are partners in the explanatory
process.
The principles could, and perhaps should, preference explanatory systems that
have some, or even complete, independence from the target service. Enabling an external,
independent explanatory system or an explanatory agent would require technical
protocols yet to be defined and policy requirements yet to be devised and imposed.
However, such a system or agent could be tuned by the user to reflect their algorithmic
literacy, experience with other systems, and preferences for types and extent of
explanatory detail. One way to operationalize the “right to explanation” would be by
requiring such access in a way similar to the idea of requiring that machine learning
systems be “auditable” (Sandvig et al., 2014). A modest attempt at this is the eXplanatory
Interactive Learning (XIL) module that lets a user challenge and improve an explanation
as well as allow the system to query the user (Weber et al., 2022).

9.4.5

Pedagogy

In recommending that HCXAI be more than just explanations, the principles mention
learning tools (e.g., tutorials) but not a pedagogical strategy to inform them as urged by
others (Clancey & Hoffman, 2021; Kawakami et al., 2022). While it is obvious that
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HCXAI is expected to explain, it is not as clear that it is expected to teach as well.
Explanation is not instruction.
Many Spotify users hold the incorrect belief that personalized recommendations
are made “solely by algorithms.” This is reflected partly in the folk theory that Spotify
“Decides.” A priority for the “knowledge transformation and sensemaking” principle is
“changing previous beliefs and preconceptions.” If a user’s incorrect belief as
fundamental as “solely by algorithms” is to change, it will require more than explanations
and the explanatory system envisioned by the principles. Preconceptions may be
amendable to change but beliefs are more persistent.
DeVito argues that enhanced algorithmic literacy is the path to more complex and
accurate folk theories of machine learning systems (DeVito, 2021). This is a pedagogical
strategy which is consistent with the principles but which the principles fail to
acknowledge and incorporate. While “learning objectives” are noted in the principles,
these relate to those determined by the developers not those relevant to the user.
Incorporating a pedagogical role requires a greater focus on teaching and learning
principles.

9.4.6

Narratives: Play and Storytelling

Norman refers to folk theories as “storytelling” (Norman, 1983a), Siles et al. call them
“vivid stories” (Siles et al., 2020), and Villareale & Zhu see play and folk theories linked
(Villareale & Zhu, 2021). The folk theories “Decides” and “Empathizes” are classified as
abstract and functional. The explanatory strategy for users who hold these beliefs is
“repetition and elaboration, and the use of storytelling techniques” (DeVito, 2021, p.
339:32). Stories and play are narratives where users are engaged more deeply and
informed less didactically. Narratives as part of an HCXAI explanatory system would
advance accessibility through simplification and facilitate elaboration and repetition
without being tiresome.
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9.4.7

Anthropomorphizing

All the user folk theories anthropomorphize Spotify: it “Complies,” “Dialogues,”
“Decides,” “Surveils,” “Withholds and Conceals,” “Empathizes,” and “Exploits.” These
indicate user beliefs that they are communicating with a system with human
characteristics (Guzman, 2018). However, deliberate anthropomorphization in machine
learning systems is widely critiqued as a barrier to user understanding and trust (Glikson
& Woolley, 2020; Ngo & Krämer, 2021; D. Watson, 2019). While the HCXAI principles
do not mention anthropomorphizing as a strategy or approach, the Spotify user folk
theories suggest strongly that it is part of a human centered explanatory system strategy.

9.5

Summary of Folk Theories and HCXAI

The folk theories of Spotify users describe beliefs about agency, power, process, intent,
and relationships. Applied to HCXAI, the folk theories support, challenge, and augment
the principles of HCXAI. Taken collectively, the folk theories encourage HCXAI to take
a broader view of XAI. The questions and concerns implicit in the folk theories indicate
that users have explanatory issues that extend beyond the model veracity and
authorization. The objective of HCXAI is to move towards a more user-centered, less
technically focused XAI. This requires adopting principles that include policy
implications, consumer protection issues, and concerns about intention and the possibility
of manipulation.
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10 Conclusion

Latanya Sweeney, Director of the Public Interest Tech Lab at Harvard, notes that
“technology designers are the new policymakers; we didn’t elect them but their decisions
determine the rules we live by” (Sweeney, 2018). The principles of human-centered
explainable AI (HCXAI) were motivated by the “need for use-inspired human-focused
guidelines for XAI” (Mueller et al., 2021) that help these new “policymakers” be more
responsive to the needs of users, particularly the non-expert, lay public. Folk theories
describe the beliefs users hold about how machine learning systems work. They are a
window into the way people and technology interact and communicate. Understanding
folk theories provides insights into how XAI can be more effectively designed and
deployed resulting in machine learning explainability that is more user focused.
The following research questions informed this study:
What are the folk theories of users that explain how a recommender system
works?
Is there a relationship between the folk theories of users and the principles of
HCXAI that would facilitate the development of more transparent and explainable
recommender systems?
Using the Spotify music recommendation system as an example, users were surveyed and
interviewed to elicit the folk theories of how personalized recommendations work in a
machine learning system. Seven folk theories emerged: complies, dialogues, decides,
surveils, withholds and conceals, empathizes, and exploits. These folk theories provide
insights that support, challenge, and augment the HCXAI principles enhancing the
guidelines for XAI system developers and designers. If utilized, these enhanced HCXAI
guidelines offer a broader view of XAI and a user-centered focus that will improve
machine learning explainability.
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During their interview User 3 noted that “an algorithm doesn’t enjoy listening to
music ... an algorithm doesn’t understand the emotional or cultural role that music plays
in our lives ... even if an algorithm could make the best recommendations possible, what
does that mean?” User 3 summarized their assessment of the Spotify recommender
system saying “it’s precise, but it’s not accurate.” Algorithms, and the results they
produce, instill complex beliefs in the users of those systems. Using folk theories to
enhance HCXAI echoes Norman’s challenge for the field “It is the duty of machines and
those who design them to understand people. It is not our duty to understand the
arbitrary, meaningless dictates of machines.” (Norman, 2013, p. 6).

10.1

Contributions of the Study

The complexity and opacity of machine learning has compelled the need for
explainability. Consumer services like Amazon, Facebook, TikTok, and Spotify have
resulted in machine learning becoming ubiquitous in the everyday lives of the non-expert,
lay public. In an age of “surveillance capitalism” (Zuboff, 2018), effective HCXAI is a
critical component of a consumer protection strategy.
The elicited folk theories from Spotify users provide a unique view into how users
of machine learning-based recommender systems believe they work. These beliefs
describe not only how a user understands the system but how they must engage and
interact with it. As a window into the complex user beliefs that inform their interactions
with Spotify, the folk theories offer insights into how HCXAI systems can more
effectively provide machine learning explainability to the non-expert, lay public.
While the folk theories in this study were used to enhance HCXAI principles, they
can be applied beneficially to other areas. Caution is advised in generalizing beyond
recommender systems like Spotify or machine learning systems with a consumer focus.
However, the folk theories reflect beliefs applicable to system design (beyond XAI
design), user training, policy development, and educational strategies for topics such as
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algorithmic literacy or general AI awareness. Policy development regarding consumer
protection and a “right to explanation” is informed by the beliefs users hold about
machine learning. In the case of algorithmic literacy, the accuracies, inaccuracies, or
concerns evident in the folk theories allow for pedagogical design or interventions that
“meet the user where they are."

10.2

Limitations

This study has several limitations which restrict the generalizability of the findings. The
focus on a single recommender system (Spotify) as an example of recommender systems
and machine learning allowed for more specific detail to emerge from users. However,
investigating multiple systems might have resulted in a broader set of folk theories that
would be more generalizable. In addition, unlike the consequential algorithmic decisionmaking systems where there is a material impact on users, Spotify’s recommendations
are relatively benign. More consequential settings might have elicited different folk
theories.
The sample size, 19 Spotify users, is small. While concepts and beliefs recurred
during the survey and interviews, suggesting saturation, a larger sample might have
resulted in a broader and more diverse set of folk theories. Finally, as with all research
methods regarding the elicitation of folk theories, the research methodology used has
known weaknesses. Surveys and interviews focus on reflective experience. Users were
not observed using the system but rather remembering their use of the system.
Spotify, as with most recommender and machine learning systems, is rapidly
evolving. Following the user survey and interviews in early 2021, Spotify has added new
features and algorithmic processes. The observations of the users may no longer reflect
the specific conditions of the current Spotify system.
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10.3

Future Research

Future research could explore how XAI developers use the enhanced HCXAI principles
informed by folk theories. This could include not only how the principles affect XAI
system design but also how the resulting XAI systems are evaluated by users.
Replication studies have become increasingly important in machine learning
(Haibe-Kains et al., 2020; Pineau, 2017). A reproducibility study of Spotify or a
comparable, non-consequential consumer recommender system could validate the results
of this study. A similar objective could be obtained with a multi-system study of
consumer recommender systems.
The applicability of folk theories to instructional strategies regarding algorithmic
literacy has been noted here and in prior research (DeVito, 2021). Designing a
pedagogical framework using the elicited folk theories could evaluate their effectiveness
in advancing algorithmic literacy.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Principles of HCXAI (Mueller et al. 2021)

The property of being an explanation is not a property of statements, visualizations,
or examples. Explaining is a process by which an explainee and explainer achieve
common ground. XAI Designers should recognize that an explanation is not merely an
artifact delivered from an algorithm, but must be understood by a user to be effective.

Work matters. It is impractical to develop a useful and usable explanation system
outside of a work context. Explanation relates the tool to the user knowledge in the
context of the goals and tasks, and whether a particular algorithm or visualization will
support that work cannot be known in the abstract. Human-centered design principles
suggest involving the user early and throughout the system development process
(Greenbaum and Kyng 1991; Deal and Hoffman 2010; Hoffman et al. 2010; Clancey
2020).

The importance of active self-explanation. The "spoon feeding" paradigm is oblivious
to the fact that irrespective of whatever material people receive by way of explanation,
they still engage in a motivated attempt to make sense of the AI and the explanatory
material. Developers should recognize this and focus explanatory systems on information
that empowers users to self-explain, rather than simply delivering an output of an
algorithms that is intended to serve as explanatory.

Build explanatory systems, not explanations. Rarely does the initial explanation
coming directly from the AI algorithms provide a useful explanation, let alone an ideal
one. It must be accompanied by other things (instructions, tutorial activities,
comparisons, exploratory interfaces, user models, etc.) to succeed.
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Combined methods are necessary. Much work on XAI involves testing a particular
concept or algorithm in isolation. But when designing an explanatory system, multiple
kinds of information can complement one another. For example, both global and local
explanations may be justifiable and reinforce one another. Showing examples that
establish a pattern may play a different role than contrasting examples which establish a
critical causal relationship. Using examples of related heatmaps may be more powerful
than either examples or heatmaps in isolation. And it is crucial to keep in mind that actual
work contexts involve multiple systems, so the user is continuously challenged with their
own "system integration" task.

An explanation can have many different consequences. Often, developers create and
test explanations to determine whether they work. However, different explanations can
have very different effects. This includes differing effects on qualitative assessments
(satisfaction, trust), versus knowledge measures and performance measures. The
explanations should be tuned to the goal, keeping in mind the fact that people may be led
to trust and rely upon an AI system simply being given more and more information about
it, whether or not that information leads to better or deeper understanding.

Measurement matters. Because explanations can have their impact on a number of
ways, and so can be assessed along many dimensions (goodness, satisfaction and trust,
knowledge/understanding, and performance). Designers should identify what consequences the explanation should have in order to develop an appropriate measurement and
assessment approach.

Knowledge and understanding are central. Much of the research on XAI focuses on
algorithmic visualizations, which distracts from the fact that the focus of explanation is
on developing a better understanding of the system. Understanding leads to appropriate
trust and appropriate reliance, and therefore overall better performance with the system.

Context matters: Users, timing, goals. An explanation is not a beacon revealing the
truth. The best explanation depends on context: who the user is, what their goal is, when
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they need an explanation, and how its effectiveness is measured. Developers should consider use cases, user models, timeliness, and attention and distraction limitations for their
explanations.

The power of differences and contrast. A central lesson of XAI is the utility of
contrast, comparison, and counterfactuals in understanding the boundary conditions of a
system. A useful exercise is to first develop learning objectives for an explanatory
system, and identify the contrasts necessary to support those objectives.

Explanation is not just about transparency. If something is transparent, you cannot see
it. This word is widely misused. What is needed are systems whose workings are
apparent, that is, readily understood and not hidden (the "black box metaphor"). Especially in the context of fairness in algorithmic decision making, many have advocated
“transparency” as an approach to explanation. This can never be enough, because a user
may still not understand how a system works even if its algorithms are somehow
apparent---observable and visible. Other methods (contrast, global explanation and local
justification, examples, explorable interfaces that permit hypotheticals, etc.) will be
necessary in most situations to harness apparency and develop understanding. In "real
world" work contexts, people always feel some mixture of justified trust, unjustified trust
and justified and unjustified mistrust. These attitudes are in constant flux and rarely
develop in a smooth progression toward some ideal and stable point. Trust can come and
go in a flash. When the AI fails in a way that a human would never fail, reliance can
collapse.
The need for explanation is “triggered.” Too often, XAI systems deliver an
explanation regardless of whether one is needed. However, explanations are not always
necessary. In normal human reasoning, explanation is triggered by states such as surprise
and violations of expectation. Advances in XAI will come when systems begin to
understand situations that are likely to engender surprise and violate user expectations.
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Explanation is knowledge transformation and sensemaking. The achievement of an
understanding is not just the learning or incorporation of information; it involves
changing previous beliefs and preconceptions. The acquisition of knowledge involves
both assimilation and accommodation, to use Piagetian terminology. The power of
explanation is that it can activate fast “System 2” learning modes that quickly reconfigure
knowledge with minimal feedback, bypassing the slower “System 1” trial-and-error
feedback-based learning often used to understand a system. 4 XAI systems should harness
this by attempting to identify the user’s current understanding (so that it can better predict
how to transform this knowledge), and support the information that will help make these
transformations.
Explanation is never a “one-off.” Especially for AI systems that learn or are applied in
dynamic contexts, users often need repeated explanations and re-explanations. How has
the algorithm changed? Are these new data valid? XAI systems might benefit from
considering the long-term interaction with users, even in simple ways like recognizing
that once learned, an explanation may not need to be given again unless something has
changed.

4

Mueller et al. have System 1 and System 2 backwards; System 1 = “fast”; System 2 = “slow.”
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Appendix 2: Spotify User Recruitment Tweets

XXXXX

XXXXX

XXXXXX
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Appendix 3: Spotify User Survey and Interview Letter of Information and Consent

Letter of Information and Consent

STUDY: User Theories of the Spotify Music Streaming and Recommender System
STUDENT RESEARCHER: Michael Ridley, Ph.D. Candidate
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Jacquelyn Burkell
Faculty of Information and Media Studies
Western University
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The study is to determine how users of Spotify, a music streaming and recommendation
system, think the system makes its personalized recommendations.
INCLUSION CRITERIA
You are eligible to participate in this study if you meet the following criteria: You use the
Spotify music recommendation system, reside in Canada or the United States, speak
English, and are 18 years or older.
PROCEDURES
You are asked to participate in a survey and a follow-up interview using Zoom (or
another communications system). The survey should take approximately 5-10 minutes.
The follow-up interview should take approximately 60 minutes. Should you choose to
participate you may choose to abstain from any questions you wish not to answer. During
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the survey and interview you will be asked to answer a series of questions regarding your
use of Spotify and how you think it makes its recommendations.
POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS
Participants will be asked to answer based on their own experiences and views on
decisions made about their person and may experience some discomfort. You are not
required to answer and questions for any reason, including discomfort.
POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO PARTICIPANTS AND/OR TO SOCIETY
Participants may gain insight into what information is used by recommender systems. We
will gain insight into how people think recommender systems work. This information
could be useful when helping to explain recommender systems for the purposes of
transparency, accountability, and trust.
COMPENSATION FOR PARTICIPATION
You will be compensated $25.

CONFIDENTIALITY
Some study data may be made available to journals and/or other researchers. Only your
anonymized data will be shared. Any other information that is obtained in connection
with this study, and that can be identified with you, will remain confidential and will be
disclosed only with your permission.

Only the student researcher, Michael Ridley, and the thesis supervisor, Jacquelyn Burkell
will have access to the survey data.

The survey and interview data and other study data will not have any information
identifying you and your name will not be used anywhere in the study or documents
resulting from the study. All identifiers will be removed from study data.
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The interview will be audio recorded. Only the student researcher, Michael Ridley, the
thesis supervisor, Jacquelyn Burkell, and Transcript Heroes (a transcribing service) will
have access to the audio recording. Once the interview has been transcribed the audio
recording will be destroyed.

The transcription of the interview discussion and other study data will not have any
information identifying you and your name will not be used anywhere in the study or
documents resulting from the study. All identifiers will be removed from study data. A
study number will be assigned to each participant and linked via a master list to your
name and any other identifying information. The master list will be kept and stored
separate from the other study data.

Michael Ridley and Jacquelyn Burkell will have access to all of the research data. Study
data will be stored on the Western University server and may also be stored on encrypted,
password protected devices.

No one else will have access to research data except for representatives of The University
of Western Ontario Non-Medical Research Ethics Board who may require access to your
study-related records to monitor the conduct of the research. The data will be destroyed
after 7 years.

PARTICIPATION AND WITHDRAWAL
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may decide not to be in this study. Even
if you consent to participate you have the right to not answer individual questions or to
withdraw from the study at any time. We will provide you any new information that may
affect your decision to stay in the study.
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You do not waive any legal right by acknowledging this consent form.

You may withdraw from the study at any time until findings have been submitted for
publication. Any related data that has not been anonymized and aggregated will be
removed and destroyed.

De-identified personal quotes may be used in the findings of this study. Please indicate in
the following question if you consent to the use of your de-identified quotes.

SUBSEQUENT USE OF DATA
Data may be used in subsequent studies, in publications, and in presentations.

WHOM TO CONTACT FOR QUESTIONS?
Michael Ridley, Student Researcher

Dr. Jacquelyn Burkell, Principal Investigator

If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant or the conduct of this
study, you may contact The Office of Human Research Ethics.

Western University, Faculty of Information and Media Studies,
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With this link you can download a PDF copy of this Letter of Information.
Submission of this survey serves as consent to participate in this research (both this
survey and the follow-up interview).
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Appendix 4: REB Approval - Folk Theories of the Spotify Recommender System
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Appendix 5: Spotify User Survey

Spotify User Survey
Interest. Which of the following best describes your interest in music?

o Passionate about music with extensive knowledge (1)
o Keen about music but balanced with other interests (2)
o Music is important but other things are far more important (3)
o Engage with music but are generally indifferent (4)
Listener .Type Would you describe yourself as a “specialist” (listens to mostly the same artists
and genres) or a “generalist” (listens to a wide variety of artists and genres)?

o Specialist (1)
o Generalist (2)
Version. Do you subscribe to Spotify (pay version) or use the free (ad-supported) version?

o Paid (subscription) version (1)
o Free (ad-supported) version (2)
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Length. How long have you been using Spotify?

o Less than 1 year (1)
o 1 to 5 years (2)
o More than 5 years (3)
Often. How often do you listen to Spotify?

o Every day (1)
o Most days (2)
o At least weekly (3)
o Less often than weekly (4)
Mode. How do you primarily listen to Spotify?

o On a laptop or desktop computer? (1)
o On a smartphone or mobile device? (2)
o On a smart assistant (e.g., Alexa, Google Home)? (3)
o Other (4) ________________________________________________
Satisfied. Are you generally satisfied with Spotify’s personalized music recommendations to you?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
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How Made. How do you think Spotify’s personalized music recommendations are made?

o Solely by algorithms (1)
o Primarily by algorithms and partly by humans (2)
o Primarily by humans and partly by algorithms (3)
o Solely by humans (4)
o Don't Know (5)
Recos Made. How does Spotify use information to determine the personalized music
recommendations for you?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Recos Influence. What could you do to shape the personalized music recommendations you
receive from Spotify?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
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Factors. To what extent do you think the following influence Spotify’s music recommendations
for you?
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Very Important
(1)

Important (2)

Somewhat

Not Important

Important (3)

(4)

Marking
something a
"like" (i.e.,

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

"heart") (1)

What I listen to
(2)

How long I listen
to a song or
playlist (3)

How many times
I listen to a song,
artist or playlist
(4)

What other
people are
listening to (5)

What my friends
are listening to
(6)

Songs that are
similar to other
songs I “liked” or
listened to (7)
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Playlists I’ve
created (8)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Playlists other
users have
created (9)

What people my
age listen to (10)

What people in
my location
(city/country)
listen to (11)

What people
with my level of
education listen
to (12)

Where I am
while listening
(13)
What I’m doing
while listening
(14)
What I’m feeling
while listening
(15)
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The time of day
I’m listening (16)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

The day of the
week I’m
listening (17)

The season of the
year I’m
listening (18)

Songs or artists
that Spotify is
promoting (19)

Posts about
Spotify I make to
Facebook or
other social
media (20)

Comments from
other people
about music on
Facebook or
other social
media (21)
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Reviews of
music in
magazines,
blogs, videos,

o

o

o

o

news sources
(22)

Thank you for completing this survey. If we have not already scheduled a follow-up
interview with you, we will do so shortly.

The next section will provide a summary of your responses for future reference.

Please download the PDF version of this or make a copy for subsequent reference and use.
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Appendix 6: Factor Loadings

Part.
No.

Q-sort

Factor
Group

Factor
1

F1

Factor
2

User16

F1-1

0.8061

*

0.1006

Factor
3
0.0953

15
5

User6

F1-2

0.6995

*

0.185

0.0883

0.4201

2

User3

F1-3

0.6741

*

0.6219

0.024

0.1243

10

User11

F1-4

0.6015

*

0.3365

0.2078

12

User13

F1-5

0.5997

*

0.3621

0.1528
0.0274

6

User7

F1-6

0.5448

*

0.2849

0.0938

0.388

13

User14

F1-7

0.5389

*

0.1497

0.4095

14

User15

F2-1

0.2092

0.8469

*

0.0565
0.0535

11

User12

F2-2

0.2

0.5653

*

0.1545

3

User4

F4-1

0.1849

0.0598

0.0673
0.0712

0.7857

*

16

User17

F4-2

0.2602

0.1268

0.0921

0.5481

*

7

User8

F4-3

0.3229

0.2448

0.5164

*

1

User2

F6-1

0.1716

0.16

0.116
0.0258

19

User20

F6-2

0.4981

0.1662

0.062

0.4133

18

User19

F6-3

0.4265

0.4473

0.1043

0.2799

8

User9

F6-4

0.1055

0.1731

0.0094

0.0281

4

User5

F6-5

0.3306

0.3735

0.3994

9

User10

F7-1

0.0559

0.2356

0.1416
0.0251

17

User18

F7-2

0.3894

0.4283

0.1725

F2

F3

Factor
4

F4

0.1247

Factor
5
0.0638
0.0871

F5

Factor
6

F6

0.363
0.2453

0.1606
0.0061

0.0959

0.0052
0.0428
0.0905
0.0751
0.0022

0.4014

0.0393
0.0317
0.0283

0.0735

0.0246
0.0755

0.6758

*

0.6344

*

0.6321

*

0.6063

*

0.5766

*

0.2125

0.0114
0.0187
0.0177
0.0084

0.4663

0.0309

0.2423

0.3568

0.1322

0.1197

0.2662

0.3349
0.0378
0.3234
0.2663

0.4105
0.2386

0.2304
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Appendix 7: Spotify User Interview Guide
Spotify Users Interview Guide
Introduction:
As a result of the online survey that precedes the interview, participants will have read
the Letter of Information and indicated consent.
Welcome and thank the participant.
Explain the purpose of the interview: to explore how users of the Spotify music
streaming service think the system makes personalized music recommendations.
Explain why they were selected: because they are Spotify users.
Ask if there are any questions arising from the survey or the Letter of
Information.
Discussion Guide:
The questions are intended as a guide. The interviewer may alter or ask additional
questions with the goal of learning more about what the participant thinks about the
nature and process of Spotify recommendations.
Questions:
1. a) In the survey you completed you indicated that you were [satisfied/not satisfied]
with Spotify’s recommendations. Can you talk about why this is the case?
1. b) In the survey you completed you indicated that you thought Spotify’s
recommendations were made by [algos, algos & humans, humans & algos] or [didn’t
know]. Can you talk about this more?
2. In the survey you provided a response to the question about how Spotify uses
information to determine the personalized music recommendations for you. Let me
remind you of your response.
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Can you elaborate on this?
In order to focus participant responses on elements of machine learning, follow-up
questions will directly or indirectly reference the three key ML functions: representation,
evaluation, and optimization. Moving from the general to the specific, follow-up
questions will seek a deeper understanding of concepts raised by the participant.
Counterfactual or contrastive questions will broaden the conversation by probing areas
unexplored by the participant.
a) Representation
What kind of data does Spotify learn from?
How does Spotify learn? For example, humans learn by a variety of
methods: repetition, trial and error/reward, exploration (play, curiosity),
from others, from self-direction
How much data is Spotify trained on?
b) Evaluation
What criteria does Spotify use to make recommendations?
What constitutes success in Spotify recommendations?
Why does Spotify consider a song or artist a good match for you?
c) Optimization
How does Spotify determine the best recommendation for you? What
information is being given priority?
Spotify has over 285 million listeners (some free, some paid), music by
millions of artists, is own by the 3 largest music publishing and
distribution companies in the world, and, for the free version, is supported
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by advertisers. Given these different stakeholders, whose interests does it
prioritize? How does it do that?
3. In the survey you provided a response to the question about how what you could do to
shape the personized music recommendations you receive from Spotify. Let me remind
you of your response.
Can you elaborate on this?
In order to focus participant responses on elements of machine learning, follow-up
questions will directly or indirectly reference the three key ML functions: representation,
evaluation, and optimization. Moving from the general to the specific, follow-up
questions will seek a deeper understanding of concepts raised by the participant.
Counterfactual or contrastive questions will broaden the conversation by probing areas
unexplored by the participant.
a) Representation
What data are Spotify not using?
What are the limitations of the data Spotify uses?
How do you retract or remove information from Spotify about you and
your interests?
b) Evaluation
Spotify creates and maintains a Taste Profile about you. What do you
think is in the Taste Profile? What does Spotify use it for? Do you think
your Taste Profile is accurate? Why/Why not?
Your musical interests and tastes shift, over time, sometimes frequently.
How does Spotify recognize this and respond to it?
c) Optimization
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How often does the system make mistakes?
How accurate are Spotify’s recommendations?
Are the Spotify explanations of why you are being recommended playlists
etc. useful? If so, why; if not, why not? What would a good explanation be
like?
4. In the survey you provided a response to the question about the extent to which 22
different factors might influence Spotify’s music recommendations for you.
You indicated that factors [x, y, x] were “Very Important”. Can you elaborate
about why you think these are the most significant factors?
You indicated that factors [x, y, x] were “Not Important”. Can you elaborate
about why you think these are not significant factors?
5. Is there anything else about the Spotify music recommendation system that you would
like to add?
Conclusion
Thank participant.
Ask for any questions or concerns.
Send transcript for review of participant (to correct factual errors or omissions)
Email compensation ($25 e-gift card).
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Appendix 8: Transcription Confidentiality - Spotify User Interviews
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Appendix 9: NVivo Codebook - Spotify User Interviews

Name

1. Good Quotes

Description

Memorable quotes for use in highlighting
key issues or observations

Files

References

14

34

4

8

General comments about explanations (not
specific to Spotify). This node can be
aggregated usefully.

17

46

What users would like in explanations from
Spotify. What is missing? More detail?

1

1

Whether users feel a need or a desire for
explanation. Are explanations in Spotify
important/useful?

9

13

17

32

This is used to aggregate the “how made”
comments. Do not code into this.

19

126

Comments about the use of algorithms
(machines, AI) in making Spotify
recommendations

19

53

Algorithms

Comments that compare, contrast, or in any
way debate the role of algorithms and
humans in Spotify’s recommendations.

9

21

Algorithms vs

16

35

6

17

19

300

AI Algorithms General General comments about AI, algorithms, or
machine learning. Not for comments
related to Spotify or RS
Explanations

Desiderata re
Explanations

Need Desire for
Explanations

Specific comments about the explanations
Spotify Explanations that Spotify provides. Also includes users
who didn’t notice any explanations
How Made

Humans

Humans

Comments about the involvement of
humans in making Spotify
recommendations

Not Knowing

Comments about not knowing how
Spotify’s recommendations are made and
whether this is a concern for them.

Reco Concepts

General comments about recommendation
concepts; specific comments in the child
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Name

Description

Files

References

notes. Useful to aggregate all.
5

13

14

36

5

6

All aspects of diversity (or lack thereof) in
Spotify recommendations. Diversity means
different artists, genres, songs than the user
normally receives. Diversity and novelty
are the same.

11

15

Comments about feedback by the user to
influence recommendations.

13

48

Feedback

Comments about a user’s historical listening
patterns.

3

4

History

Comments about how Spotify (the
algorithms) “learn” about users, music,
artists. How does Spotify know things?

10

20

Learning

Comments about listening (frequency,
dwell time, etc.) and the effect on
recommendations.

7

11

Listening

Comments about the popular bias problem
(popular items get recommended more
which in turn makes them more popular;
unvirtuous cycle. Also a place for user who
think they are given only “popular” or
mainstream recommendations.

9

10

15

39

3

8

Agency

Categorization

Cold Start

Diversity

Popularity Bias

Comments about agency or control; either
human, machine/algorithm or both
Comments about how Spotify classifies,
tags, codes, catalogues or otherwise
identifies the information about music,
artists, and users. Include discussions of
metadata.
Comments regarding new users of Spotify
(or any RS) and the lack of information
upon which to make recommendations

Comments about privacy or surveillance.
Privacy

Randomness

Comments about randomness in
recommendations.
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Name

Description

Files

References

Comments about the recency bias in Spotify
(i.e., recent listening, liking, or play listing
disproportionately influences future
recommendations).

11

24

References to how data elements are
“related” or “associated” with other data
elements. It is the nature of the relationship
being captured. Also includes relationships
among musicians/groups.

5

12

Comments about serendipity (as opposed to
randomness)

1

1

Serendipity

Comments about similarity, similar,
sameness, like-ness. Include adjacency and
proximity.

14

34

Similarity

Comments that capture the statistical or
mathematical foundations of RS/AI.

7

10

Statistical Math

Trust in Spotify’s recommendations. Trust
in Spotify as a corporation goes under the
Spotify node.

5

9

Trust

Code here if a specific comment with no
relevant child node. Review later.

0

0

XYZ

General Comments about information used
in making recommendations. Specific data
elements added to relevant child notes.

19

337

Comments about affect or emotional states
as data elements for recommendations.

13

45

Affect

Comments about artists as data elements for
recommendations.

3

7

Artist

Comments about music characteristics (e.g.,
tone, beats, rhythm - known as audio ID,
audio DNA, or audio characteristics) as data
elements for recommendations.

10

19

Comments about demographics as data
elements for recommendations.

10

15

Recency

Related Associated

Factors

Reco Information

Audio ID

Demographics
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Name

Description

References

14

35

8

13

Comments about data elements for
recommendations derived from the active
and explicit actions of users (e.g., listening,
marking “likes”, creating playlists, etc.).
These are action on the Spotify system.
Actions/characteristics not on the system go
under (I Do Passive)

19

69

Comments about data elements for
recommendations derived from the passive
and implicit characteristic of users (e.g.,
where I am, what I’m feeling, what I’m
doing etc.).

7

10

Comments about the active and passive data
signals of others (including friends) that
influence recommendations.

14

31

Comments about spatial characteristics as
data elements for recommendations (where
I am, what country/city I live in, what I’m
doing).

7

12

Comments about actions by Spotify as data
elements for recommendations (e.g., artists,
song, genres promoted by Spotify).

13

26

Spotify

Comments about temporal characteristics as
data elements for recommendations (e.g.,
time of day, day of week, season of year).

15

24

Temporal

Comments about how these various data
elements are weighted in terms of priority,
importance, or other factors.

6

11

Weighting

Code here if a specific comment with no
relevant child node. Review later.

0

0

XYZ

11

33

External Media

Genre

I Do Active

I Do Passive

Others Do

Spatial

Reco Shaping

Comments about external media (e.g.,
Facebook, social media, blogs, music
journalism) as data elements for
recommendations.

Files

Comments about genres as data elements
for recommendations.

General comments about how a user might
shape (change, adjust) the
recommendations they receive. Also used to
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Name

Description

Files

References

aggregate later.
Alter Delete

Manipulating
Gaming

Methods
Reco Type

Collaboration

Specific comments on how a user might
alter or delete data elements in their Spotify
profile that are influencing
recommendations.

4

7

Specific comments on how a user might
“game” or manipulate data elements to
confuse, obstruct or otherwise fool Spotify’s
recommendation process.

4

6

Specific comments and methods about how
a user might shape (change, adjust) the
recommendations they receive.

9

20

Classification of comments to reflect
particular recommender system
technologies. Use specific child notes;
aggregate with this node.

0

0

Comments that reflect or define a
collaboration-based recommender system

5

10

9

13

Content
Comments that reflect or define a hybrid
recommender system

0

0

Hybrid

Comments that reflect or define a
knowledge-based recommender system

0

0

Knowledge

Comments that reflect or define a modelbased recommender system

4

6

Model

Comments that reflect or define a rulesbased recommender system

1

1

Rules

Comments that reflect or define a socialbased recommender system

1

2

Social

19

56

Satisfaction

Use only to aggregate child nodes.
Comments of poor results from
recommendations or Spotify services.

7

18

Poor

Expressions of dissatisfaction with Spotify’s
recommendations.

4

8

Satisfied No
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Name

Description

Files

References

Expressions of satisfaction with Spotify’s
recommendations.

15

30

General comments about Spotify. Also used
to aggregate child nodes.

16

72

Comments that indicate the user looked at
Spotify during the interview.

8

9

Comments about the multistakeholder
nature of Spotify (users, artists, record
labels, producers) and which of these is
preferenced.

6

13

Comments that personify the Spotify
recommender system.

9

18

Comments about Spotify as a corporation.

6

7

Comments comparing and contrasting
Spotify with other platforms or social media
(e.g., Facebook, etc.).

8

13

Survey Information

Special node containing each users’ answer
to the question in the survey: “How does
Spotify use information to make personal
music recommendations.”

19

19

Survey Shape

Special node containing each users’ answer
to the question in the survey: “What could
you do to shape the personalized music
recommendations you receive from
Spotify?”

19

19

Users

Use this to aggregate child notes

18

123

General user attitudes to Spotify,
recommendations, music, etc. Attitudes as
opposed to specific concerns or
observations that might be better attached
to another node.

15

63

Comments about user objectives or goals in
using Spotify and its recommendations.

13

31

Satisfied Yes
Spotify

Consulted During
Interview

Multistakeholder

Personification

Spotify as
Corporation

Spotify vs Social
Media

Attitudes

Objectives Goals
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Name

Profile

Description

Comments from users about the profile
Spotify maintains on them to determine
their interests and preferences (i.e., their
“tastes”).

Files

11

References

29
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